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CLOSING A GOVERNMENT
RESEARCH CENTER
Foreword
The purpose of this report is to document some of the more
important aspects and considerations by management officials
relevant to planning and implementation of an orderly and
effective closing of a major rese_rch establishment. It contains
specific chapters on key areas of activity. The specific case-
study treated here is that of the NASA Electronics Research Center,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The circumstances of the establishment
of the Electronics Research Center, its growth for a relatively
short period, and its demise is historically unique; the details
may never be repeated again ever. But there seem to be many aspects
of the ERC closing which have meaning in the "art of disestablishment
of organizational and functional entities." It was hoped that this
account of the closing of ERC as a NASA entity, of actions taken,
and of the resultant conclusions that emerge might provide useful
management perspective to others who may be faced with a similar
unhappy task.
Without reviewing the institutional histol_j of the Center, and
without analyzing the bases for the decision to close it out,
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suffice it to say that Dr. Thomas O. Paine, Administrator of
the i_tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, did r_ke the
decision to close ERC on December 29, 1969. The first actions
follo',,_ng the decision were of paramm_nt importance in setting
the policy _idelines for closing and the en%_ron_aent that was
generated within which the myriad of actions required end solution
of problems were dealt %_th in the ensuing six months.*
First, Dr. Paine communicated his decision via telecon to appro-
priate _9.SA officials asking for complete cooperation and to the
Director of ERC, M_. James C. Elms. _thin forty-eight hours,
the Administrator met in a mass meeting in Cambridge _ith all
employees and management officials at the Center, and explained
the reasons for the decision. He met with members of the Boston
press corps and had personally notified appropriate Congressional
officials. He designated a Headquarters NASA official to take
charge of the closing. He insisted in all of his actions to make
kno_n to government and industry that the ERC people and facilities
were a valuable national resource that could be of important use
to other of our governmental agencies.
*See Introduction. A chronology of major events, decisions, actions,
and completions, providing a concise history, is at the end of this
Foreword.
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NASA clearly had little choice in this matter. Something had
to give. Because of NASA's declining budget situation and
personnel ceiling limitations, it was unalterably clear that
NASA would be able to place no more than a tenth of the ERC
employees within other parts of the NASA organization. The
research program at ERC3 however, had fundamental long-term
merit to national aerospace needs, and an attempt had to be made
to continue as much of the high priority and quality work as
possible in other NASA Centers and/or universities and other
government agencies within existing budgets. This resulted in
displacement of on-going or planned work already authorized.
Dr. Paine's overall guidelines to the undersigned, _ho was given
responsibility to implement the closing, were simply stated:
"I expmct every ERC employee to be placed in an appropriate job
at a better salary and I want the Center closed in an orderly
manner within six months, with programs transferred or stopped,
contracts closed out or transferred, physical facilities disposed
of, equipment disposed of for maximum utilization."
People first, program second, and physical facilities third. While
these objectives could not be entirely achieved sequentially, there
was no question about the prime importance Dr. Paine placed on
the actions affecting each individual employee.
Dr. Paine retained final authority on all major policy issues
that arose, but he delegated a rather free hand to the closing
officials. My first decision was to establish a Headquarters
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task force, embodying top level experienced people from various
functional and line organizations to plan, implement, and manage
the closing.
All members of this task force took on their assignments with
enthusiasm but as collateral assignments. Philosophy guiding
the operation planning was to use the task force as a planning
steering group with each member operating within his regular
functional office or program office channel. We were not to act
in the capacity of dictatorial masters, leaving the actual detailed
implementation of the closing to the management at ERC. For some
members of the task force this ground rule was hard to accept,
but it was accepted. The amount of physical manpower required to
implement the closing was only available at ERC itself; the local
knowledge and expertise rested there. Many of the complex problems
and interfaces could only be administered by people most intimate
with the personalities involved. Institutional program details
involved in the operation of the Center required hundreds of very
competent people to build and run. Closing would require similar
effort and Judgement.
The Headquarters group mapped out plans, checklists, milestones,
and target dates for major actions and decisions. After several
unsuccessful master planning attempts, a reasonably coherent
initial plan was presented to ERC. This sparked a more detailed
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and realistic plan and developmant of an organization at ERC for
implementation. A biweekly reporting system was established
to report on progress and problems associated with major
milestones and decision points. A special overall organization
was created at ERC with specific charters for each subgroup.
Modified PERT charts for identifying conflicts and interfaces
were established.
There were many events and critical problems too numerous to detail
in this overview. But major impacts involved were:
(a) The possible "takeover" of the Center facilities by the
Department of Transportation;
(b) The identification of programs to be continued at other
center_ and the Center and Headquarters management decision
to continue the work within their existing budgets;
(c) The identification and funding of NASA work that could be
conducted for NASA by DOT;
(d) The identification and program justification for $27 million
of equipment for NASA programs, university research and other
government agency requirements;
(e) The general requirement to leave the Center for DOT as a
viable laboratory prepared to initiate ne_ transportation
systems research should DOT take over;
(g) Establishing and operating an outplacement program to place
potentially more than 800 people;
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(h) Providing for regular communications with employees, land
owners in Cambridge holding contracts for future Center
expansion, interested Congressional parties, certain parts of
the Executive Department advising the White House on capa-
bilities of the Center, GSA, Bureau of the Budget, Department
of Justice, and many others;
(i) The necessity to arbitrate disputes regarding applicability of
equipment to certain programs;
(j) Preparing cooperative agreements with universities to assume
certain research undertakings;
(k) _"he move of the total Center from leased space to "permanent"
facilities in the midst of a prolonged teamsters strike and
the resultant redistribution of equipment; and
(1) The morale and attitudes of people who were adversely affected.
Enter DOT
One unprecedented decision was of major significance: Soon
after action plans for closing ERC were in process, a decision was
reached by the White House that the facilities of ERC would be
transferred to the Department of Transportation (DOT). The
announcement of this decision was made public on March 25, 1970.
This followed almost three months of rumors and newspaper stories
on the possibility of such a transfer. To say the least, these
rumors had a definite adverse effect on an expeditious implementation
of the closing actions. M_st ERC employees, for example, were
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naturally reluctant to close down, stop on-going work, complete
technical reporting on projects, and dismantle equipment as long
as there was hope that somehow business would continue as usual,
except focused toward a new mission of transportation systems
research and development. This was true despite Mr. Elms and
other NASA officials cautioning about any optimism. After the
official announcement, the situation _as even more traumatic since
the entire ERC personnel staff was ecstatic and each sincerely
believed that each man and woman would be hired by DOT. Further,
there appeared no urgency to close; salaries were, after all, being
paid by NASA up to June 30, 1970. Hence, the general ERC environ-
ment became one of enthusiastically seeking to define objectives,
programs, tasks and work that might meet the new goals of the new
center as announced by the Honorable John Volpe, Secretary of
Transportation. Further, those who had looked elsewhere for jobs
had been rather discouraged by their unavailability. A few who had
lined up possible jobs were inclined to not commit themselves to
an early change.
ERC and Headquarters management took specific actions to emphasize
to all concerned, including management teams from DOT, that NASA
and ERC must proceed to complete almost all of the closing actions
as planned whether or not DOT was to get the facilities and hire
ERC employees. NASA still had to close its books, turn off its
contracts, transfer work and equipment to other NASA installations,
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terminate leases, help people find jobs who may not be hired by
DOT, etc. At the same time NASA was trying to meet these
objectives, the needs of DOT had to be determined. Both interests
had to be served if we were to do the best job for the nation:
(1) maintain that vital part of the program capability to support
NASA missions; and (2) assure that the new DOT center would start
up in the most viable manner possible, particularly in facilities,
equipment, and services required. DOT specifically had to determine
their specific needs with respect to the retention of people.
This challenge to establish a new center under a different agency
required much effort, many meetings, a considerable amount of
traveling to Washington to define program and mission needs, and
many voluntary hours of overtime on the part of ERC personnel and
others to meet this challenge. While the professional research
staff at ERC was working this side of the street, detailed
administrative plans were being pursued to provide staff and
administrative channels to DOT to set criteria and establish
working relationships with entirely new administrative techniques
and management procedures practiced by DOT and its various modal
agencies. NASA Headquarters established dual channels of commnnica-
tion directly with DOT and through ERC on both program and institu-
tional matters, both to keep informed and to interface with DOT
where planning assistance was needed.
Although all this appeared reasonably complex, in actual practice,
NASA was able to maintain overall control. This was possible
largely because Mr. James Elms, Mr. Franklyn Phillips and
Dr. Eugene Mannella at ERC maintained with the NASA Administrator,
Dr. George Low, and myself and the DOT counterparts, Under Secretary
James Beggs, Mr. William Davis, and Dr. Robert Canno_ a dual loyalty
and dedication that truly held the national interest uppermost : do
the best thing for NASA and DOT and you do the best thing for the
country. Even in this group, however, there were some differing
views as to what seemed best on all matters.
To say a unity of national sense of purpose permeated very far down
in the lower levels of both organizations would be an exaggeration
of the actual situation. Competition, parochialisms, and organizational
prerogatives required that we run our business of closing and opening
_rlth great patience, reasonably good understanding of all points
of view, but with an unwavering purpose of the basic job to be
done. I found myself at times sympathetic with some of the self-
seeking of both sides. In retrospect, however, most of the key
decisions regarding funding, completion of construction, major
equipment items, extension of leases and service contracts, and
programs were made on the basis of what made sense for the government
in support of each agency's respective mission. For example,
Dr. Paine made a decision to keep the large ERC computer in NASA,
much to the objection of DOT. This decision was appealed to the
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highest levels in DOT and NASA. On the other hand, Dr. Low
made decisions regarding several special purpose computers,
some staying in NASA, some in DOT. Neither organization's
program people were completely happy but both organizations
accepted the Solomon-like decisions. Several months later, no
major adverse effects could be detected in either organization.
DOT's basic institutional computer needs would undoubtedly have
been enhanced by retaining the large computer, but leasing arrange-
ments at least temporarily sufficed until DOT/TSC could assess their
total needs against their future program requirements.
With respect to the other ll,000 items of equipment with an
original value of about $27 million, all of it was assigned on
a program or institutional need basis. As the arbitrator, judge,
and jury, I found that both sides had sound arguments but some
parochialism crept in mainly due to the volume, the relatively
short time available for the program vs. equipment assessment,
and the narrow points of view exhibited at the lower levels in
both organizations participating in the evaluation.
On-site review teams from each NASA center were sent to ERC to
identify "unique equipment" needed to carry out their specific
work. To help, the assessment process was elevated to a higher
management level. Each center was required to have all its
technical equipment requests reviewed at the center management
t0
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level by a Deputy Center Director or Assistant Center Director.
This modus operandi caused few changes in the number of equipment
items originally requested by a center. But the fact that there
was a review and there were some items deleted that were originally
labelled as essential gave creditability to the process. All equip-
ment decisions were made prior to July l, 1970.
The proof-of-the-pudding has yet to be fully established as to
efficiency and effectiveness of the entire process. One point
on the curve that is heartening can be noted at this writing.
Mr. Elms, now Director of DOT's Transportation Systems Center (TSC),
and Dr. Gene Mannella, Assistant Director, have both indicated that
the new Transportation Systems Center was operating smoothly on some
tasks immediately and on all tasks on new transportation research
within two months of its establishment. When one compares this
with the four to seven years of effort normally required to start
up a new research center, DOT must be as pleased as NASA. In this
case, site selection and the physical facility construction problems
were eliminated, and the time normally required for the hiring and
organization of people and the acquisition and set up of equipment
necessary to get on with important work were also greatly minimized.
Overall, it is estimated that at least 850 NASA, DOT and ERC/TSC
people including program professionals, administrative professionals,
and other administrative people at all levels in both organizations
played a direct role in closing NASA's ERC and establishing DOT's TSC.
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I firmly believe that the use of the line and functional organiza-
tion3 administered by the NASA ERC Steering Group of twelve people
for ERC closin_ interfacing with a similar group in DOT Headquarters
and the ERC Task Force, was an effective mechanism. The program
decisions required several months of coordination and this portion
is ably described by Mr. Frank Sullivan in Section XI of this
report.
There were numerous meetings between Mr. Elms, Mr. Phillips,
Mr. Davis, and m_self, similar meetings and feedback between
the Headquarters Steering Group and the ERC Task Force and the
ERC Management Council--these were effective in ferreting out
differences in points of view and areas of misunderstanding and
dispute. To all the NASA Headquarters and other center people,
this was a high priority but part-time effort--for ERC/TSC people
it was full time and generally well done. Except for equipment,
the most numerous meetings were those required in reviewing and
establishing programs to be retained in NASA centers and those that
DOT proposed to carry out for NASA. The equipment identification
process was started prior to final program decisions but could not
be completed until after final decisions were made on May 19 and 21,
just five weeks before the closing date of June 30, 1970.
_L
The Critical Problem: People
Without question, the single most difficult management problem
was not program, facilities, or equipment, but rather was people.
While this had been fully expected, there was indeed an unique
situation. Less than half of the original staff was earmarked
to become employees of DOT, but not until five weeks prior to
closing. The remainder had been busily seeking new jobs, a somewhat
bitter task in a tight job market, and were trying to close out
operations for NASA while preparing for the start of new operations
and new programs under DOT. This was almost a double work load
situation that required nearly seven days a week effort for many.
Perhaps the most important early decision made in the ERC closing
concerned the method of reduction in force to be employed. One
choice was to proceed with a phase-down RIF; that is, so many per
month until reaching zero on the date of closing or before, and
establishing a small Headquarters group to complete unfinished
actions. This choice was rejected in favor of a "General Notice"
type of RIF in which all employees were notified early in January
that they would be involuntarily separated on June 30, 1970. The
advantages _ere: (a) all employees would have maximum time to
find jobs in a poor labor market, (b) staff would be available
to actually implement the closing actions, (c) the disruption
caused by bumping and retreating would have caused unpredictable
availability of necessary talent needed to close the center,
LI 'o
(d) bad morale and confusion would be minimized. The disadvantage,
of course, was that it was more costly in terms of total compensa-
tion. In general, many administrative and clerical people decided
to separate early while almost all the technical professionals
and most of the administrative professionals decided to stay_ntil
the question of transfer of facilities to DOT was resolved. The
total staff on board at the time of the official announcement on
DOT was about 75% of the 826 on board three months earlier when
Dr. Paine announced the ERC closing decision. The attrition in
secretarial and clerical help caused problems which definitely had
an adverse effect on the closing operations. The market for
secretaries and clerical help in the greater Boston area was
generally good. By far, the most important impact of the "General
Notice RIF" resulted in the retention of practically all of the
research talent and most of the key administrative talent. This,
of course, provided IX)Twith a choice of talent available for
their selection and hiring for their program needs. Had key
research leaders departed and research groups dispersed, DOT would
have required perhaps two years or more to acquire top quality
talent, and the initiation of their new programs would have been
delayed accordingly. This decision to instigate a "General Notice
RIF" was insisted upon by Messrs. Elms and Phillips of ERC; and
after a few days of meetings and discussions, I recommended to
Dr. Paine and Dr. Low that based on the considerations for people
and the staff required that this was the best course of action.
Dr. Low approved this method (by phoneon a Saturday while at
MSCin Houston). Perhaps this prompt approval and Mr. Elms'
further judgement that a transfer of facilities to another agency
was highly likely formed the "swing factor" in the decision. I
must say that while I was hopeful, I was not as confident on this
point as Mr. Elms. From my point of view it was a good decision
in any event.
The Center closed on June 30, 1970. The new DOT Center was
functioning reasonably well; all but 85 former ERC employees
had jobs; NASA had programs and equipment it needed; DOT had
ample equipment for the new Center; 27 universities were pursuing
new work of relevant NASA interest. Most important, the government
and the nation were in a position to fully utilize a national
capability of nearly _60 million in facilities and equipment and
over 740 highly capable people on new programs. NASA had retained
the highest priority work and related equipment.
While the bulk of this job was completed in six months, the major
remaining tasks of personal equipment packing and shipping and
disposition of leased space was estimated to consume 60man-
months of future effort.
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In Retrospect
Legitimate objective criticisms should be noted: Headquarters
people have felt closing actions should have moved faster, that
they could have accomplished it better_ith more authoritarian
methods, that NASA bent over backwards in providing DOT with
equipment and support. ERC personnel who did not have jobs
remained upset over the basic decision to close, but interviews
revealed that they felt NASA had done all or more than could be
expected. Outplacement of ERC people is yet active. ERC personnel
who went with DOT were generally pleased with the entire operation
and felt the transition was relatively smoothwith the exception
of apprehension until they were officially notified of their being
hired. The DOT Headquarters Task Force had interfaced well_ith
the NASA Headquarters Steering Group, primarily on equipment,
support service contracts, responsibility assumption, and personnel,
but some members of this task force wanted to exercise more of a
decision making role, especially on equipment, than NASA had
permitted.
In summary, I am convinced that use of regular functional and line
organizational authorities, expertise and available personnel on
a part time basis was very effective and the preferred method over
a "closing czar" type operation. Very few decisions had to be made
at the Administrator level_ program transfers, computer capability,
some major equipment items, and policy to support DOT represented
the major ones.
It is hoped that the fOllowing sections may be reasonably helpful
to those who may be interested in the various functions that must
be performed in a closing operation.
I submit a positive self-appraisal of a job well done. Such a
traumatic undertaking is fraught with great emotional turbulence
and asserting of organizational prerogatives. This seems par for
such a course. However, the job was done within the time scale
and to the general satisfaction of all concerned. All direct
participants from NASA, IX)T, universities, and other government
agencies are to be commended for their efforts and cooperation.
From my viewpoint, special praise is due Dr. T. O. Paine,
Dr. George Low, Mr. James Elms_ Mr. James Beggs, Mr. Franklyn Phillips,
and each member of the ERC Task Force, the NASA Planning Steering
Group for ERC Closing and the DOT Task Force. No sum_ry report
can adequately describe all of the details, nuances, and facts
related to all closing activities. Therefore, for future referral,
this report includes a list of key people who may be contacted for
tonino tonn
Boyd_. Myers, II/ ,
Delx_ty Assistant _dministrator
for Administration, and
Chairman, Planning Steering
Group for ERC Closing
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PARTIAL LIST OF INDIVIDUALS
BY FUNCTION FOR F_ REFERENCE
OR CONTACT ON ERC CLOSING
Dr. George M. Low
Acting Administrator
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 20546
Agency Policy
Mr. Boyd C. Myers, II*
Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Administration
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 20546
Overall Closing Planning
and Implementation
Mr. James C. Elms
Director
Transportation Systems Center
Department of Transportation
55 _way
Cambridge, MA 0_i_
Center Director's Policy
Mr. Franklyn W. Phillips
(Formerly, Assistant Director
for Administration, ERC)
Vice President of Administration
and Finance
University of M_ssachusetts
85 Devonshire Street
Boston, MA 02109
Center Administration
*Mr. Myers can direct inquiries for further detailed information
on mBtters of interest pertaining to Legal, Financial Management,
Procurement, Administration, Safety, Security, Public Affairs,
University Affairs, Construction, _intenance and Operations,
Legislative Affairs, etc.
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Mr. Grove Webster
Director of Personnel
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 20546
Agency Personnel
Mr. Lavern S. Hanson
Director, Property and
Supply Division
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 20546
Agency Supplies and
Equipment
Mr. Frank J. Sullivan
Director, Electronics and
Control Division
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 20546
Agency Program
Mr. Robert H. Curtin
Director
Office of Facilities
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, DC 205_6
Agency Real Property
INTRODUCTION
A CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS
IN THE CLOSING OF THE
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
December 29, 1970
January 2, 1970
January 5, 1970
January 5, 1970
January 6, 1970
January 8, 1970
January 9, 1970
January 12, 1970
January 16, 1970
January 19, 1970
January 20, 1970
January 27, 1970
February 2, 1970
Dr. Paine Announces the Planned Closing
to ERC Employees
Dr. Low Establishes Planning Steering Group,
Designating Mr. BoydMyers as Chairman
Mr. Elms Starts Publication of Weekly
Newsletter to Employees
_. Elms and Mr. Myers Meet with ERC Employees
to Announce June 30, 1970 Closing Date
Planning Steering Group Initiates Planning
and Assignments
ERC Forms _sk Groups to C_ry_t Closing
Plan
Outplacement Program Established
Program Offices Start Program Transfer and
Termination Reviews
Dr. Low Meets with Cambridge Redevelopment
Authority and Establishes Basis for Continuing
Liaison During Closing Operations.
Mr. Beresford Named Liaison Leader
Dr. Paine Writes to and Makes Personal
Contact With Cabinet Members, Agency and
Department Heads Regarding Possible
Utilization of ERC Capacilities
Steering Group Members Submit Closing
Planning Documents
All New Construction Stopped and Remaining
Items Necessary for Completion are Determined
ERC Completes Closing Implementation Planning
Documents
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February 19, 1970
February 25, 1970
March 16, 1970
March 25, 1970
March 30, 1970
April 1-7, 1970
April 6, 1970
April 8, 1970
April 13, 1970
April 16, 1970
April 16-20, 1970
April 30, 1970
May 14, 197o
Dr. Low Makes Tentative Program Decisions
for Review and Response by NASA Centers
Tentative Program Decisions Sent to
Centers for Response
Centers Recommend Program and HQ Offices
Start Review
President Nixon Announces Planned Transfer
of ERC Facilities to DOT Effective July i,
1970
DOT Forms Task Group to Establish New
Center
Dr. Low Approves Planned Allocations for
Work to be Transferred to NASA Centers;
Requests Recommendations for NASA Work to
be Performed by DOT
Teamsters Strike Delayed Moving From Leased
to Permanent Space
Mr. Myers Starts Series of Meetings With
Dr. Cannon, DOT, to Advise on R&D Management
System
Dr. Low Establishes NASA Policy for
Continuation of Work at Universities.
University Program Office Starts University
Proposal Process
ll,O00 Items of Equipment Put on Computers
and Master Lists Prepared
NASA Center Teams Visit ERC to Identify
Equipment and Documentation for Transfer
to NASA Centers
NASA Transmits to GSA Notice of Excess
Property; Informs Congress of Transfer
Action
Agreement Reached Between NASA and Teamsters
Union Regarding NASA Closing Efforts During
Teamsters Strike
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May 19-22, 1970
May 28, 1970
June 4, 1970
June 4, 1970
June ii, 1970
June 15, 1970
June 27, 1970
June 29, 1970
June 30, 1970
July i, 1970
July I, 1970
July 1 -
December 31, 1970
Final Programmatic Decisions on Work to
be Performed by NASA and DOT
Teamsters Strike Settled
Mr. Myers Discusses Job Situation and
Program Transfers with 150 ERC Personnel
Without New Employment
Final Disposition of Procurement Actions
Final Determination of Functional Transfers
University Proposals Approved and Unique
Equipment Identification Completed
Final Resolution of Equipment Dispositions
GSA Letter to NASA and DOT Transferring
Property to DOT without Reimbursement
All People Had Vacated NASA Leased Space
Facility Transfer to DOT Completed and
Essentially all Closing Actions Except
Outplacementand Equipment Transfer are
Complete
Transferred 0utplacement Program to NASA
Headquarters
Establishing NASA Warehouse, Physical
Packing and Shipping of All Equipment
to NASA, DOT and Universities and the
Determination of Excess Property
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lSECTION I - PUBLIC AFFAIRS
2_
REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Nature and Sco_e of the Task
The total closing of a federal installation, any federal
installation, is not without its opposition and public outcry.
The affect on a community is more often measured by the level
of protest rather than the true economic and social impact.
Voices are heard from every direction, and some of them are
powerful. The agency that takes such action must prepare itself
for a community reaction so vociferous as to either delay or
sometimes completely frustrate the agency's plans.
Yet a closeout is Just that--the end of an activity which
translates into job losses, idle property, surplus equipment,
abrogation of agreements with local communities, etc. There
is no way to make a closeout palatable. The best the agency
can hope for is to come out of this kind of action wlth its
honor and integrity in tact.
The problem, then, is to bring about a closeout in the face of
strong public opposition, employee resistance and political
pressure with a minimum of confusion, in an open exchange of
information, and with an expression of a genuine intent on the
government's part to reduce the impact on the community and to
effect the least number of dislocations.
In the case of ERC, it became necessary immediately to establish
machinery to deal with the press, radio and television; with
industry and its associations; with employees; with the public;
with local political and community leaders; and with the Congress.
Basic Plan and Approach
The immediate need was to establish a single point of contact
in the agency for all matters related to Public Affairs, and
this was done without delay. The choice had to be an official
in Public Affairs accustomed to dealing on a daily basis with
the information media, and one who had at his immediate disposal
the resources of the NASA News Room and had functional supervision
over the public information activities of the ERC. The next and
immediate step was a workable and realistic plan which follows:
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS
GENERAL - In compliance with established agency policy
and procedures for the release of information, it would
be the practice to keep affected employees, the Congress,
and the information media fully and promptly informed of
all phase-out developments.
COORDINATION - Overall coordination for the collection and
release of information was to be vested in the Public Affairs
member of the steering committee, who would exercise
functional supervision over the Public Affairs Officer
at ERC and would be responsible for coordination with
Legislative Affairs.
a. At Headquarters - The focal point for implementing
the release of information would be the Public Informa-
tion Division.
b. At ERC - The focal point would be the Public Affairs
Office.
c. Procedures
(i)Each member of the committee was required to keep
the Public Affairs Coordinator fully informed and
copies of all plans, memoranda, correspondence,
etc., were to be promptly made available to the
Public Affairs Coordinator.
(2)
(3)
While it was anticipated that releases would originate
from a number of sources, they were to be fully
coordinated with the Public Affairs Coordinator
and with Legislative Affairs prior to issuance.
Unless extraordinary circumstances dictated otherwise,
it would be the general practice to release all informa-
tion through the Public Affairs Office, ERC, with
information copies available in the Headquarters News
Room.
(4)To minimize rumors and speculation, all releases
would be issued to ERC personnel simultaneously
with issuance to the information media.
(5) The established agency procedures for keeping the
Congress informed would apply with respect to contract
terminations and the provisions of NASA PR 8.202
would govern prior notification to Public Affairs
and Legislative Affairs. Public Affairs and
Legislative Affairs would receive prior notifica-
tion of all terminations of significant grants or
research contracts with universities and non-profit
institut ions.
o RESPONSE T0 QUERY - Recognizing that full coordination is
not always practical on short deadlines when responding to
telephone queries, Headquarters and ERC would make every
effort to respond within the framework of fact sheets and
previously issued official statements such as press conference
transcripts and news releases.
All queries would be committed to query sheets and a current
log of these queries would be maintained.
ERC and Headquarters would exchange queries and answers by
telephone as soon as possible without delaying the response
to the inquirer. Where any significant information was
announced by way of a response to queries, Legislative Affairs
would be given prior notification by Public Affairs.
Copies of each query with answer would be passed to Legislative
Affairs, Headquarters, and copies posted at conspicuous
locations (bulletin boards) throughout ERC.
PRESS RELATIONS - General meetings with management and the
employees would be open to the press and the press would
be advised of these meetings well in advance.
Si6nificant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
Generally public affairs matters were handled as outlined in
the plan with the following exceptions:
iI The initial volume of mail was great, and did not lend
itself entirely to stock answers (boiler plate), although
much boiler plate sufficed in getting the letters answered.
1 Department of Transportation's entrance into the situation
required a new set of coordination procedures both at the
Washington and Cambridge level, but these were a help
rather than a hindrance as far as public affairs was
concerned, since DOT's intervention was a promise of
hope thus reducing the public clamor.
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. The committee was not always able to keep the Public Affairs
Officer fully informed on all the details related to DOT's
part in this action, with the result that in some instances
the Public Affairs man was playing "catch-up".
Sunm_r_ of the Results
As stated earlier, there is no way to make a closeout action
of this nature palatable. The successful effort by the agency--
not any planned public affairs program--to find a suitable
tenant for the ERC relieved the pressure, reduced the criticism,
and to a large extent placated the critics. A parallel effort,
that of outplacement, which enjoyed some success also alleviated
the tense situation.
Conclusion and Recommendations
A plan for such a contingency is absolutely necessary. The one
above is in general suitable and should suffice for any future
closeout operation.
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mSECTION II - LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
Nature and Scope of the Task
The Office of Legislative Affairs had the task of facilitating
explanations to the Congress of the action to close NASA's
ERC both in testimony to Congressional Committees and in responses
to any Congressional inquiry about events and conditions related
to the closing. It was anticipated that there would be great
Congressional interest in this matter and a heavy workload.
Basic Plan and Approach
All responses to Congressional inquiries were funneled through
one point in the Director of Congressional Liaison's office.
All responses were fully coordinated and concurred in finally by
the Chairman of the Steering Committee, Mr. Boyd Myers, or his
representative.
Sisnificant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
After initial protest and inquiry from members of the Massachusetts
Congressional delegations immediately after the ERC closing was
announced, there was a relatively small volume of correspondence
with questions related to this action (27 letters). The initial
questions, e.g. from Senators Kennedy and Brooke, were responded
to through personal meetings with NASA officials in Congressional
offices where information about the action and procedural plans
was presented. The EEC question was discussed during authorization
hearings in both House and Senate. It was not a significant issue.
Summary of the Results
Apparently the normal procedure established for response to
Congressional questions was completely satisfactory and no major
problems have arisen thus far.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The same procedure should be followed under similar circumstances.
mSECTION III - GENERAL COUNSEL
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
GENERAL COUNSEL
Nature and Scope of the Task
The Office of General Counsel provided legal advice and
assistance with respect to a number of questions. In
particular, they participated in (1) the determination
of possible transfers of functions from ERC to other NASA
Centers or to DOT; and (2) the preparation of the declaration
of excess for the real property involved. In connection with
the latter, they prepared the required report on the title to
the real property. Also the Deputy General Counsel actively
participated in a last minute lawsuit seeking to enjoin the
transfer of personnel and facilities from NASA to DOT and the
termination of employment of ERC employees.
At the request of the Administrator, the General Counsel
personally acted as the day-to-day liaison with the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority and kept that Authority
fully informed on NASA's (and to a lesser extent, DOT's)
plans. This task also involved contact with the Massachusetts
Governor 's Office and Congressional delegations.
Significant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
The DOT decision when flnallymade greatly alleviated the
adverse impact of the ERC closing on the Cambridge Redevelopment
Authority. Hence, this decision helped NASA-CRA relations.
Summary of the Results
The real property was transferred to DOT through GSA on
July l, 1970.
It was determined that no functional transfer existed between
ERC and DOT, and in only one instance was there a functional
transfer of work continued at other NASA Centers.
A temporary restraining order enjoining the transfer of personnel
and facilities from ERC to DOT was not granted because no clear
Tj
violation of law hadbeen demonstrated and because plaintiff
ERC employees had not exhausted their administrative remedies.
However, the suit remains pending until the Government succeeds
in having it dismissed by motion.
The HASA-CRA relationship was significantly improved between
the date of the announcement of ERC closing and the effective
date of the closing. While the day-to-day information channel
helped, perhaps the most important reason for the improvement
was the DOT decision to assume responsibility for, and operation
of, the Cambridge facility.
Conclusions and Reccmmendations
The experience gained in applying RIF procedures, particularly
with respect to transfer of functions, should be of future
benefit.
The involvement with CRA is a matter that is probably unique.
However, in any future similar situation it may be prudent to
advise a vitally interested body like the CRA of impending
actions prior to or, at least, contemporaneously with affected
NASA employees.
SECTION IV - PERSOIINEL
REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
PERSONNEL
Nature and Scope of the Task
When the closing of the Electronics Research Center (F_C) was
announced on December 29, 1969, the Center had 826 permanent
civil service employees on board. These employees were distributed
in two major groups:
Administrative and Non-Professional 388
Technical Professional _38
It was agency policy and the personal desire of the Administrator
that every effort be made to find employment for all ERC personnel.
To this end an intensive outplacement program was established early
in January and was continued throughout the closedown period. In
addition, both NASA and the Department of Transportation (DOT) have
continued to provide assistance beyond the closing date.
Basic _lan and Approach
Employees of ERC were given a general notice of reduction in force
(RIF) on January 8, 1970, stating that all employees would be
separated on June 30, 1970. This notice was issued after approval
_.rasreceived from the Boston Region of the USCSC to extend the
general notice period from the normal 90 days to 180 days. Con-
currently, several processes necessary to complete the RIF in an
orderly manner and to provide the most effective support to the
employees were initiated. These activities are listed in Attach-
ments 1 and 2 and displayed in diagram form on Attachment 3.
Significant activities included: the outplacement program;
transfer of function determinations; disposition of consultants,
military details, coops, etc.; phaseout of training; and the
preparation and issuance of specific notices. Since this was
the closing of a complete facility, the numerous bumping and
retreating processes as described in the Federal Personnel Manual
vere not a major factor.
Major elements of the plan were: (!) the issuance of a general
notice six months in advance of the closing to afford greater
flexibility in the exercise of severance pay rights; (2) the
review of competitive levels and determination of transfer of
J
function rights; (3) the issuance of final specific notices; and
(4) outplacement activity and other incidental closeout functions.
Significant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
The general notice of RIF_as issued as planned and was beneficial
to those employees who w_nted to take advantage of severance pay
provisions.
The outplacement program_as initiated during January and constituted
a major effort for the personnel staff during the closeout period.
Private firms as well as other government agencies were contacted
and arrangements were made for interviews at ERC. This activity
is described briefly in Attachment 4 and more thoroughly in
Attachment 5 (an unpublished Master's thesis e_titled, "Closing
of the NASA Electronics Research Center, A Study of the Reallocal
tion of Space Program Talent" by R. H. Rollins, II). Mr. Rollins
was a NASA Headquarters employee participatlng in the MIT Sloan
Program who assisted the outplacement effort and prepared this
study as his major report.
The labor market in science and engineering was extremely low
during the closeout period and, as a result, the outplacement
effort was severely impacted, particularly in the area of basic
research. It had been predicted that employees engaged in
basic resea1_h would have the greatest difficulty in finding
employment and this prediction proved to be correct.
As a part of the outplacement program a NASA Stopper List was
issued on February 6, 1970. It had been hoped that this list
would be issued sooner, but delays in accumulating forms from
ERC employees and in organizing and cataloging the list prevented
earlier publication. Actually, the Stopper List was not too
effective and its use, or lack of use, demonstrated the strange
negative psychology attached to stopper lists, reemployment
priority lists, etc. Although employees are on these lists
through no fault of their_own, managers or supervisors seem
to interpret their presence on the list as an adverse comment
on their employment record. This is an extremely difficult
problem to deal_ith and is one that cannot be corrected merely
by procedure or directive.
A significant factor influencing the outplacement program was
the decision by the Department of Transportation (DOT) to
acquire the ERC facility and employ a large number of the
employees. Although this decision was not announced until
March 25, 1970, rumors which began as early as January had
a major influence on the employees. Manydelayed accepting
job offers in anticipation of this decision and the expecta-
tion of an offer from DOT. Since DOToffers were not made
until late in May and firm offers were not madeuntil June,
manyemployeesmayhave lost Job opportunities which they
otherwise would have accepted. It seemsapparent that the
DOTdecision and rumors which preceded it slowed the outplace-
ment effort; however, the specific degree of impact cannot be
assessed.
Within NASA,the principal pacing actions for the final RIF
notices were the technical program decisions on the disposition
of the work being performed at ERC. Until these program
decisions were made, it could not be determined if the work
being movedto other centers constituted a transfer of function
according to RIF regulations. The final disposition of the ERC
work was decided on May22, 1970 and specific tasks were then
reviewed to determine if any constituted a transfer of function.
A committee composedof representatives of the Office of Personnel,
OART,OSSA,and the General Counsel was established to review the
work to be transferred by individual work unit. Each center
receiving work was asked to identify the organizational element
of the center where the work was to be performed, the function
of that element, and the current on-going work being performed.
After reviewing this information, as well as the actual work being
transferred, the committee concluded that only one item of work
constituted a transfer of function. In establishing a rationale
for their determinations the committee in their report stated in
part :
"During its deliberations the committee discussed
at somelength the concept of transfer of function
and its application to research work. The function
to perform research is shared commonlyby nearly
all NASACenters. This universe maybe partitioned
in manyways, including discipline, goals and
objectives, programs, projects, etc. In fact,
research can be as discretely identified as the
difference between two individual researchers.
In this context somerationale must be established
when forced to assess whether the transfer of research
work constitutes a transfer of function according to
CSCregulations. The committee recognized that there
is little if any identical duplication of work in
NASA'sCenters. However, it believed that similar
research activities or responsibilities existed at
kJ
some centers. The procedures, approaches, techniques,
and methods vary but many work toward similar missions
and inter-related objectives. The committee further
believed that the approach or technique in research
_as not the function. In this framework the committee
determined that if an organization had the charter to
do work in a research area and it was exercising that
charter, the addition of a new technique or approach
was not the addition or creation of a new function.
Final specific notices were issued to ERC employees on June 12,
1970 using the automated Headquarters personnel system to process
the official separation notices. Use of this automated system
was of particular significance since by June the ERC personnel
staff had been reduced to a skeleton workforce particularly in
the clerical area.
Summar_ of the Results
Attachment 6 is a su_nary report on the results of the total
ouplacement program. On June 30, 1970, 741 of the 826 permanent
employees had found employment. Of the 85 employees without
jobs, 63 were technical professionals and 22 were administrative
or non-professionals. A high percentage of the technical pro-
fessionals were physicists, chemists, or electronic engineers
reflecting both the elimination of_ch of the advanced research
at the Cambridge center and the added difficulty of finding
employment in these fields. Within NASA, 15 ERC employees
transferred to Headquarters, 9 to Wallops, 9 to Goddard, 1 to
FRC, 2 two Le_ris, 7 to Ames, and 1 to KSC. DOT hired 396 ERC
employees on July l, 1970 and other government agencies hired
75. During the outplacement program 90 different organizations
conducted a total of 1,303 interviews with ERC personnel.
Only one transfer of function was identified with work being
moved from ERC to other NASA centers. This transfer involved
work moving to Goddard and the employees associated with the
work were afforded their right to accompany the transfer in
accordance with Civil Service Commission procedures.
As of August 7, 1970, 13 transfer of function appeals have
been received by NASA. Six of these individuals have a_pealed
on the basis of a transfer of function to DOT; six have a_pealed
on the basis of a transfer of function to other NASA Centers and
one has appealed on the basis of both a transfer to DOT and to
other NASA Centers. It may be several weeks before the outcome
of these appeals is known.
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Although NASAis convinced that no transfer of function
exists (other than the one so identified at Goddard), it must be
recognized that anything so subject to interpretation will
inevitably provoke challenge and that bitterness on the part
of those who are impacted is inevitable. Fortunately, the
system provides for appeals to the Civil Service Commission
so that if an error _ms been made, it can be rectified.
Conclusions and Reco_endations
In theory, the perfect outplacement program would be one through
which all employees separated by RIF are placed in new jobs.
The effort at ERC did not achieve this goal; however, considering
the job market during the closeout period and skills of the employees
who were eventually separated without employment, the ERC effort
•;as commendable. Many of the techniques used by the outplacement
people at ERC could well be followed during similar activities in
the future. In particular, the use of the so-called "mini resumes"
should be noted. These very brief summaries of employee experience
and qualifications proved more useful and effective than a list
of position titles, which isn't enough, or complete SF-171 resumes_
_ich are too extensive for quick review by prospective employers.
The determinations on transfers of function were difficult and
involved considerable thought and analysis. _._en considering
the transfer of research work, the guidance of the Federal
Personnel Menual is not as helpful as it is in such areas as
administration. As a result of the experience with ERC, essentially
three factors are considered necessary to arrive at the correct
decision on transfer of functions. First, the actual work or
activity to be transferred must be clearly identified by established
work unit numbers and titles. In the case of ERC, some confusion
existed since in many instances only parts of the work unit were
actually being moved. Second, the specific organizational element
(to the lo_est level) receiving the _Torkmust be identified; the
functions of that organization must be completely described, and
the current on-going work of that organization by function must
be thoroughly explained. Finally, the activ__ty being transferred
must be analyzed in the context of the gaining organization, i.e.
whether or not it will become a part of an existing function and
whether or not the same kind of work is currently being performed.
Of course, if transfers of function are identified, it is also
necessary to identify those employees in the losing organization
who are associated with the work. Although there is a certain
logic that would maintain that the burden of proof in functional
tr%nsfers rests with the receiving organization (and thus the
determinations should be made by that organization), there is
an even stranger logic that only a third party can makesuch
determinations with any degree of consistency. The decision
to form a Headquarters committee to review and makedetermina-
tions on each individual case, we believe, wasa wise choice
and one that should be used in any future RIF situation.
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mS_CTION V - LOANS TO UNIVERSITIES
REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
LOANS TO UNIVERSITIES
Nature and Scope of the Task
With the closing of ERC, NASA wished to preserve for the benefit
of NASA and the country, in as far as possible, the valuable
research being pursued at the center. It was anticipated that a
significant portion of the ERC research would continue elsewhere
in NASA and that certain other research, particularly in the
basic research areas, would be of interest to universities closely
involved in similar work.
Basic Plan and Approach
It was considered to be in NASA's and the country's best interests
to transfer to universities ERC equipment that would enable them
to continue specific basic research efforts provided the equipment
was not required for research in other NASA centers. A statement
of NASA policy regarding university requests for equipment loans
resulting from the closing of ERCwas issued by NASA Deputy
Administrator on April 13, 1970. The policy was stated as follows:
NASA can make andwill consider making research equipment
available to universities on a loan basis for use in the
conduct of work of interest to NASA's mission. Loan requests
will be made in writingto NASA, including a statement of
research objectives, indications ofexisting and projected
capabilities and resources to conduct such research, and a
willingness to make results of the work available to NASA.
NASA will retain ownership of the _uipment and will make
final assessments and determinations regarding all requests.
The research equipment will be made available on a loan
basis in the context of and pursuant to a cooperative agree-
ment between NASA and the university embodying the foregoing
conditions.
Si6nificant Events and/or Major Problems Encountered
The loan of equipment was dependent upon acceptability of the
research proposal as compared to other requests for the same
equipment. All requests were to be sent to the Office of University
Affairs, NASA Headquarters.
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As a minimum, the proposals were to contain the following:
i. The approval of a university/agency official authorized
to enter into a loan agreement with NASA.
2. A listing of the equipment requested identified by the
ERC equipment number.
3. A statement of research objectives.
4. A statement of availability and commitment of the resources
required to conduct the proposed research program.
5. A willingness to make the results available to NASA.
6. An agreement to pay relocation expenses.
The equipment proposals were not to include requests for NASA
funds to support the research. Regular unsolicited proposals
could be submitted, however, they were not to be considered as
a part of the equipment proposal.
The Office of University Affairs Proposal Control Section processed
requests for equipment and arranged for technical evaluation
according to its established procedures for unsolicited research
proposals. In addition to the regular distribution for evaluation,
all equipment proposals were distributed to the Electronics
Research Center for comment.
The Office of University Affairs developed a model cooperative
agreement which was concurred in by legal and equipment
specialists for the loan of equipment. The agreement contains
specific information on the responsibilities of the universities
and NASA concerning the operation, maintenance, and disposition
of the equipment. A sample agreement is attached(Attachment ll).
The list of equipment to be included in each agreement was
forwarded to Headquarters Property and Supply Division for them
to verify each item for availability for transfer prior to entering
into a cooperative agreement. After negotiation the Assistant
Administrator for University Affairs signed the agreement for NASA.
Program offices and centers will monitor the research programs
and all technical publications resulting from the research conducted
will be made available to the NASA Scientific and Technical
Information Facility.
Summary of the Results
Approximately 40 proposals, representing 900 pieces of equipment,
were received from universities and other government agencies.
The proposals were reviewed and duplicate requests were resolved.
Upon receipt of verification of availability for transfer from
the Headquarters Property and Supply Division, the Office of
University Affairs issued the Cooperative Agreement to the
respective institutions.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The transfer of equipment to universities seems to offer excellent
promise for preserving for NASA and the country the benefits of
research which otherwise might have been lost as a result of closing
the center. The basic approach and agreement document as
described herein could be used in any general phase down of
operations or on an individual basis as unique items of scientific
equipment becomes excess to NASA's needs.
SECTION VI - DISPOSITION OF EQUII_NT
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
DISPOSITION OF EQUIPMERT
Nature and Scope of the Task
At ERC there were roughly 13,000 items of equipment at various
locations worth approximately _28,000,000 and varying from small
test instruments to large computers of both a unique and general
purpose character. Some items had not been delivered and were
still at contractors plants while others had been crated and
packed in preparation for the move from rented quarters to the
new buildings.
It was decided that most of the general purpose equipment would
remain at TSQ and the unique special purpose equipment would be
divided into the following categories:
a. Required for NASA programs (RTOP's) to be
transferred to other NASA Centers.
b. Required for NASA work which would be
performed at the new DOT Center.
c. Required by DOT to carry out their mission.
d. To be loaned to universities for work
which would contribute to NASA programs.
e. Required by other government agencies _hich
planned to hire certain ERC specialists and
to continue the work they had previously
performed.
In addition to the volume and variety of equipment at dispersed
locations, the early departure of many of the ERC personnel
familiar with the equipment and the understandable preoccupation
of those still on-board with their future plans added to the
difficulty of identifying equipment with specific work assignments.
One major problem was the lateness of the date (M_y 22, 1970) when
final determinations were made as to what programs were to be
transferred to other NASA Centers and what work was to be performed
for NASA at the new DOT Center. However, the problem was offset
to some degree by two major decisions:
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a. NASA would concern itself primarily with items
of equipment worth more than $5,0OO. This
reduced the total number of items to approx-
imately 800 at a value of roughly $20,000,000.
be Although final program transfers had not been
determined, it was considered that a major number
of the program transfers would occur as initially
planned, and, accordingly, in mid-April the
receiving centers were directed to proceed with
the identification of equipment.
The receiving centers responded to item b above with listings of
specific items of equipment considered necessary to carry out the
tentatively planned program transfer. A procedure was established
within the Headquarters program offices for review, identification,
and resolution of all duplicate requests. A focal point in OART
was established for this process and lists of equipment related to
RTOPs were collated according to centers and then sent to the
Property Division. The Property Division then issued instructions
to receiving centers to prepare and issue to ERC the necessary
shipping documents.
These shipping documents formed the basis for central control and
were used for final resolution of conflicts and duplications. The
more difficult conflicts were between requests from centers for
equipment considered necessary to carry out work to be transferred
and the ERC requests for equipment considered necessary to carry
out the DOT missions. This was particularly true in the case of
several computer systems. Resolution of most of these conflicts
was accomplished through the program offices; however, a number
of them had to be referred to the Deputy Administrator for final
decision.
Summary of the Results
Approximately 536 items of equipment valued at $3-35 million were
identified as necessary for RTOPs transferred to other NASA Centers.
Approximately 226 items valued at $2.17million were determined to
be necessary to NASA programs to be implemented by DOT and to be
left at DOT on loan. An additional 225 items valued at $2.95 million
were identified as useful to NASA Centers for ongoing programs and
not required by DOT.
In addition to the above, items to be loaned to universities
(662/$1.5 million) and other agencies (187/$323K) resulted in a
grand total of approximately 1,800 items valued at $10,000,000
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which would be retained by NASA.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Obviously the earliest possible determination of work to be
transferred, versus work to be terminated, would assist in
future situations. An up-to-date catalog of both unique and
general purpose equipment that is related to specific work
units would also save considerable time and would be extremely
useful in expediting the transfer and disposition of equipment.
Such a catalog should include a complete description and
identification of the equipment and should be designed for easy
cross reference (i.e. by work effort such as RTOP/II22, equipment
name, cost, location, etc.).
The importance of a computerized inventory system in an operation
of this type cannot be overemphasized, particularly where a
short turnaround time and numerous iterations of programmatic
determinations are involved. Without this capability, the
required schedule of operations at ERC would have been virtually
impossible.
SECTION VII - FINANCIAL MANA_
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Nature and Scope of the Task
The financial management group's major Job was to close all
financial records effective as of June 30, 1970. This required
that all financial transactions be completed in accordance with
NASA Management decisions and the accounting requirements
prescribed by the FMM. Upon completion and closeout of all the
transactions, final reports had to be prepare_ and the remaining
assets, records, and files had to be transferred to Headquarters.
Basic Plan and Approach
The basic plan of operation involved the following:
i. Clearance of all property accounts--supplies,
equipment, and real property.
. Transfer of contracts after determination by
program and procurement personnel as to who was to
have technical and contractual responsibility.
3. Transfer of the payroll function of ERC to
Headquarters.
Arrangements for the transfer of all residual
active files and records to Headquarters, and
the transfer of inactive records to GSA
holding areas.
Significant Events and/or Major Problems Encountered
As a result of the combined requirement to close out ERC and,
at the same time, preserve a going operation for the new DOT
Center, it became increasingly apparent that the existing work
force could not accommodate the magnitude of the transactions
required. Accordingl_FinanclalManagement made arrangements
to have i0 individuals from the various _nters and Headquarters
go to ERC and provide direct assistance to the financial office.
Other problems complicating the process were:
i. The technical decisions governing the disposition
of programs and related contracts, purchase orders
c0
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and equipment were not completed until May.
e Although a freeze was imposed, critical require-
ments continued and new contracts were being
negotiated up through June 30, 1970.
e Due to difficulties encountered with the computer
services contract, computer runs identifying the
financial codes and documentation were not avail-
able during the extremely critical period of June 22
through July 2, 1970.
In the transition period of moving from leased
to permanent space, people involved in financial
management functions had to be moved (files,
le_k_, equipment, etc.) a total of three times.
Since this was right in the middle of the busiest
period, the moves further complicated an orderly
closeout.
Summary of the Results
In the transfer of the payroll function, ERC was given permission
to make their last payroll a 17-day pay rather than a 14-day _y
so the employees could be paid up through June 30. Headquarters
then on July 1 assumed responsibility for severance pay and other
related payroll functions.
With the establishment of the new DOT Center (TSC), it was nec-
essary for Headquarters to develop new funding procedures to
accommodate the fact that TSC was to operate under a consolidated
working fund. In line with the agreements reached with NASA and
DOT, special steps were taken to assure that TSC received funding
on July i, 1970. The appropriate papers were executed to fund
$2.230 million for new RTOP work and $i million was provided to
TSC for those contracts and purchase orders which were returned
to them. On July 14, TSC was provided $220,000 of CofF money to
pay for partitions, landscaping, and lights for the parking lot.
It is estimated t_t $i million worth of additional contracts and
purchase orders will also be returned to TSC.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In view of the delays caused by the negotiations _mcessary to
arrange for the transfer of ERC to DOT and the problems of making
program/technical decisions, the closure could not have been
accomplished without the assistance of those individuals who were
detailed to ERC and the long hours put in by ERC financial personnel
during June and July.
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However, considering all the factors involved in the closing of
ERC and the establishment of a new DOT function (TSC), it is
believed that the closing of ERC was accomplished in a success-
fulmanner.
SECTION 9"_II - MAI_ AND OPERATIONS
i
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
Nature and Scope of the Task
Basically, the task in the maintenance and operations area
consisted of the preparation of information, instructions
and basic documentation for maintenance and operations of the
facilities. The total workload was as follows:
a. Accumulate and file construction drawinas, shop
prints, and maintenance and operations manuals.
b. Compile lists of all mechanical and electrical
equipment requiring maintenance.
c. Code systems for identification.
d. Determine frequency of maintenance.
e. Implement preventive maintenance program.
f. Itemize equipment covered by guaranty/warranty.
g. Determine spare parts requirements.
h. Analyze and determine operations contract effort
through June 30, 1970.
i. Complete work order review.
j. Trouble-shoot and repair.
Basic Plan and Approach
Acquisition of the information and data required for the
implementation of an effective and economical maintenance and
operations program was a matter of a certain amount of research
effort and time. Fortunately much of the basic informatlon/data
had already been prepared by a task team organized by Headquarters
several weeks prior to the shutdown announcement.
Sisniflcant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
Generally speaking, there were no significant events or major
problems encountered during the six-month period and sufficient
time was available for the Electronics Research Center (ERC)
personnel to prepare the complete package that would be released
to Department of Transportation (DOT).
Summary of the Results
The maintenance and operations program was prepared and implemented,
and finally released to DOT. The program is considered satisfactory
and, with the passing of time, DOT can revise the systems procedures
to accommodate actual conditions.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Only a few NASA maintenance and operations personnel have remained
behind as DOT employees. However, wlth additional qualified DOT
personnel, there is no reason why the maintenance and operations
program will not be successful.
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SECTION IX- LEASED SPACE
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
LEASED SPACE
Nature and Scope of the Task
At the time of the announced closure, ERC was occupying
approximately 265,000 square feet of rental office, laboratory
and warehouse space in six different locations in the Cambridge
area. Most of the space was leased by the General Services
Administration (GSA) for NASA on a reimbursable basis at a
cost of approximately $1.6 million per year. In addition,
facilities of other Government agencies vere being utilized
to varying degrees under permits. The principal tasks to be
performed were to assure (1) a timely and orderly mc_e into
permanent facilities as construction was completed and
accepted; (2) termination of lease arrangements and restoration
of the property as necessary; and (3) termination of NASA's
responsibilities in connection with facilities being utilized
under permits/agreements with Government and private agencies.
Basic Plan and Approach
Plans and schedules were developed by ERC for vacating portions
of the leased space as the permanent facilities were made
available from the construction contractor on a floor-by-floor
basis. Schedules and progress reports were reviewed by the
Office of Facilities staff for general compatibility with the
overall time tables for completion of construction and the
June 30, 1970 closure date. ERC was to be responsible for
furnishing GSA firm release dates for the leased space and for
concluding NASA's responsibilities in connection with properties
being utilized under permits/agreements with other agencies.
In addition, they were to identify NASA's residual responsibilities
subsequent to June 30, 1970.
Significant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
Although the overall schedule of June 30, 1970 set for vacating
the leased space was met, the moves were not accomplished in as
smooth and orderly a manner as one would like. This was caused
by a variety of reasons, some of which are summarized as follows:
a. Delays in determining (i) what programmatic work
would be transferred from ERC to other NASA
installations; (2) what NASAwork would be performed
at Cambridge by DOT;and (3) what work would be
carried on by universities and other Government
agencies, madeit impossible to identify, on a timely
basis, equipment that was to be shipped or was to
remain with DOT. The effect of this delay, coupled
with the desire of ERCpersonnel to protect their
(soon-to-be DOT)interests, resulted in equipment
not being movedout of leased space as expeditiously
as mayhave been possible.
b. A prolonged strike by the local Teamsters Union adversely
affected the support contractor who provided materials
handling (moving) services to EHC. As a result, for
a period of about 7 weeks (April 6 to May 28), during
a very critical time frame, no moves of equipment
from leased space into either permanent or storage
facilities were accomplished.
Co There was an apparent reluctance on the part of ERC
personnel to accomplish primary objectives of NASA
once it became known that DOT was to acquire the
facilities since ERC was hopeful of persuading DOT
to retain leased space at certain locations.
d. Employee morale was understandably low during the
January - June period.
Initially ERC attempted to work out problems of restoration
directly with the individual landlords. However, in view of the
manpower shortage and the tightness of the closure schedule,
Headquarters recommended turning the responsibility over to GSA.
Summary of the Results
The lateness of decisions concerning the disposition of the equipment
resulted in action to establish a depot operation at the Boston
Naval Shipyard (formerly the Boston Army Base). An Interservice
Support Agreement was executed between the Naval Shipyard and
NASA Headquarters (Code BD) for the use of 81,125 square feet
of warehouse space in which the equipment would be held during
preparation for shipment. The agreement provides for the furnishing
of fire protection, utilities, refuse collection, and normal
repairs and maintenance. The agreement coversa period of one
year (July l, 1970 through June 30, 1971 ) but can be terminated
at any time upon 30 days' notice. Arrangements have been made to
accomplish the necessary funding and payment from Headquarters.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Alt_ough numerous difficulties were encountered, they were
generally unique to this particular situation or, as in the
case of the Teamsters' strike, were of a type beyond mormal
administrative control.
SECTION X - CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
Nature and Scope of the Task
After the December 28, 1969 announcement of the closing of ERC,
the Agency was committed to ensure that certain actions pertaining
to the Construction of Facilities (CoF)were taken prior to the
closing of ERC on June 30, 1970, and later, to provide for
subsequent transfer of land, facilities and equipment to the
Department of Transportation (DOT). The responsibilities of
NASA to supervise the phase-out activities were as follows:
a. To develop a CoF phase-out plan
b. To complete all contracted construction work on schedule
c. To meet all financial obligations to contractors
and to Corps of Engineers (CoE)
d. To complete the design and bid packages for residual
work remaining at ERC and charged to NASA CoF program
eo To transfer funds to DOT for remainin4 NASA construction
work not completed prior to June 30, 1970 and to be
contracted by DOT after June 30, 19TO
fo To transfer funds to CoE for payment of outstanding
claims to NASA construction contracts, for closing
out contracts and for CoE overhead costs associated
with this work.
Basic Plan and Approach
NASA had to accomplish the above actions in a manner which would
complete the scheduled construction, facilitate expenditious
moving of ERC personnel from leased to newly-constructed facilities,
and assist ERC in meeting its financial obligations to vendors
and the Corps.
Significant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
The following actions were accomplished:
a. In early January task teams were formed at ERCand
at Headquarters.
b. Meetings were held with CoEpersonnel to establish
guidelines for termination or completion of work.
Co NASA continued funding to the CoE for on-going work
contracted prior to December 28, 1969, and paid the
Corps supervision and administration costs through
June 30, 1970.
do ERC handled the following NASA-approved actions:
(1) issued an AE contract ($5,996) for design of
landscaping work to cost approximately $100, 000;
(2) developed an estimate for parking lot lighting
($20,000), and (3) developed a bid package for
Guidance laboratory partitions ($100, 000).
e, ERC and CoE reviewed and validated outstanding
construction claims (in May 1970). At that time,
the claims totalled approximately $900,000; it is
anticipated that they may reach $1,200,000.
Arrangements were made with the CoE to continue
negotiations for the settlement and payment of all
claims.
f. Through meetings with the CoE, surplus uncosted contingency
funds held by the Corps were identified and where
appropriate, funds were withdrawn.
go During June an agreement was reached on a figure of
approximately $50,000 for CoE costs from July i, 1970
to December 31, 1970, to resolve construction claims,
correction of construction deficiencies, and
liquidation of construction contracts.
Summar[ of the Results
Adequate planning and close liaison between NASA, Office of
Facilities, personnel and ERC construction and resources personnel,
provided the installation enough time to reassess its requirements,
obligations and resources; terminate or reduce contracts; and
transfer unexpended contractual balances to NASA. This
resulted in permitting NASA to withdraw surplus program authority
and funds from the installation for reallocatlon and use within
the Agency.
c2
Conclusions and Recomlaendations
The Agency established adequate plans and schedules of action
milestones, and a smooth and timely phase-out was accomplished.
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
PROGRAM DECISIONS
Nature and Scope of the Task
When the ERC closing was announced, the technical program plan
totalled $22.6 million and included support from six offices in
OART, four offices in OSSA, two in OMSF and one in OTDA. Of
the total program plan, $18.2 million in program authority had
been released to the Center. The work planned for implementation
at the Center was described in 92 different Research and Technology
Objectives and Plans (RTOP's) or work units distributed among the
major program offices in NASA as follows:
OART - 59 RTOP's
OSSA - 29 l122's
OTI_ - 2 llP_'s
OM_F - 2 RTOP's
Basic Plan and Approach
The task faced by the program offices was to determine which
portions of the ERC program were integral to the aerospace
effort and required continuation and which could be terminated
with the least impact on agency programs. Allied _ith those
decisions was the need to establish and implement procedures
for the transfer of continuing work to other centers and to
complete the transfers and termination activities by the close
of Fiscal Year 1970. However, since the programmatic changes
would largely determine the actions to be taken in the facilities,
personnel, financial, equipment, and procurement areas, it was
essential that decisions on these changes be madc at the earliest
possible date so that action could proceed in the other areas.
SiGnificant E_ents and/or Major Problems Encountered
The first step toward deciding which parts of the ERC work
should continue and where they should be performed was through
the issuance of a memorandum (Attachment 7) to ERC laying out
a plan and time schedule for disposition of all ERC work. Under
this plan, ERC would make recommendations to Headquarters (by
RTOP). OART would review the proposals, make recommendations
to the Administrator and then forward the approved tentative
program to ERCand recipient centers for their review and
comments. Upon receipt of these comments,a final recommenda-
tion would be submitted to the Administrator for approval.
While activity implementing this plan was underway, a decision
was madeat the presidential level to use the ERCfacilities
for a Department of Transportation facility. The Administrator
had previously stated that if this were done, NASAwould sponsor
work at the new center for one year at a level of about $5
million. As a result a new memorandum(Attachment 8) was sent
to ERCwith a listing of the programs by RTOPthat were planned
for continuation at other NASACenters and a listing of work
which might be conducted for NASAat the new DOTCenter.
It had originally been proposed that all transfer actions would
be completed by April 15, 1970. However, with the occurrence
of a new set of ground rules (i .e. determination on work to be
performed by DOTversus NASA), it becameapparent that not only
would this target date be delayed, but expeditious action would
be necessary to even meet the June B0, 1970 deadline for the
closing of ERC. As a result, the memorandum_as supplemented
by a personal visit by those membersof the Headquarters divisions
most involved in the program transfer. Although it had been hoped
that a specific list of work could be agreed upon at this meeting,
such an agreementcould not be reached since the policy of DOTin
research work had not yet been defined. After considerable
negotiation with ERCand after consultation with Dr. Low, a
message(Attachment 9) was sent to ERCon May19, 1970 outlining
the FY 71 work NASAdesired to be performed at the new DOTCenter
and requesting that RTOP'sfor this work be prepared. On May22,
1970 a letter (Attachment lO) was sent to NASACenters listing the
ERCprograms to be transferred and directing the necessary
implementing actions.
Summar_ of the Results
Out of the total ERC program of $22.6 million, $14 million was
transferred to other NASA Centers with the bulk of the remaining
work being terminated or allowed to run out. Primary recipients
of the transferred work were GSFC, MSFC, LaRC, and ARC.
Conclusions and Recommendations
From a programmatic vle_pc_r_ the closing of ERC was carried out
essentially as planned. However, the presidential decision to
use the ERC facilities for DOT and the consequent need to fund
and equip the new center in FY 71 altered to some degree the
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original plan and both delayed and complicated many of the
programmatic and related equipment decisions. The operation
was also hindered by a lsck of specific DOT inputs as to the
type of work which they proposed to perform for NASA at their
new center. Unfortunately, DOT did not have an R&D team on
their staff and had to form such a group while the negotiations
were underway. However, in spite of these factors, it is
believed that final dispositions were evolved on a carefully
thought out basis and in the best overall interest of NASA,
DOT and the government.
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REPORT ON ERC C[#JSING
P_CUR_E_
Nature and Scope of the Tash
The contractus] closeout problems were many-fold, and in some
respects unique, The objective was an orderly disposal of all
contracts by one of the following methods:
a. Transfer to another NASA Center if the work was to
continue.
be Transfer to the new Department of Transportation (DOT)
Center if it involved work that DOT was to perform for
NASA or support services that DOT would require for
its own mission.
C, Transfer to the applicable Defense Contract
Administration Services R_gion (DCASR) for contract
closeout if the contract was physically complete or
for fins] administration and closeout when the
expiration date was shortly after June 30, 1970.
d. Contract termination in accordance with the standard
terms of the contracts.
point of major consideration was the subsequently add2tional
objective of turning over an operating center to DOT. __qls meant
that continued contractual coverage had to be provided in certain
areas where a select number of contractors might be providing
coverage for both NASA and DOT.
The contractual closeout effort was tailored to the June 30, 1970,
closing date for the Center. As with many other functional areas,
personnel to accomplish the job was a problem in view of the fact
that many key personnel were understandably retiring or actively
seeking Jobs elswhere.
Basic Plan and Approach
Procurement planning for the ERC closing contemplated extensive
use of DCAS for the contract closeout effort. Initially only a
small cadre of personnel }_as planned however, es June 30 approached
it became apparent that the numbers would have to be increased.
To the extent possible, EIqC was to handle contract closeout whenever
the necessary documentation was available locally, whereas contracts
requiring DC_ audit normally were to be transferred for closeout
by the applicable DCASR. Form letters of delegation for contract
closeout were to be used; however, each contract would have to be
examined individually to determine the extent of problem areas
(if any) and to consider appropriate corrective action as required.
Si6nificant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
Procurement Requests Placed in "Freeze" Status
It became obvious in early May that the contractual closeout effort
would not be completed by June 30, 1970 unless the ERC Procurement
Officer was given some relief against an accumulating backlog of
Procurement Requests (PR's). Accordingly, on May 13, 1970, a
freeze was placed on all PR's and, as a result, action was stopped
on fifty-five items in various stages of the procurement cycle.
After consideration of the known facts in each case, disposition
of the fifty-five PR's was made as follows:
Approvals Granted 37
Contingency Approval Granted 7
Disapproved Ii
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Any subsequent request was to require specific approval under
conditions of the freeze.
Purchase Order Closeout/Disposition
After consideration of various alternatives it was agreedbetween DOT
and NASA officials that the entire purchase order closeout
function should remain with the new DOT Center, since most of
the purchase orders were of small dollar value, and DOT in many
cases would be the recipient of the materials received.
Center Transfers
Possibly the biggest single problem was in determining what contracts
were to be transferred to what Centers since the RTOP's do not
identify specific contracts nor is there s cross reference to the
RTOP within the basic contractual documents. After considerable
effort and with time literally running out, all technical monitors
and receiving Centers were finally determined and letters were
dispatched to the respective Center Director.
7O
Summar_ of the Results
Although difficulties were experienced, the contractual closeout
was apparently accomplished without adverse effects to existing
programs and the contractors involved. NASA was particularly
fortunate with regard to the following:
a. DCAS was available to accept contractual administrative
closeout responsibility and contract administration
responsibility on a significant number of contracts, and
b. A close wor]_ng relationship was established with
present TSC procurement personnel (formerly NASA
procurement personnel), who assisted daily in resolution
of problems that arose.
Final disposition of the ERC contracts was as follows:
Transferred to DCAS for closeout or Administration 357
Closeout by ERC 261
Transferred to DOT (TSC) 40
Transferred to MSFC 17
Transferred to A_C 7
Transferred to GSFC 17
Transferred to LeRC 13
Transferred to NaPO 3
Transferred to MSC iT
Transferred to HQRTS 18
Transferred to I_RC 13
TOTAL
Conclusions and Recommendations
Notwithstanding the problems involved, the contractual closeout
was accomplished in a credible manner and in the face of a moral
situation that was understandably low. On this point, it is
worth mentioning that one procurement employee with 26 years service
who had been RIF'd and was without a Job, stayed working on the
closeout effort until after 6 p.m. on the final closing date.
With regard to implementing programmatic decisions, it should be
noted that technical personnel relate the effort being accomplished
to RTOP's/l122's, whereas procurement personnel speak only to contract
numbers, thus creating a lack of identlfication_tween the two
approaches. One possible solution would be to reference the ETOP/l122
number somewhere in the contract. One other approach would be for
7i
the program office to incrementally publish a report listing
all contracts awarded under each RTOP/l122. In any event, it
is recommended this problem be studied so that better identifi-
cation between RTOP's/l122's and contracts can be established.
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
DISPOSAL OF REAL PROPERTY
Nature and Scope of the Task
Normally, when a government agency determines that it has
real property that it no longer requires, such property is
reported to GSA as being excess to the agency's needs. The
GSA then "screens" other government agencies for possible
utilization and if a requirement does exist, it authorizes
a transfer of property. If no requirement exists the GSA
may effect disposal by other means such as donation to public
bodies, sale, etc. In all cases the holding agency is required
to provide caretaker services pending disposal of the property.
The situation at ERC was unique in the sense that, at the time
the decision was made to close the installation, the government
had not accepted from the contractor the facilities being
constructed. In addition, NASA had initiated directly a
canvass of other government agencies in an effort to seek
possible utilization of the totally integrated research
capability (i.e. personnel, real property, facilities, and
equipment). These factors, coupled wlth the DOT interest in
acquiring the facilities made it necessary to proceed on the
basis of continuing operations while at the same time planning
for complete shutdown of NASA activities by June 30, 1970.
Basic Plan and Approach
In view of the circumstances, it was decided that NASA would
advise GSA informally of its intent to divest itself of the
real property, but would withhold any actual report of excess
until the results of the NASA effort to effect a transfer of
the total integrated capability were known. Specific actions
to be accomplished included: (1) development of adequate
property and financial records; (2) a preliminary report of
excess; and (3) proposed transfer of accountability documentation.
Significant Events and/or ,Ma_or Problems Encountered
The following resume will highlight chronologically, for the
record, dates and actions incidental to the disposal by NASA
of the real property.
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Date Action
Dec. 29, 1969
Jan. 5, 1970
Jan. 19, 1970
Mar. 25, 1970
Apr. 20, 1970
Apr. 20, 1970
Apr. 29, 1970
Apr. 30, !970
Apr. 30, 1970
May Ii, 1970
May 12, 1970
June 4, 1970
June 29, 197o
_SA announcement of closure of ERC.
Exploratory meeting between staff officials
of NASA Headquarters and GSA Central Office.
NASA Administrator's letter to Cabinet
Heads and Agency and Department Heads
regarding possible utilization of ERC
capabilities.
President's announced transfer of ERC
to DOT effective July i, 1970.
NASA Administrator letter to DOT Secretary
enclosing copies of proposed declaration
of excess and related documentation.
NASA Administrator letter to _ite House,
BOB, NASC, forwarding copy of 4/20/70
letter to Secretary DOT.
Secretary DOT letter concurring in actions
outlined in 4/20/70 letter.
I_SA letter to GSA (Region i) transmitting
report of excess real property.
NASA letter to appropriate members of
Congress advising of transfer action.
Letter from GSA acla_owledging receipt
and acceptance of NASA report of excess.
DOT letter to GSA enclosing formal request
for transfer of real property.
GSA letter to BOB requesting approval
to transfer property without reimbursement.
GSA letters to NASA and DOT transferring
property to DOT without reimbursement.
NASA to arrange details for transfer of
custody and accountability.
June 30, 1970 NASAletter to DOTenclosing documenta-
tion transferring accountability
effective July l, 1970. Letter noted
construction deficiencies to be corrected.
July I, 1970 DOTletter to NASAreturned executed 2_SA
Form 1046 accepting accountability an_
requesting assistance in resolving
construction deficiencies.
July i, 1970 NASAprocessed Real Property Transaction
Vouchers to clear financial property
accounts.
July 13, 1970 NASAletter to GSA(Region i) advising
that transfer of custody and account-
ability had been completed.
Onemajor delay resulted from the resignation of the Real Property
Accountable Officer at ERC shortly after the announced closure.
Consequently, no detailed property records had been established
by ERC at the time of the proposed transfer of accountability.
Summar_ of the Results
The value of the real property as carried on NASA books at the
time of the transfer of accountability was _20,080,781 and
covered 14.3 acres of land, six buildings and related utilities
and supporting facilities. Despite the delays encountered in
developing the property record data, late acceptance of the
facilities by the government, and the compressed time frame
available for processing essential documentation through the
various government channels, the transfer of accountability of
the real property was accomplished effective July l, 1970 as
scheduled.
Conclusions and Recommendations
It is not likely that a situation similar to the ERC closure
_ill occur within NASA since most of the construction at our
other installations has been completed and the basic records
have been established.
SECTION XIV - ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
Nature and Scope of the Task
Following Dr. Paine's December 29, 1969 announcement of the
closing of the Electronics Research Center, a task extremely
complex in nature and broad in scope confronted Center management.
This task involved 829 civil service employees; 257 contractor
employees; approximately 292,000 square feet of property (most
of which was under lease and required restoration); a nearly
completed permanent facility of approximately 351,000 square feet
valued at approximately $20,000,000 including utilities, better-
ments and land; approximately 19, 000 line items of accountable
personal property; 3,500 open accounts payable, reconciliation of
all accounts; a total of 804 contracts in various stages of
administration with a dollar value in excess of $60,000,000.
Even more to the point, the phase-out of the Center would
involve the shutting down of a growing young Center which had
been characterized by enthusiasm and dedication over the six
years of its existence. Its closing created a myriad of concerns
involving the careers and livelihood of far more than the 629
employees on the Center's rolls, as well as a deep concern for
maximizing the possible economies to NASA and the Government in
shutting down the many research and development programs and tasks
underway and disposing of the large numbers of sophisticated general
purpose and special purpose equipment which was carefully amassed.
In addition, the required evaluation to determine the Programs
which should be transferred to other NASA Centers, an extremely
"tight" job market for professional personnel, and continuing
discussions of the possibility of another Government Department
assuming cognizance of the equipment and facilities of the Center
(and its need for qualified personnel) all served to complicate an
already difficult task.
Basic Plan and Approach
In the first two weeks of January 1970, a series of announcements
were made creating six Task Forces, one each in the following areas:
¸'..i
Personnel, Facilities Services, Property, Financial, Procurement,
and Engineering and Construction. (Copies of these announcements
appear as Attacltment 12). Each announcement included a list of
personnel who would serve on that group. The formulation of that
list required the identification of those personnel whose skills
and knowledge were necessary for the phase-out of the Center and
whose professional motivation and dedication could hopefully be
relied upon to provide the effort necessary to accomplish their
task. Each announcement also included an organizational structure,
a charter or functional statement, and a request from the Deputy
Director of Administration that the Task Force develop and submit
a detailed "master plan" with milestones. In this fashion, Center
management developed a fully integrated detailed plan for
accomplishment of phaseout activities.
Assignment to each Task Force was on a full time basis, and took
precedence over any existing assignments. All Task Forces reported,
through their Chairmen, to the Deputy Director of Administration
and each was required to submit a weekly progress report by 2PM
each Friday. Each Chairman had the authority to reassign personnel
and duties within the Task Force, and to submit for the approval
of the Deputy Director of Administration any significant changes
in the makeup or organization of the Task Force, or assignment of
additional personnel thereto.
Following the development and submission of a milestone plan for
each of the Task Forces, an integrated plan was formulated for all
six Task Forces which illustrated in summary form the major events,
the interrelationships of those events and the major interfaces with
other Task Forces ( Attachment 13 ).
As time progressed, each Task Force devised a number of formats In
an attempt to depict activity during each two-week period. A
compilation of these formats was sent to NASA Headquarters each two
weeks in the form of an "ERC Status of Phase-Out Activities Report."
Following each report a review was held with each of the Task Force
Chairmen to reevaluate plans, progress, report formats, a_l any
problems which may have arisen.
Si6nificant Events and/or Ma_or Problems Encountered
Certainly the most difficult problem in the closing of any
installation is the problem of morale and motivation of personnel
at a time when the efforts of many people are necessary to the
accomplishment of phase-out activities. Immediately after Dr. Paine's
announcement, the Center Director madeclear to all personnel that
every attempt would be madeto help employeessecure positions else-
where. Towardthis end an ERCoutplacement program was initiated
to focus our employmentefforts.
Not long after December,it was widely rumored that another Government
Department was involved in discussions to assumeresponsibility for
the Center. As these rumors becamemorepersistent, it became
progressively more difficult to carry out phase-out activities, and
employeesbecamemore reluctant to seek outside employment. Center
managementas well_s faced with a dilemma. Sinee discussions were
preliminary, and since very many levels of discussions and approval
remainded, what should their attitude be to ERCpersonnel who
demandedto know the facts. Further complicating the situation was
the fear that if the facts becameknownby the press at the preliminary
stages of discussion, the possibility of effecting such a transfer
would be greatly damaged. Nevertheless, Center managementknew that
as important as the facility itself was to the Department of
Transportation, just as essential and valuable was the staff and
skills of a carefully assembledworkforce.
The position adopted by ERCmanagementwas to be as open as possible
in providing Center personnel with information on the current status
of negotiations, but nevertheless carefully warning all those
concerned that they should not hold out false hopes as final decisions
had not yet been made.
As negotiations with the Department of Transportation continued and
the likelihood of the creation of a Transportation SystemsCenter
under the Departmentbecamegreater, ERCmanagementfound itself in
a situation replete with conflicting demandsand interests. On one
hand it had the responsibility for efficient and quick phase-out
of NASA-ERCby June 30, 1970. Onthe other hand it was faced with
the necessity for preparing for the start-up and functioning of DOT-
TSCby July l, 1970. This caused numerousproblems.
While morale reached unprecedented heights with Secretary Volpe's
announcementon March 25, 1970, it becamequickly apparent that the
skills of manyERCemployeeswould not represent a match for TSC's
needs; this understandably decreased motivation on the part of these
employees. On the other hand, there was e_reme confidence on the
part of other employeeswho believed their background and skills would
be relevant to the new Center's responsibility.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The experience of the phase-out of ERC should certainly provide
a foundation for experience with similar occurrences. However,
it would only be prudent to remark that the ERC experience was
not a total shutdown, but rather a partial shutdown and a partial
transfer. There were no reductions-in-force at ERC in the traditional
sense, i.e., with retreat and bumping rights, but a "general notice"
instead. How far in fact, therefore, we can generalize from the
ERC experience is debatable. Nevertheless, the following conclusions
and recommendations are offered:
a. The use of Task Groups with specifically defined areas
of activity and delegated authority, lends itself ideally to a
situation of this type since it greatly facilitates the interface
problem and is readily adaptable to changes in personnel.
b. A detailed plan and flow diagram within each area of
activity is essential, not only as necessary to track progress but
also, and more importantly, to identify interfacing activities
between the various task groups.
c. Problems of morale, under such circumstances, are inevitable
but can be significantly reduce through absolute candor and timely
flow of information and through visible evidence of an aggressive
outplacement program.
SECTION XV- DEPARTMERT OF TRANSPORTATION
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REPORT ON ERC CLOSING
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Nature and Scope of the Task
The Department of Transportation had experienced considerable difficulty
in developing a comprehensive R&D program and felt that acquisition of
ERC would permit it to focus its development of technology in a newly
completed modern R_D facility with a strong technical core capability
which could be reoriented to DOT related research.
OhM arch 25, 1970, President Nixon announced that he had approved the
acquisition of ERC by DOT and Secretary Volpe in his press release of
that date stated that the acquisition "will redirect a significant
portion of America's technological resources from exploring space to
solving earthbound problems."
Basic Plan and Ap2roach
Immediately upon approval of the ERC acquisition by the President,
DOT established two task forces under the overall direction of the
Under Secretary.
a. A technical task force which was assigned responsibility for
developing a first year B&D program, giving due regard to the work
which NASA planned to ask DOT to perform at the Center.
b. An administrative task force which was assigned overall
responsibility for insuring that all necessary administrative actions
involved in the transition of the Center to DOT on July l, 1970, were
completed in an acceptable manner. This included the designation of
a name for the Center and the development and approval of an organization
structure, key personnel, supergrade actions, facilities plans
(including DOT actions on transfer documentation) staffing plans and
personnel levels, continuation of support services contracts, delegations
of authority, etc.
The technical task force was to be chaired by the Assistant Secretary
for Systems Development and Technology and included representation from
each operating adminlstration, smlected offices in the office of the
Secretary (OST), and the Director, ERC. Most of the work of this group
was internal to DOT with considerable effort devoted to defining the
program to be carried out at the new Center.
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The administrative task force was to be headed by the Assistant
Secretary for Administration and included representatives from each
of the appropriate OST functional offices. One of the first
requirements was to establish, through hhe Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Administration, a working relationship with the
NASA Headquarters ERC Working Group to obtain the benefit of the
work already performed by NASA and to effect a working arrangement
on matters of mutual interest.
Another requirement was the development of an action plan listing all
actions which had to be completed by July l, 1970, and a time schedule
for each. This plan was updated weekly and served as a basis for a
weekly progress report to the Under Secretary. It was a comprehensive
plan and was the most important tool to control the required actions.
In terms of operating methods, the task force performed work in DOT
headquarters, made several visits to the Center, and worked closely
with their counterparts in NASA headquarters. While there were the
normal frictions between groups working on a problem there was a
cooperative spirit and a "lets get the job done" attitude by all
parties concerned.
Si6niflcant Events and/or Ms,or Problems Encountered
From the DOT standpoint the most difficult tasks in taking over the
Center were:
a. development of a FY 1971 R&D program
b. establishment of Civil Service and support service contract
c. manpower levels
d. development of delegations of authority
e. determination of overall ADP requirements
f. preparation and approval of supergrade actions
g. selection of personnel to be retained
h. determination of equipment to be transferred to DOT
While not an overriding problem at the time of the transition, DOT was
not in an immediate position to advise the Cambridge Redevelopment
Authority (CRA) as to its requirements for future facilities and land
use at the New Center. Accordingly, DOT had to inform CRA that it
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needed until the end of 1970 to identify such requirements. CRA
advised DOT that unless specific plans were presented as soon as
possible, CRAmay have to offer the available vacant land (ten
acres) to other potential developers. The urgency for DOT to
produce at least a tentative development plan for TSC at the earliest
opportunity, without the benefit of sufficient experience and in
light of many budgetary uncertainties, constitutes a major problem
still facing DOT.
Summary of the Results
Acquisition of ERCwas effected as scheduled on July i, 1970, as
the DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC). Establishing TSC as
an effective DOT operational entity involved a multitude of
administrative, management and technical actions. Completing these
actions effectively within the July i, 1970, deadline compounded
the complexity of the undertaking and necessitated a high degree
of planning and execution of those tasks involved. Significant
accomplishments are briefly described below:
i. Organization. Organization and functional statements for
TSC were established on an interim basis. Proposals for changes
are being considered and as we gain more operational experience at
TSC we will identify other changes before finalizing the organization
and accompanying functional statements by the end of 1970. A
Federal Register amendment dated July l, 1970, reflected the
acquisition of TSC by the Department and described the delegations
of authority to TSC. Appropriate changes were made to the DOT
Organization Manual.
2. Buret. Under the NASA operation, direct funding of the
Center had been available. Under DOToperations different financial
arrangements had to be established to allow the various DOT operating
administrations and organizational elements in the Office of the
Secretary to provide funds to TSC. The Bureau of the Budget approved
adoption of a management fund as a basis for interim financial support
of TSC, with the understanding that during the next fiscal year
decisions would be made as to whether a different permanent method of
funding should be established. An initial Civil Service staffing level
of 425 was developed for TSC and a year end staffing level not to
exceed 625 was established. The DOT Office of Budget and TSC developed
funding requirements of approximately $21-22 million for FY 1971 based
upon the level of staffing and a reasonable level of contract effort.
In addition to the Civil Service personnel at TSC, support services
contracts equivalent to 176 man years were authorized and a decision
was madeto perform a comprehensivestudy of the support service
requirements to determine the most effective way of obtaining these
services for the future.
3. Financial Manasement. General Working Agreementsand
Project PLanAgreements (PPAs) providing detailed support for the
"General Working Agreement" were developed by the DOTOffice of
Budget, Office of ManagementSystemsand TSC. The PPAssupport
each individual project and contain the technical information required
for the individual project activity. These two documentscombined
provide the legal, accounting, and technical basis for the contractual
agreements between TSCand the supporting DOTorganizational elements.
Through joint DOT-NASAmeetings, accounting close-out procedures
were developed for payroll and contract operations. A separate
accounting activity was adopted for the TSCwith assignment of an
accounting station code by the Departmentof the Treasury. A
financial system was established for cash operations. A modified
accounts structure was established to accommodatethe newly established
Consolidated Working Fund.
4. Personnel Manasement. A 452 personnel ceiling was fixed
for TSC effective July l, 1970, and the Center Director recommended
those former ERC people who could be offered employment with DOT.
DOT issued letters to 422 ERC employees indicating they could reasonably
expect to receive job offers in the new DOT Center. It also issued
19_ letters to ERC employees advising that there was probably no
likelihood that they would receive job offers in the new Center.
Regardless of the category applicable to each ERC employee, all
employees were invited to submit applications if they were interested
in employment with DOT either in Boston or elsewhere. While DOT was
engaged in placement activities at the Center, NASA was also conducting
its own outplacement program in an effort to offer displaced ERC
employees jobs within NASA. As of July l, 1970, DOT appointed 399
persons to the TSC rolls. With respect to alpergrade positions, super-
grade approvals were recieved for 12 positions from the Civil Service
Commission on June 26, lO of these key people were appointed as of
July l, 1970.
5. Facilities Utilization. DOT representatives met with several
staff officials of the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority (CRA) to
discuss DOT's plans for use of existing TSC facilities and its intentions
with respect to the ten acres of cleared, unconveyed land. DOT agreed
to prepare, hopefully by the end of the calendar year, a plan for
future development for TSC to form a basis of mutual planning for
disposition of the ten acres presently unacquired by the Federal
Government. The Department's Assistant Secretary for Systems
Development and Technology is to develop this plan. CRA and DOT
agreed to maintain contact so that eachmight be kept informed of
any changes in the plans of the other, pending development of the
tentative plan.
6. Facility Deficiencies. Actions required to correct out-
standing construction deficiencies on the new facility were identified
by NASA and DOT and submitted to the Corp of Engineers who agreed to
take the necessary corrective action. NASA agreed to transfer lands
to DOT for completion of construction involving landscaping, partitions
in the Space Guidance Laboratory, and lighting in the parking area.
During the transfer of ERCto DOT, minor construction and alterations
were necessary to adapt the existing permanent facilities for the
business and R&D computers.
7. Data Processing Support. One requirement which had to be
determined in taking over TSC from NASA was the nature and extent of
computer support required by the activities DOT would be engaged in
at TSC. DOT concluded that the exact requirements in terms of size
and performance characteristics for a large central computer system
to replace the I_M 360/75 system removed by NASA in early 1970
would depend on further definition of the programs tobe performed
at TSC. DOT expects to have sufficient information available by
the end of September 1970 to develop a computer acquisition plan.
DOT also concluded that the various small-scale and hybrid computers
in the several laboratories at ERC could be effectively utilized by
DOT. All of these computers were transferred to DOT except for one
of three computers which make up the DDP-516 system.
Conclusions and Recommendations
An overall assessment of the approach DOT used to establish TSC as an
effective operational entity within the July l, 1970, deadline is
considered to be a sound and practical way of accomplishing the
multitude of administrative, management and technical actions involved.
The TSC consolidated action plan by functional area proved most
effective in this regard. It provided a substantial planning base and
the capability for making the necessary arrangements to consummate the
acquisition of the Center as scheduled.
Of particular value was the establishment of a functional task force
which interfaces and integrates the separate skills of the functional
specialists involved. Many benefits were also derived early by establish-
ing effective working relationships with key ERC and NASA personnel and
by keeping key officials informed of significant events. Our weekly
progress reports served a very useful purpose in this regard.
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ATTACHMENT 4
"-'k<: ERC Outplacement .......... _ ..... " : "_
_ .....=_ z. Since that time, ,.o__ cn_n 75 comoanies have
conducted over !000 interviews c_ _ne Center. !'A
_.._on, a s_z,k±__ number of companies have requested
£e-=aiied resumes from approximately 300 employees for
over 600 different job _?Dp_.-.-,'_:-,_"--_.,.u__,.:_,._m_-sDl"ae" of {-h-s_._
ac: lvitv,_ p±acemen" --_s have-meen difficuiz for numerous
........ !nte-est of many
,_.sons, chief among which are _ =aex of " ""
_ -__O_, by ns-.v-ate employerse.-<oloyees to relocate and a "-- ...... ; _
--'_.._.. .. _. many employees are too s_seciaiized and Leo advanced in
::_,___, and ex-oer_ence for _- positions ooen. AAother
contributing factor is the set: s of ind_st-,-ial and 9overn-
n',..-._layoffs, primarily in D.O.D. caused by reduced _u___=_-'_-_--i
-'-5 e_ d = _c The
_= -,, _.,_. decision to convert this Center to a Trans-
portation Development Center- is, zherefore, a most welcome
blessing to most ERC employees.
T',-e-e..--_is, however, a very real problem for _ _=in empiovees
whose skills are noi - _ _ ..... "
_pp±_am_ to the wet:< planned for
-.... _J_r_cula'.- _ in the case of
_._ new Center. This is ...... _ " iy ......
,.,.<: more basic research personne:, .:,_o_y Ph.D s with " : ~_
deveiooad .....ear-' ca_abili-av, w;:o _.ave'_" vary limited 3_o'-"
o_ -esaarch. These people presena a very difficult and
cka-.iencjing job for zhe Ou-_.]iaceme:'._ _-- =pc_-__ effort
in :heir behalf is the search :o_....university_ :c,_uitv-_--'. _Tsos_tlons"' .
__'+ is doubtful however zha-t _nls"' effort will be very ia-_u_,cz_'ve"-""
as the .positions are very __._±":--"....._,; low p_yz.,_]-'--" and the number of
exc: en%emy_r2_-c_._s for each position is ._. _ne:c_o_e a
more diligent search for .... {_ ,-- .... _op_ .... g- w_-cnxn NASA { s a curren<
an_ u rcent endeavor of the O_ia_,_'_...._..........• .....nt Team. A similar
--.e&rch is planned .... _n,_ ious _r_odei agencies of_n_ocgY.out '-' -'- var
zhe De:r&r-tment of Transportation.
The Ou:placement Team function has been essentially that
of bringing _ogether "people i._oking for jobs" and "jobs
looking for people". The first order of business was
to obtain resumes from employees. These were then briefed
,_U2
to mini-resume size and made avaiZable for review. At
the same time, we put together information on job
opportunities an_ began to publish this information in
a periodically-released bulletin. Both of these listings
_re broken down inco three categories -- technical,
administrative and clerical.
The listing of companies/agencies with job openingspubiished
came to a grand total of 350. To each of these contacts
we sent a complete set of mini-resumes with an invitation
to visit the Center and conduct personal interviews or to
request more detailed resumes from those people in whom
they had some interest. The results were stated above.
To supplement these major efforts, the outplacement effort
included these additional activities:
-- Personal calls to individua!s are sometimes made
to bring a unique job posting to their attention.
-- Job information of interest to a !arc_e group wizhin
the Center is ofzen duplicated and sent _o the ,'_ar_icular
lab o_.._ division where the job is .... : -_"- -
c3iven by the Outpi_;cement S_aff _o individuals who
seek orientation uoward 3obs "_ .... -• - u_a by the Ouno±acement
0 ==" "_ _ _ov=...m=n_ agencies_'-_.ce, espec.a_=y zhose in other ...... _
Companies which have received -abe mini-r-sumese_ <_c=u.._="---'-
" _-: ='_ _n_ Ou_p__c_w._.._ Office =m .... s) fJecuentlv_ . call " _ -= _". . ... _or
more detailed information oz resumes on persons !istec
in the mini-resumes. The 0u_Dlacement Office, when
requested, acts -= liaison in senting up oersona_CA_
interviews between these persons ana _n_ companies.
-- A comprehensive list of Federal agencies from all
regions of the country is kept in the Outplacement
Office for the use of employees who wish to make
"cold calls" to explore vacancies which may occur.
-- in March, ERC had representatives of its outplacement
service at the I.E.E.E. meeting in New York. As a
result, 16 new contacts with .... _-co_,,p_._ were made.
-- interface with NASA Headquarters in connection wik_h
the NASA-wide Outplacement Program (Stopper Lists)
and with the CSC for the Displaced Career Employee
Program.
In addition, much time is consu_aed providing personal con-
:, itation and assistance to employees in _heir quest for
3obs. In addition to individual sessions, me_bers of the
0utplacement Team participated in meetings with various
organizational groups to provide overall advice and
as_istance on all personnel matters that were of concern
:ao those in attendance.
i0%
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"_ "% 8 ;a _ _ _ #I(? t%. Offm tn_ _egn_ o_ ..._.. Sc±ence in _anagement
Four-hundred. and thirt3;-six scientists and engineers
emol0-.-cd b;,' the r..... ,._..-_.: se'.,.rch Cert_e,,
Aei,oniutics _=:d L,,o,:,ceAdm!nistrationv:ere dis_)!aced b7 the
_'.'-' ' J.oc;'_,.eain C-_:Jbrau.: ",_ ..=.iass_.chusetts,closin_ i" t ..... Ce, ht:e," " : _
on Jul.-,".., !_70. L'ne _:ttitudes a::_ beht.vlOr of these aero-
soace oroiession:'.is :':ere stu_].ied £urin_ a ceriod of four
months, c._rl........IOn _....e the. ,,eIe _c_].._l/ se_r_nz,t;, for
ne:_ e],,p,a:. .... n_ _n_ t,.e Ce,._er ,.... , b.ln_ _.eotabl_oned _.lth
a new r'o!e in the transportation field,
j.._n_,_e......_ of the Ce..e orovided a wide r_n_e of ser-
• " 'n " _';;_ :_-_ -rc_,,_ " . sev_ces _o ...ld ..... _=.<...lo .... ,, ._n ,..,u.,l_ _ob .,e,rch. :,,,;so r-
vices, v;hich assistea emo_,oTees in :_.e.kin_cont_.cts '::ith em-
zatlo_ .... ].._0 .... _, in a 1 ....... o.. hi.:,,_ _,,,,,..olo=_. _.u:_onnei.
• _ • . -. . .: • _. • _. . " . . . -A tecbmleue _.'orra:),d =iotrzbu_iom of e:a_!ove_' chr.racter3s-
":'ich is also useiuA .ortics .,. " "_ _ob m_rket survey _s described.
Profiles of the eF.p!oTees education_l, job c]:_.ssifica -
" '..... '-_ri e n i " ,_ _ "glen, eale_r:: .sz_ _ge cm., .... v. sties are ..uo__z_a ana these
_h,_._+_istic= "=re usa d to co.'r.ozre emoio-.ameht suce,,ss
Fields of educ.-..._ion e.nd s,'a,eciaiization-in which em._lo:,.=r.ent
_ifficulties ,:;_re fom_d =re deii::eated. The im,oact o!_ age,
c_, _ ...... a.m degree a:t_inment on empiog.c:_nt suc-ex t,.... _
tess' are ev_-luazed,
A brief 6escri_.tion is given of the successor organi-
zation the m_o_-'_.+-__ Systems Center of the United
, ,_ , °
States Deoartment of Transoor_-_t_on, and of the emoloyees
absorbed _7/ that estao±isrmen_ Coao:_r_sons are m'<ae of the
two-hundred and ten professionai employees offered emoloy-
ment in the ne,7 Center ana the e=oloyee._ who had fo'_ngl other
emplo_m.ent or -:ere still looking At the end of the study.
Thesis Supervisor: Donal_ G. k-arquis
Title : Professor of Xanagement
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
On December 2W, 1969, the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Ad_ninistration, Dr. Thoma's O. Paine,
visited the I_i_SA Electronics Research Center in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Dr. Paine met v_ith the employees of the Cen-
tel" to announce that, because of changes in NASA priorities,
the Center was to be closed. 1 The meeting was held in the
newly-occupied Auditorimn Building, the first of a complex
of new facilities being construcfled for the Center which was
ready for use.
On January 8, 1970, the employees of the Center, num-
bering approximately 900, were notified that they would be
separated from service with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration at the close of business on June 50,
.1970, the date set for closing of the Center. 2 The notice
of reduction in force indicated that if any of the functions
of the Center r_'cre transferred to another NASA activity or
any other federal agency, employees identified with such
transferred functions would be offered an opportunity to
accompany the function.
IRobort'Creamer, "NASA Center to Close in '70", Boston
Herald Traveler, December _0, 196_, p. I.
2james C Elms, Director. Electronics Research Center.
" -,- • II .I.. " m
"Reduction in Force iL'.Otlce, letter to employees, Janumry 8,
197o.
iii
This study was proposed to provide information on a
topic of current interest; the reallocation of scientific
and engineering personnel as they are displaced from govern-
ment-supported aerospace programs. Almost one-half of the
employees, _36 in number, were classified as scientists and
engineers, and it is this group whic'h provided the data upon
which this study is based.
The object of the study is to determine the impact of
the closing on the individual aerospace professional. The
adaptability of employees in various job classification cate-
gories and with a wide range of educational and experience
levels to find employment in and out of the aerospace field
was of primary interest. Fulfillment of the desires of the
employees regarding geographica ! location, employment field,
and income maintenance were also of interest. Finally, the
techniques used, and the employees ratings of these tech-
niques, in the search for new positions were surveyed to
provide guidance for others in similar situations.
Because the closing was announced during a period when
public support of aerospace goals was declining, it was be-
lieved that a study of this nature would provide information
on the adaptability of professionals i_ that field to trans-
fer their skills into new areas. The NASA has long held
that much of the aerospace technology developed in its pro-
grams is adaptable to other fields. If that hypothesis is
true, the employees i:ivolved in theproduction of advances
i12
in the state-of-art should bc in d_mand in other fields.
The more basic rcsearch conducted as a prelude to applica-
tion in aerospace programs should have even more general
-adaptability to a number of fields, thus it was ass_,_.ed that
the scientists would have more opportunity to carry on basic
work under other sponsorship than engineers involved in ap-
plications.
During the period from January 8, to Nay ii, 1970, the
job search activities of the employees were observed through
access to records of the perso,_mel office at the Center and
discussions with employees of the Center and employers hold-
ing placement interviews at the Center. Information on edu-
cational background, job description, salary, and experience
was made available from records. Several questionnaires
were used to determine preferences for new jobs and loca-
tions, search techniques, and other information not avail-
able from the personnel records.
One event had a major impact on the study. After a
long period of speculation by employees, based on newspaper
reports and rumor, the Secretary of the United States Depart-
ment of Transportation, John A. Volpe, visited the Center
and announced that the facility and a n_ajority of its em-
ployees would be taken over by his organization.5 The
transfer was announced to be effective on July I, 1970,
5A. S. Plotkin, "C_mbridze Center Shiftin_ Researc_h to
Transportation", The Boston G_obe, },larch 26, 1970, p. 1.
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the aay after the formal _closing of the Center by the NASA.
The basis for this action by the Department of Transporta-
tion _DOT) lay in the need for a_.vanced development support
"of national transportation goals, the availability of the
Center, and tile applicability of some of the work being con-
aucted to transportation progr_,_s. Almost one-half of the
professional employees being studied were invited to apply
for transfer to the new organization.
o
/
il4
iCHAPTER II
STUDY i,_E2.}{ODo
The location of the Electronics Research Center _,..,C)
near the campus of the I_assachusetts Institute of Technology
made it possible to observe first-hand the activity described
in this study. With the full cooperation of the Center's
personnel office, the author was provided with office space,
clerical assistance, and access to records.
The first survey of employe_ attitude.s was made through
a questionnaire distributed to e_ery eigth person on an alpha-
o
betical emplo2_nent roster effective December 31, 1969. The
questimmaire is exhibited in Appendix A. Distribution was
made on January 22, 1970, ai_d the return percentage was ap-
proximately 30 percent. Analysis of the returns is ma&e in
Chapter VI.
.....................On_January 6, 1970, the Personnel Officer had distri-
t
buted a memorandum to all employees announcing the institu-
tion of an outplacement programJ$ Employees desiring to
participate were requested to submit an "Interest and Ex-
perience Statement", or short resume, on the form repro-
auced in Appendix B. This statement, which was eventually
Submitted by over 70 percent of the employees, indicated
their geographical preference, preference for non-federal
_John P. ]_;cL_uEhlin, "Job Placemer.t Program" E.RC"
_mnouncement 70-77, January 6, INTO.
I
I
or federal employment, and. through its submission, indicated
that the employee was actively searching for em_91o__ent
through the auspices of the Center-sponsored placement acti-
vity. Discussion .of the use of information supplied on this
statement is found in. Chapters V and VI.
A n_.__er of organizations expressed interest in hiring
the employees to be displaced by the Center closing. An
information center was established in the persormel office to
handle these inputs. In addition, other organizations were
solicited regarding emplo)v:.ent opportmuiti.es. An interview
center was opened to allow interested employers the oppor-
O
tunity to talk with ERC employees at the Center. Complete
records were kept so as to identify the organizations hold-
ing interviews, and nun;her of employees interviev.ed. At a
later date, the interviewing organizations were queried by
mail to determine the results of their meetings. This acti-
vity is discussed in Chapter V.
" ' All info!_mation regardino _ employment interviews at ERC
was published and distributed to employees. The inform._tion
was catagorized as being applicable • to individuals with:
i) clerical, 2) administrative, or 5) technical backgrounds.
The na_e, location, and contact individual for each organi-
zation was listed with brief descriptions of the existing
vacancies. ],!ore detailed inforr_tion was held available for
reference in the information center. All opportunities were
listed, regardless of plans for on-s;te ir,.ter_views,"and the
/employees were encouraged to contact organizations directly.
Employers who did not conduct on-slte interviews were later
contacted regarding the results of the listings and these re-
-su].ts are discussed in Chaptcr V.
The activities of employees who did not file "Interest
and Experience Statements" and/or who did not interview at
the interview center were surveyed by another questionnaire.
(Appendix C) This information indicated the interviewing
frequencies both insid.e and outside of the C_nter as well as
offers received, mail solicitation by employees, and co_mments
onthe placement program. Discussion of this data may be
"0
found in Chapters V and VI.
• o
A final questionnaire was prepared and given to each
employee as part of his cleai_ance procedure as he separated
from the Center• (Appendix D) Information regarding job
selection, search technique, and employee attitude is dis-
cussed in Chapter Vi.
Finally, the author spent a great deal of time at the
Center in discussions with the employees and in preparation
of statistical information included in this study and used
by the Center in managing the outp]acement activities.
ii.7
ClIA.F_ER Il I
TIlE ELECTRONICS RESEtU{CtI CENTER
During the earliest years of the space program, from
1N57 through 1960, there was a gro,,l__g recognition that elec-
tronics capabi].ity was one of the major pacing items in the
development of the sophisticated s2stelas b_ing planned. In
1961, the Office of Electronics and Control was created in
the NASA and assigned the task of coordinating and strength-
ening the electronics research being 6arried out. A study of
T,_the hASA's electronics capability reached the conclusions
o
that: 1) space needs required increased attention by elec-
tronics research organizations throughout the nation, and
2) greater electronics research capability and competence was
required _:lithin the NASA.
Four alternatives to provide space electronics capa-
bi].ity were investigated: ,i) more research at existing NASA
"Centers, 2) concentration of research at one of the existing
Centers with major expansion at that site, _) increased ef-
fort at non-NASA installations, and _) a new Research Center
for Electronics. The fourth alternative was selected and,
in the budget submitted to the Congress in January 1963, a
request for $5,000,000 _._asmade to enable construction of a
NASA Electronics Research Center in the Boston area.
Legislation was passed authorizing the establishment of
the Center conditional to transmittal to the Congres's a study
in detail the geographic location of, the need for, and
the nature of, the proposed Center. A report of the study
was transmitted to the Congress on January 51, 1N6_, and
provides the basis for comparison of original planning and
actual growth of the Center.5 The Center was officially
estab]ished in C_mbridge on September i, 196_.
Projected and actual buildup of personnel is compared
inTable 1. Funding plans and actual expenditures for faci]-
ities are also shov.m. It is obvious that the Center had suf-
ferred from a stunted Growth p_ttern Ion Z before the decision
to closewas made.
• _ TABLE 1BUiLDU OF PERSONh_EL ,_J'_DFACILITIES, 196_-IN6N
Fiscal Year _ends June 50) IN6_ IW65. 1966 1967
Personnel Planned 50 250 550 1OO0
_Nwnber )
. Actual 5_ 258 555 7_1
Facilities Planned $ 5.0 i0.0 i_.6 15.9
(_illions
of Dollars) Actual $ 2.8 10.5 5.5 7.5
1600 2100
• 895
8.5 -0-
-0- -0-
The original plans called for about one-third of the
staff, to be professional scientists and .engineers, supported
by technical personnel amounting to _5,_ of the complement,
5"Electr.onics ResearchCenter, • Reoort of the l'_ational
Aeronautics and Space Administration" ,"Com_ttee Print, House
Committee on Science and Astronautics, U. S. Govt. Prini_ing
Office, Washington, D. C., J'-muary _l, 196_$.
and administrative and general support of 2J_%. The actual
percentages as of December _l, l_6N, were 50% professional,
1_% technicalsupport, and 56% other support. These fi_,mres
arc close to those proposed for the earlier years of Center
growth and reflect the. reduced size of the facility in which
most of the technical support personnel would have been em-
ployed.
Plans for the professional staff called for 54% to be
in the fields of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 52%
in •Physical and Classical Sciences, and ]Jl.%in other fields.
Final figures showed only 27% with Ei%ctrical and. Electronic
Engineering degrees, and _7% having degrees in the Sciences,
_,hile 26% had degrees in other areas of engineering and in
the arts. Advanced degree holders comprised 65% of the staff
at closing, a very large increase over the 26% originally an-
ticipated as desirable.. These data indicate that consider-
- able changes in the research needs of the NASA occurred as
the Center evolved.
The early organization of the Center was horizontal,
with ten laboratories, each covering a discipline in elec-
tronics. 6. These laboratories each had responsibility for de-
veloping ideas and putting them into practice, but had tended
.....to concentrate-on the former, which led-to the high concen- .....
tration of scientists. In 1_68, the Center was reorganized
6 Jamcs K. Glassman. "'_;hat's at _-Sta_.e if I.iASA i_ Cut",
Boston IIerald Traveler, December 28, l_6J, Sec l, p. 5_.
i20
into three technical directorates which progressed from
basic to applied research with so_ne development, tFigure I)
Evidently, during the earlier growth of the Center the bias
toward scientific personnel was even stronger, as most of
the scientists were assigned to the largest of the director-
ates, Research.
Table 2 provides a profile of employees by _ob classi-
fication. Of the _56 scientists and engineers o11 the staff,
_18 were classified in the Aerospace Technology field and 18
in supporting areas. Within these classifications, there
was a further breakdown into I_7 adrospace and 7 supporting
areas, the support categories shown at the end on the table.
These classifications are provided as they are more descrip-
tive of the work performed than information on educational
field.
Distributions of the staff within the organizational
d.ivisions by salary, age, education, and experience are pro-
vided in Tables _ through 5. The average age of the profes-
sional was 58.1 years, average salary $18,165, and average
experience (years since first degree) was 15.1 years. The
oldest oT the four operating organizations, in terms of both
age and experience, was the Administration Directorate, with
67% of the professionals over the average age and experience .......
levels. The youngest organization was the Technical Programs
Directorate, with oniy 56 and 2W percent over the age aqd ex-
perience averages. In terms of salary, the most professional
i21
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TABLE 2
CLASSIFICATION OF ERC SCIEETiSTS J_D ENGIiIEERS
TITLE
Flight Systems
Space Sciences
Aeronony
lonospheres
_ields and Particles
Meteoroid Studies
Sol.at Studi_s
Physiological Studies .
•HtLman Perzormance Studies
Y_nned Systems Engineering
Fluid & Flight ]_iechanics
Flight l,.iechanic s
Con_ro1 & Guidance Systems
Magnet ofiuid _mminics
Basic Properties of Gases
Materials & Structures
Basic Properties of _aterials
Aerospace Polymers
Electrical PrbDulsion & Power.
Direct Energy Conversion
Flight Systeins .
Rohab].hty
FliEht Systems Test
Quality As surance
Electrical S_stems
Measurement _ Instrumentation
_U},_ER OF
E_'_PLOYEES
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
8
"_
Measurement & Inst. Systems
S_ace Gotics _asurement Standards & Calibration
Control Systems 1ITracking & Telemetry Systems
Electronics Engineer
Telemetry Systems . 1
To!eco_.un icati ons 2
Electronics of h_terials ii
• Microwave Physics Electronics _Data System°
Data Analysis
Theoretical Szmulation Teclmology
HIGH
SALARY'::"
27
16
28
17
22
16
20
22
20
Data Equipment . II •22
Experimental Facilzties & Equip.
Experimental Tooling e Equipment _ _
_Table continued on following page)
SAI_Y*
24
15
15
19
15
i23
TABLE 2 (Continued)
CLASSIFICATION OF ERC SCIEETISTS AND ENGINEERS
TITLE NU}:BER OF
EI_iPLOYEES
Director 1
Te clinical NanaEement
Technology Utilization i
General Ehgineer i
Safety Engineer 1
irchi%ect
Civil Engineer
Nechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Industrial Engine er 1
, _ *Salary in thousands of dollars
HIGH
SAL&RY-::-
.I1
18
18
21
18
1'/
LOW
SAL/uRY*
18
15
TABLE 5
SALARIES OF ERC SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
......... --'q- ......................
ORGANIZATIONAL DIVISION A D P R T
ess than $I0,000 - - _ Ii0,000 to 12,000 _I - 8
I_,000 to I)._,000 i_ - ii 12
9_
IIA,000 to 16,000 - ii _2 20
16,000 to 18,000 - .2711 __.Z 2_
_  .ooo_ o o,ooo o.oo   , o...... ............. -
24,000 to 26.,000 " I 2 .
More than 26,000 1 2 1
ALL
8
i24
AGE AND EDUCATION OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EI_PLOIq_D
AT TIIE ELECTRONICS I_SEARCII CENTER
Organizational Division A
Age, in year s
2o - 25,
25 -50 5
5o- 55
55 - ho 6
l_0 - 11-5 ii
_5.- .50 ?
5o - 55 ?
55 - 60 2
6o - 65
Over 65 I
Edu:cation
..........si_ionce ................ lo
Engineering 25
Other 8
Bachelor' s Degree 27
_aster' s Degree 15
Doctor' s Degree
No Degree )
Total Employees in Division _5
D P R T All
m
w
m
1
1
m
1
m -
1
1
5
2
m
1
5
1
am
5
18 22 18
. 21 52 18
20 58 29
18 19 20,
9 28 15
2 12 i0
1 6 8
- _ -
,ml 1,m
27 10W 65
6O
2 2 5
56 29 52
_8 50 _
8 86 57
1 - -
95 165 150
21
65
75
9J,
69
59
52
17
5
2
2O5
17
155
152
1_56
125
TABLE 5
EXPERIENCE OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS E},_PLOYEDAT TIIE
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
Organizational Division A
Years since Bachelor's
Degree
o- 5 l
5- lO 7
lo - 15 6
15 - 20 io_
20 - 25 ll
Over 25 5
Years of Fo_ral Service
o- 3 l
o-.5 6
5- lo lo
1o.-15 iz
15 - 20 6
20 - 25 5
Over 25
Years of NASA Service
o- 5 z5
5-1o .17
Over I0 i
D P R T All
- 9 1o 15 _5
- 2_ 26 26 82
- _o _o 25 ioi
i 15 56 26 88
i 1o 22 19 6_
} 5 51 19 6_
- 15 !5 27
2 _9 78 54 -
2 )h 60 57
1 i5 15 n
- 9 7
i 7 -
- 1 1 1
2 '7o n3
ZO 49
- } )
_8
_2
w
58
l@
52
22
13
7
308
121
7
128
organization, the Research Directorate, enjoyed first place,
while the Administrative Directorate was lowest, with only
52 percent of its employees receiving more than the average
wage,
The official announcement that the Center was to close
was made to the employees on December 29, 1_6#. Dr. Paine
line . •said,, are being forced to close.. We find that we
must effect reductions and consolidations across the board
if we are to reshape our programs to meet the nation's fu-
ture needs in aeronautics and space.... We are simply
faced with the fact that NASA ca1:npt afford to invest broad-
,,7,8
ly in electronics research as we have" in the past....
Dr. Paine also noted that efforts would be made to find some
other goverr.ment use for the Center.
7Electronics Research Center News Release 69-26, December 29,
8Creamer, P. _.
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CHAPTER IV
PERSONNEL POLICIES
The official policy regarding layoffs of federal civil
service em@loyees is kno1_m as "Reduction in Force" ._ Under
this policy, the e_loyee has a nu_er of rights. In the case
where an installation is being reduced in strength, but not
closed, there are procedures which take into acco_it senior-
ity, prior military service, area of work or specialty, and
other Considerations. In the case: of the F.lectronics _Research
Center, where no employees were to be retai_ed, certain rights
"O
to emplo_mmnt elsew_here in NASA and other federal agencies
•exist.
Separate& employees may register for preferential treat-
ment in the filling of vacancies at other NASA facilities.
If openings exist in the employee's classification elsewhere
..........in.NASA, he must be given preference over other_non-NASA, ap- ...........
plieants. The en_loyee must register for this consideration
and is given preference for up to six months from the date
of registration. Thisregister is called the "Stopper List".
Employees may also register for preferential considera-
.tion by other agencies through the "Displaced Career Employee"
..........program of the Civil Service CoJr_ission. ...... ..... - .............
_"Adjustment of the ._or:_folce , .i_S_ Handoook 5_'_0.2,
Washington, D. C., November 1W67 _wlth posted changes)
i23
The minim_J_ notice of separation possible under, civil
service regulations is thirty days; the maximum, ninety days.
To allow employees additional time to avail themselves of
Reduction in Force benefits, an exception to the ninety-day
limit was made so that notice of separation could be issued
on January 9, 1970, rather than April i.
Severance payments are _zde to all employees not trans-
ferried to other federal positions or eligible for retirement
annuities. These pay/_ents are made on the basis of length
of service arid age. One week's pay for each year of service
up to ten years, and two week's pay for each year over ten
years are given as the basic allowance. For each year the
employee is over forty years of age, the basic allowance is
increased by five percent. Paymez_ts are made at the employee
rate of pay in effect at separation at regulai? pay periods
until the allowance is depleted, regardless of employment
sta.tus unless another federal job is taken. The maxinmm al-
lowance is one year's pay. ....
Employees are also eligible for payment for unused va-
cation at separation and for refunds of their contribution
to the federal retirement plan lif desired, ftulds may be
left in the retirement plan and will pay an annuity at a
later date) ........................... ".........
Under the provisions of the NASA procedures, any em-
ployee with five years of civilian federal service is e.ligi-
ble for in,mediate retirement if he: i) is age 62 or older,
2) is age 50 or o].aer and ),.as at ].east 20 years of service,
7) has a total of 25 year,s of service, including _.filitary
service, with no age restriction, or _) is totally disabled.
Of the _136 professional employees under study, 223
register, ed for the "Stopper List" within NASA. Only 103
registered for the preferential treatn_.ent available through
the Civil Service Cor.ur,ission, perhaps because very few em-
ployees had long civil service experience records %Table 5)
and a number of other federal layoffs were in progress in
the local area. Three employees hs_d decided to retire, and
only four more were eligible amongst the group that was
still looking for emplo)_uent at the end of the study.
In addition to the regularly proscribed placement pre-
ference programs discussed above, the Center persom_el office
undertook to provide the employees with direct assistance in
securing employment outside the federal goverrmlent. These
_efforts are described in the following_Chapter.
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CHAFI'ERV
TIIE ERC OUiPLt_CE-,,,._r PROGR/fl:i
Center employees were invited to participate in an
outplacement program sponsored, by the Personnel Office. On
January 6, 1_70, the employees wer,e .provid.ed with the "In-
terest and. Experience Statement" exhibited in. Appendix B,
and were informed of the proced.ures to be followed in the
program, lO The Personnel Office was to serve as a clearing
house for job information in all fields. The statements
submitted by employees were filed in an information center
for perusal by interested employees. Later in the program,
the statements were used to prepare condensed employee de-
scriptions, called "mini-resumes", which were mailed to in-
terested employer.s. Response to the program was enthusias-
tic, with thirty percent of the empl6yees submitting state-
ments in the first two weeks. Within. a month, over half of
............-_l_-C_t_Y_s-_plbyees hhd sub_itted, and a- final count
sho_ed over seventy percentof the initial group of employees
I
ha8 filed. The professionals under study, as a group, were
less active than other employees in their participation, with
a final filing percentage of sixty-two percent.
In addition to maintaining information on employee in-
......._._t_ere_sts-andexperience, the information center compiled lists
' iOl_icLaughlin, ERC Amlouncement 70-77
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of prospective employers With existing vacancies. This effort
was initiated in response to the influx of inquiries from a
large number of organizations regarding the availability of
ERC employees. It grew into a listing service, which pub-
lished four periodically updated lists of employ_,ent oppor-
tunities classified as: l) clericai, 2) administrative,
7) technical, and h) emplo)_cnt agencies. In the technical
area, which included opportunities for non-degree technicians
as well as scientists and enEineers , the list eventually grew
to include over _00 employers, ll A sample page from the
technical list is shown as Appendix E. These lists were dis-
tributBd and posted on bulletin boards and employees were
counseled to make direct contact with the employers listed.
No absolute count of emp]oyec contacts made through the list-
ings was possible; but most employees indicated that they
had been used to provide telephone numbers, names, and ad-
dresses for direct, telephone and mail contacts.
'Prospective employers were requested to provide more
detailed information about vacancies than what was included
on the published lists. This information was kept on file
in the information center for review by employees. The ma-
jority of initial contacts by the information center staff
w_e made by telephone to insure currency of information
listed, using the form shown in Appendix F for recording
ll ,, . , . . • -Francis H. Huron, Revlsea llstln£, of technlcal Oo
si_ions , EHC _,iemorandtuu, _.ebruary 5, 1970, iwith additlons)
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initial contact data. After the early inf].ux of outside in-
terest in employee availability had died down, the staff be-
gan to solicit employers in the local area and large organi-
zations in the electronics field on a nation-wide basis.
ERC employees were also !'equested to provide information to
the staff on kno_m vacancies for use by other employees.
•In addition to the information center operation dis'
cussed above, an interview,':center was also established. As
•prospective employers made contact or were contacted, they
wQre invited to schedule a period during which interested E]IC
employees could meet them and discus:_ emplo}_ent. A suite
of offices in one of the ne_v buildings was used for that pur-
pose, an_ provided many of the employees with their first op-
portunity to visit that new facility. Over 70 employers took
advantage of the invitations and over llO0 interviews wore
held during the spring. The professional staff under study
..... provided the majority of the interviewees, and 720 interviews
were included in the data for this analysis. Of the h56 pro-
fessionals, 21_ participated in the interview program. The
scheduled •interviews were somewhat sensitive to salary range,
with 6P_% of the employees in the less-than-S22,000 range
participating, and only 55% of the higl_er paid employees
.............._ontacting employers by thJ.s method.
• ...
The true • value of the interview_program is difficult to
assess because of tie number of employees who had recei:ved
offer,s as a result of interviews but had.not made employment
i33
decisions during the period of the study. Employers v(no
held interviews ina.icated that approximately 50 offers were
made, while employees separating indicated only a fraction
of that number, indicating that a n_mber of offers were
still _ "outst_Daing.
The preparation of "mini-resumes" was mentioned previous-
ly. These short, one-parazraph employee descriptions were
listed in the same three categories as the lists of employ-
ment opportunities. The lists were then mailed to organiza-
tions interested in hiring for positions in those areas.
This effort resulted in requests for further information
about 179 of the 27] employees who had filed for that type
of assistance. A total of }95 requests were handled for
the professional employees. These results only reflect the
contacts made thf'ough the information center; employers were
also informed that they could reach employeesdirectly by
mail and through the Center switchboard by telephone. As
these requests were passed on to the employees for personal
follow-up, tangible results of the procedure were only avail-
able if employees volunteered the information. The demand
for further information is compared by job specialty and de-
gree field in Chapter Viii.
The employees that had not filed interes statements
were surveyed to encourage participation and determine what
search techniques they were using. The same survey form
.
IAppcndix C) was used to question employees not participating
in the interview program. }lesults of these surveys are dis-
cussea in the next Chapter.
]_embers of the outplacement staff held counseling ses-
sions with the majority of the Center staff. A typical meet-
ing Would be held in the employee's _.,ork area _;'ith from fif-
teen to thirty employees at a time. Short descriptions of
the services available were given, and questions answered on
all placement and separation proccaures.
The final step in the placement program was a survey
of employees m_ as they separated. Results of the survey
were used to evaluate the prograzs and to provide sugges-
tions to those employees still seeking emplo_,ent.
CII.APTERVI
THE SE/d¢Ctl FOR A JOB
The reaction of one employee to the Decemb.zr 2_th meet-
in was i_xaediate, tie i:._mediately went to the PersoJme]. Of-
fice, located in the same building, and tendered his resig-
nation, effective that afternoon. Nest employees were not so
well prepared for the °announcement of closing and attrition
grew slo';.,ly. At the end of the period under study, only 99
of the _56 professionals under study had been separated or
had announced decisions regarding separations. Formal of-
fers to _oin the staff of the new D@T organization taking
over the facility had not been issued, but 211 of the em-
ployees had just received invi.tations to apply. I,Iany of the
126 remaining employees had been delaying decisions pending
these invitations from the DOT and it was expected that the
decision rate would climb almost ilmnediately. Because many
"employees had feared that offering information regarding job
offers might impact their opportunities with the new organi-
zation, no attempt had been made to overtly gather this in-
for,Tation. The majority of the discussion in this Chapter
is based on data from job search activities and from those
employees who had announced employment decisions prior to
ll, 1970.
Several investigatory areas will be discussed. The ori-
ginal survey questionnaire used in Jafiuary to establish
.. /
employee preferences, and preference information frorr_ the
resumes filed for the placement program are tabulated. Pub-
- ° _ ° r °
lic and private lnteIvle_]ng and other methods used by em-
ployees _to locate new emplo_uent will be surveyed. Finally,
the results of exit i ntervie_s will be dlscus,_eo"_ ".
The initial survey of employees was made by the ques-
tionnaire exhibited in Appendix A. This form was sent to
over one hundred employees; thirty-f .lye returns were receiv-
ed. Because of the length of the questionnaire and the poor
response by employees, it was decided to gather most of the
information desired from the employe%s as they loft the Cen-
ter. A second questionnaire(l_ppendix D) was used during the
separation process and is discussed later in this chapter•
The first several questions in the initial question-
naire were designed to rate job search techniques• Table 6
shows the response from questions three through seven• The
almost ovem, dlelming preference for use of professional as .....
sociates and friends is evident. This preference has also
been noted in other studies of technical placement activity.12
The high rating given the ERC listing service was thought to 15.
12_s]ie Fishman and others, "Reemploym..ent Ex eriences
of Defense ,orkers: A Statistical Analysis". U. S p. Arms Con-
zrol and Dev. Agency, ACDA/E-I15, USGPO, December, 1968,pp. 2_-27.
F
1-Fellcian F. Foltm_, "_;,_iteand Blue. Collars in a
Mill Shutdov.m' ILR Paperback No. 6, Corneli University,
April, 1968. '
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and that was for a three-year phaseout of another federal
installation. All respondents _gere given time off for ill-
terviewing, but only one-third had had the benefit of in-
plant interviews. ]_'iostof the respondents were given some
severence pay and were paid for unused vacation.
The "Interest and Experience Statement" data on em-
ployee preferences is sho_'m in Table 8. As stated before,
only 62 percent of the professional employees submitted
these rcsttmes and thus showed less interest in the place-
ment program than the average employee. With over 70% of
the total Center complement completing these statements, it
must be assumed that the professionals thought that the pro-
gram had less to offer to them. The low submission percen-
t_,oe from the oersom._el of the Administration Directorat'e
may have been due to the fact that this group ",',asoriented
more to the general support of the Center than to its tech-
-----_:cal mission and fell that employers would be looking for ......
..... _the_technical specialties that gave the Center its name.
The high percentage of submissions from the Research
•group probably reflected the feeling that the association
with the Center would be a good drawing card in their search
for emplo_nent. Research employees also faced the highest
p-r_6_o]-il-ity--_i_dfs_l_g_ment be cause the i r s pe c ialtie s we re -
less directly applicable to some of the plans under discus-
sion for utilization of the Center's facilities.
_.
•
reflect a desire of the employees to use the placement ser-
vices provided by the Personnel Office and helped to sup-
port the expansion of that activity. At the time the initial
qucstiomlaire was distributed, only a few elnployecs had been
successful in finding nel,,positious and it was believed that
more valid responses regarding search techniques would be _nade
upon successful completion of the search. A comparison of
the results of the initial survey with the results of the
separation questionnaire will be found later in this Chapter.
Response to 0_uestion 8 shoz_ed a majority of employees
desirin_ to remain in the servic_ of the federal government,
with 68% responding inthat area, more than half of that
numl)er indicating a desire to remain with the I_A$_. _ost of
the other responses indicated .a preference for industrial
positions, with electronics leading aerospace by a 20% mar-
gin. Education received as many responses as Aerospace in- ".....
dustry, and, not surprisingly, there were no indications of ............
a desire for military service.
A slight preference was shown for remaining in the
aerospace field, _'_'ith_-5_ desiring to stay, 55% desiring to
leave, and 20% with no preference. _iost of those desirino_
to stay in the field listed their interest or experience in
aerospace, while those desiring to leave indicated that the " ......
lack of stability or the existance of higher priorities in
other area was the motivating factor in their preference.
in their response to Question i0, employees showed a
sensitivity to the shifting emphasis in public demands on
the federal government. Over one-third of the responses
-were in the environmental area, including such fields as air
and water pollution, envirom_.cntal control, oceanography,
and earth resources. A slightly smaller response was elicit-
ed for programs in the transportation area. Only tllree re-
sf_onses were tallied for the Department of Defense, surpris-
ing because of the closely related technical activity con-
ducted in that Department.
Electronics and computers led the response to Question
ll. Several listed aerospace and manufacturing, _!d one re-
spondent desired a position as a stock broker. Most of the
responses to the education qnestion were in the teaching
area, in college or vocational school.
............................. _°.
Table 7 lists percentages for the yes and no questions
............beginning--with-number_--15, it- is evident that the-respon-
dents had a higher participation and interest in the ERC
placement programs than the average, because even early in
the program they had exceeded the participation averages ....
existing at the end of the study.
Twenty percent of the respondents "had lost previous
--_----j-obs-because--of _ layoffs; almost half-of-them had been fed ....... .--"-
eral employees at the time. Only one response to the lay-
off question gave a notice period in excess of the six,months
i%1
TABLE 7
RESPONSES TO "-' "IJ:,I_]ALOUTPLACE!,_IEi_TSURVEY
QUESTION
i}. Do you have access to:
A. ERC lists of interested employers?
b. ERC interview schedules?
. Ls_.'_soecial editions?c ERC _"'"'"'
d. Adequate e_iployment information?
14.
15.
16.
Do you know where the Personnel Office is?
Do you know where the interview Center is?
Have you prepared your own resume?
P_RCEJ,,TAG_.
RESPONSE
YES NO
19Jo
i00 0
82 18
80 20
87 15
17. }lave _ou submitted an Interest and
Experlence Statement?
18. Have you submitted a IIASA Outplacement
Application?
19. is your Personal Qualification Statemcnt
• . updated for application to federal jobs?
20. Do you prefer to: •
a. Remain in this commuting area?
b. Remain in Nassachusetts?
c. Remain in Ne_' England?
..........d...],'iovetoutside of i-_ew England)
81 19
61 5_
6} 57
................ 9_ ........... L_ .........
21. Have you lost a previous job because
of a general layoff? 19
_7. Do you own your hom_? 6}
58. Do you have a college or university degree? 80
81
57
2O
,. .
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Employees were more loyal to their geographic situation
than to their employer. Almost twice as many employees pre-
ferred jobs in the New England area as did upon jobs with the
federal gover]_ment. Both federal employment and local geo-
graphic preference were highest among the employees in Admin-
istration, reflecting the age and experience levels of these
employees shown in Tables )% and 5. Thesehigh levels may al-
so have impacte& the total submissions from this group, with
employees preferring to conduct their ovm search on familiar
ground. °
The most professional organization, the Research Direc-
torate, showed the least loyalty to geography, indicating
that their specialization might require them to relocate,
or, perhaps, that a job in their specialty was more impor-
tant than its location. The r_searchers were also low in
employer loyalty, only being exceeded by the Technical Pro-
-grams organization which had a-lower average of federal and
}_ASA service.
Fifty-six percent of the professional employees were
interviewed at the interview center set up by the Personnel
Office. Data indicating the number of interviews per em-
ployee is shown in Table W. Between 21 and 2h percent of the
total had only one interview, with almost no trend evident
by organization. The Advanced Teclmology group iT) fared
somewhat better on an overall basis, with 60 p_rccnt o_ the
group h_ving at least one intervie'¢_ and a slightly higher
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aver_.ge number of int3rviews per employee. This slight trend
may indicate a better job market for employees in the "T"
group, but it is f_r i:_,omconel_,sive. Taken togetL.e:? with
the interest expre,_c_ zn Table 8, the trend indic__s some
• , , " favor _ "_._.t:i:he "_n T" organization compared _,'iththeazsparlty
"R" group,
A more definite trend is observed when zntervlew fre-
quency is '_' _' .... ..... _" "_co,.pare=_ v_::)_ _,a)_aryo Table 10 shows peak ac_iv_,_y
at the $20,000 lew_l _,ith a sharp reduction abow $2&,000.
_.his trend indicates .sither a dearth of opportunity for the
higher-paid e_pioyces or a position.related hesit_:c_, of
senior employees to apply for normal interviews. The lat-
ter is suspected .to a certain extent, as a number of _he se_,_-
outside of the _ " .....znc_r_Je_ tempter-. Age, related to ._.aiary,
was probab!y a falo_to_ ".i:_ the dr-0p_-out of senior, peJi_].e]_al -
An the old_st ,o_ogar_._zat._:_A). It should be noted * ._
that group had the hJgh_st number of emp].oyees not inter-
yielding a.t all, :perh_pa r_lated toage and salary ....
During the period of the study, questio_maires IAppen-.
dAx C) _e_e s,_._d: _o e_@1oyees :_ho had not filed resumes ._r
attend.ed, int_ rv.i_,'s, aL_the_£_ °_ '_ o " _ ......... ttt_,/e .__.Tke_ _u.e__J; _omnair e s-we r_e
meant to stimulat_ interest i_ the placement program as _,___
as to ,'_et_rm,i_,a what oersonn,ei_ .placement eflortg" " were be,:..ng,_
TABLE i0-
RELATION OF SALARY TO INTERVIEW FREQUENCY
AMONG ERC SCIEIiTISTS AK'iDENGINEERS
Salary
$9-1o,ooo
10-11,000
11-12,000
12-15,000
15_i_,000
Da.-15,000
15-i6,000
16-!7,ooo
17-18,000
18-19,ooo
19-20,000
20-21,000
21-22,000
22-23,000
25-2A, ooo
2_-26, 0o0
26-55,000
Totals
Number of Emplo$oes Percentage Nmnber of Average
Employees Interv!ev:ed Interviewed IntervievJs
8
1 1
18 i0
14 9
22 9
28 17
22 " ]_
50. }!
58 57
25 15
29 19
o
50
ioo
56
O,
hz
65
.,62
0,
52
66
..... 51 ............ 2 5 ...................... 7_ ...........
8 1.O
2 2.O
_, 1.5
25 1.6
22 1.0
55 2.o
_.2 1.9
1_, 2.5
98 1.?
29 1.2
57 Z.o
65 .............. 2.0
5_ 25 ._68 76 Z.5
1_ 5 56 15 1.1
50 l_ _7 -- 59 1.5
51 12 59 ._ * _6 * 0.6
21 } i_" ? 0.5
h56 21fi -56 720 ........ 1;6 ....
* One Employee had 27 Interviews, Not included in Average
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made by the employees themselves, without the assistance of
the placement program. _igure 2 shows the results of this
survey. The employees who returned questionnaires and had
resumes on file tGroup l) were arranging their own inter-
views at a rate of 2.8_ per employee while attending ERC in-
terviews at a very low rate of 0.72. The second group, who
]{ad not filed the Interest and Experience Statements, were
arranging personal interviews at the same rate as the first
group, while appearing at the interview center at an even
lower frequency. Over seventy percent of these first groups
indicated that they had been arrangiflg their own interviews.
Group 5 presented a problem in analysis. Only 58 per-
cent were participating in the placement program in any m_.n-
nor. It was discovered that this group included over one-
third of the Cen{er_s supervisors, 0no-third of the emplo_ees
with announced new positions, and 4} percent of the employees
with salaries of $26_000 and above. These explanations for
placement "drop-out _ _,_re adequate to alleviate fears that
this was a group of hard-core unemployables.
The fourth group brought up the Center average for in-
house interviews to the levels sho,.'min Table 9. If it can
be assumed that Groups 5 and _ were as .active as the first
two groups in arrangi_g personal interview, s, the average num- ............
her of intervie:._s per professional employee would be more
than twice the Table 9 values.
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Of the ninety-nine employees who had announced decisions
at the end of the study, forty-seven had completed exit in-
terview questionnaires _Appendix D). Table ii presents the re-
sults of the questions on job "search techniques which may be
compared to 8ata from the same questions asked early in the
study. The ratings of techniques are ordered in the same pri-
oritiy as im_the first survey with the exception of assistance
from family, which moved up in rank. The response to the in-
terview program at ERC "had not been included in the original
°
.. ° . .
questionnaire and was placed fourth in the second survey.
Almost three-fourths of the ne_.,positions were found with
the help of friends andprofessional associates compared with
expectations of less than fifty percent in the initial survey.
A decline in responses is noted in all categories except the
sino&le family response. Ne_;,spaper and magazine advertise-
me_t s show the greatest decline, either because of a genera].
tightening of the job market or their replacement by the ERC
services, which were somewhat more accessible. Response to
..... the-qilestion regarding technique use8 to find a position at
t,
ne EkC tally well with the initial responses, with a little
higher weight being placed on friends. The response to this
question is interesting, as appointment to Civil service po-
.sitions is competitive. It must be assumed that the response
reflects lower formal recruiting expenditures by govermment. ..............
A major change was noted in employee preference for em-
ployment in aerospace fields. Less than twenty percent "of
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desired to remain in the field as they left the Center, com-
pared with )_5 p_rcent earlier. 65 percent desired to leave
the field, with the majority giving reasons of instability
and insecurity as their reasons.
Thirty percent of the employees leaving took jobs out-
side of the I_ew England Area, compared with the 79 percent
_,ou_d work an_h.ere in.Table 8that had stated that they ' l
There did not appear to be major difficulty finding jobs
matching preferences to the local area from the results of
these early returns. The time re:quired to. secure employ-
ment at a distance from one's home may clmnge thes figures
o
.I. z'_ •in _h_ end result Of course, all _hos_ employees retained
in the new Center organization will be added to the local
category•
Three-fourths of the employees thought that their new
positions would be bstter than those they •were leaving,
while_on!y_..1.2.2erce#t._thou_ht the_rv.'ould be worse. The
•fact that 70 percent of the respondents reported highe.,_
salaries, ranging from _lO0 to $4000 more than their ERC
pay, probably had some impact on that judgement. Only 5
percent reported reduction in salary, but the validity of
that response is in question, as m_my of the employees
signed the questionnaire and may not have desired that in-
formation to be knovm by their peers at ERC.
ClIAPTER VII
l I'4 -r _r " ,,ITHE _RA.,SPOkr_.rlO_, SYSTEmiCS CENTER
The evolution of the Transportation Systems Center from
the brightly glowing coals of the defunct space center will
•justify a detailed study in its own right. An attempt is
made here to touch lightly on this evolution because of the
impact it had on the employees of the ERC.
The great public furor over the closing of the ERC soon
receded into a determined search _for a new tenant for the
facility under construction, with little mention of the
utilization of the work force• Various local, state, and
federal agencies were suggested for occupancy, with little
regard for the specialized nature of the laboratories. The
Department of Transportation was mentioned in press reports
less than three weeks after the closing was announced. ]j4
The earliest ties to the new agency were the ongoing NASA
projects inthe area of air traffic control and navigation
and guidance systems which could be considered within the
realm of transportation research.
Before the end of January, The Department had appoint-
ed a committee to study the feasibility of using the Center
]_"NASA Cuts _0.000 Workers"
January 14, 19'/0
, Boston Herald Traveler,
153
for a number of transportation projects ]-5 lia_.ed to head
the feasibility study v:as Undersecretary of Transportation
James ]_i. Eeggs, who knew the ERC __'ell. Less than a year
°
- . _r_, had been responsible for the operationearlier, _,_r Beo
of the Center in his .former position as Associate Adminis-
trator for Advanced Research and Technology with the I_ASA.
The report of the study group was presented to the
Presidents Science Advisor, Dr. Lee DuBridge, whose advi-
sory corm71ittee had been charged _'¢ith the task of surveying
all federal research and development programs for possible
• " _ " ° T
utilization of the facility. An aff.Jorm_tz_e report was
given on the transportation proposa!_, and, on _arch 25,
1_70, Seoretary Volpe visited the Center and announce_ to
the employees that a new dev&lopment facility would come
into. being on July 1st and that he hoped that a majority
of the employees could be retained. ]-6, ]-7
The immediate reaction of the employees was very en-
thusiastic. ],._any had been delaying their search for, or
acceptance of new _obs, and an aura of security settled
over the Center. The organization and programs of the new
_,.ansportation center were still to be established, and the
number of employees to be retained was not kno_m, but it
15Drew F. Steis, "NASA Site OK'd as Transit Center",
Bosto_}!erald Traveler, ,January 2}, I_[/0, _. I.
±OArthur Stratton, _;ASA Centcr_ 600 _obs Saved",
Bosto_Hera]d Traveler_ 3.1arch _6, 19/0, _. !. •
17A. S. Plot,:in, Cambridge Center _hiftin_; Research to
Transportation", The Boston Globe, },',arch26, INTO, p. i.
15 4
was clear that a number of jobs had been "saved". It had
become apparent by that time, however, that much of the ad-
vanced research conducted in the Research Directorat would
not be supported by the transportation center, as the new
goals lay closer to the •application end of the R¢_D spectrum.
raOn y 7, i 70, the Depart:_ent of Transportation mad
the announcement that the new organization-to be established
on July 1st would have a staff of _25.18 Letters _.hich in-
aicated whether or not they would be considered for employ-
ment in the new organization were mailed to all ERC emplo-
yees who had not announced placementoplans.
At the time of the Staffing announcement, 9_ of the _56
professionals under study ha_ announced their plans. Of the
remaining employees, 211 were invited to apply to the DOT
for employment in the Transportation Systems Center _TSC).
This left 126 professionals who would be seperated on June 50,
whether or not they had found new positions.
The average annual salary of the group of employees
selected for inclusion in the TSC was $17,995, or $170 less
than that of the original complement of the ERC. Average
age for the new organization was 57.5 years compared wi'th
the original 58.1 years. Experie_ce was l_. 5 years compared
with 15.1 for the ERC professional profile.
F. Steis, "186 Fired in Takeover of Csmbridge NASA
Boston Herald Traveler, _!ay 8, 1970,
15.-5
Organizationally, the new Center will be similar to the
that of the ERC, with three technical and one administrative
divisions _Figure 5). The major difference is the removal of
the Research Directorate in favor of a Transportation Systems
Concepts Directorate. This new directorate had not been
°
staffed, at the completion of the study; thus the employees
to be retained were placed in eit_ier the Systems Development
Directorate, which replaced Technical Programs; or in the
Technology Directorate, V._hich had dropped, the adjectival
"Advanced" from its title. Table 12 shows the results of
attrition upon the old organization and indicates the assign-
ments of retained personnel to the ne_.'_organization.
Over half of the employees not invited to be part of the
ne_:,organization were from the research group. Those who
were considered for retention ;_'ereincluded, in the technology
area of the new organization with few exceptions. The large
number of employees from the research organization _ho were ..............
not included in the new organization is a good indication
the shift in emphasis toward the development areas in the
tra::sportation field. The NASA was supporting more activi-
ties in basic research fields with time horizons more dis-
tan% than new transportation concepts r'equire. A more com-
prehensive discussion of employees _';hohad: i) made _ob ............ ...
decisions, 2) been invited to _oin the TSC, and }) not found
new positions is included in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V1111
ANALYSIS OF PLACE._Ef';T_
Three-hundred and ten of the four-hm_dred and thirty-six
professionals studied were considered, to be pl.aced at the end
of the study period. Table ]-5 gives a _rofile of the entire
complement of professionals, broken down into three groups:
1) those who had announced position decisions outside of the
Transportation Systems. Center, 2) those who were invited to
apply for employment in the new center, and 5) those who had
not found work or had not announced their decisions.
The majority of the group with decisions made were going
or had gone to positions in private industry. Engineers had
a definite edge in the Bachelor's Degree category, even though
all but one of the scientists had advanced degrees. The em-
ployees going to other jobs in the federal government were
considerably lower in education, with only 52 percent hold-
ing advanced degrees, compared with 67 percent of the indus-
try-bound employees.
Table 14 presents the sub-totals for the three groups
in a percentage format. Two percentages are shod,m, the first
is the percentage within the category of classification Ifor
.example, of the 99 employees with decisions made, _2% had
Science, 51% had Engineering, 7% had other, and none had no
Bachelor's Degree). The second percentage sno._s the pe_rcen
rage of each response falling in each of the placement areas.
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Forty-nine percent of the original ERC complement held
Science baccalaureates, but after 71 percent of the emplo-
yees had found nev," positions,.5_ percent of the remainder
vJere scientists. The situation v,'as even v_orse for advanced
degree holders; originally }8 percent of the complement
held advanced degrees in the sciences, vqhile _.8percent of
those still looking held those degrees. As many of the scien-
tists held doctorates,, the trend against science is also re-
flected in the advanced degree level category, with _ per-
cent more of th.e seeking group holding doctorates than the
or].glnal population.
A more comprehe_sive a.nalysis of placement vJithin the
scientific, engineering, and other d.egree fields is pre-
sented in .Table i 5. Data from. emp]_0yer contact requests for
information is also included in this table to reflect demand
in each field. The first colunm of "the table shov's the num-
.......... bet of-employees holding bachelor's degrees in each of the ...............
fields. The second and third columns indicate the number
of employees and the percentage of employees contacted
through distribution of the "mini-resumes" to prospective
employers. As a number of the resumes elicited more than
one request, the next tF1o columns indicate total demand for
• employees in each field. -.................................
The total demand, sho_.'n in colu_Tm 5, in most cases re-
flects the actu_d place:_]ent percentages, making this te&h-
nique of emp].oyer solicitation useful in preSiction of
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placement trends. This technique is recon_mended as a fast
and inexpensive means of spreading information about the
qualifications Of a work force that can also provide feed-
back on job market trends.
It is apparsnt from the table that personnel in the
Chemistry field were having difficulty in placement on the
......basis that only 55 percent-had been placed. C6hcel_n for
the Chemists is alleviated somewhat, however, by the demands
for information and the placements shown in the "decided
column. Other fields with high demand percentages had fared
better than the chemists, and it was felt that their pro-
blems were not as severe as the ones Physicists f_,ced. Low
demand and a low decision rate were somewhat buffered by
the DOT requirements, but it is huovm that this was one of
the more difficult placement fields at the time of the study.
On an overall basis, engineers fared better than scien-
tists in placement _oo_.......................In_ of_the_ engineers, against 67% of
the scientists were placed at the end of the study.
The same t_q_e of information is presented by job clas-
sification in Table 16. From this table it is possible to
observe the relative demand for specialists correlating
with placements in the same manner as in the previous table_
.........This .table also gives a good comparison of the specialties
required in the original ERC organization against those re-
quested for the new DOT organization.
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. Other statistical information comparing the three groups
of employees under discussion is sho_n in the following table:
TABLE" 17
AGE, SAL_.RY, EXPERIE)iCE, AND oUP_.t{VISORY STATISTICS
Category ERC TSC Decidea Looking
Number of Employees h56 211 99 126
Average Age 58.1 57.5 56.2 _1.5
Average Salary 18,165 17,795 17,_ _ 1%O95
Average Experience 15.1 ])4.5 12.N 18.6
Supervisors 60 29 15 18
I_o surprising trends appear in the above tabulation. Age and
wage are generally considered to be negative factors in place-
ment efforts, and experience correlates directly _ith age.
CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSiO_
The results of this study _ndicate that the "Aero-
space Technologist" i.s adaptable to other fields of endea-
vor. Almost three-quarters of the professional[ employees
-"'ofthe Electronics Research Center had sec_red employment
or offers of e_ployment six weeks before iheir final day
of employment in the Space Agency. The majority of emplo-
yees were to be employed in fields similaz to those they
had occupied at the Center, but with their direction focus-
0
ed on different goals. Almost one-half of the employees were
to be employed in another federal organization, the Depart-
mcnt of Transportation, where their expertise would be ap-
plied to near-term problem solving in the. air traffic con-
trol area and to generation of new transportation develop-
........... ments_.and.cÙncepts. ....A second large group was..dispersed.to
i
private industry, where their skills are to be applied to
many areas, most of them not considered to be directly re-
lated to the space program.
The study indicates that engineers, generally working
closer to development applications, had less trouble find-
......... ing positions_±han zesearch_scientists._. This may have_.been .........
the result of a general reduction in spending on basic re-
search by government and industry, but does not nullif_ the
i 8.
conclusion that the hardware-oriented engineers have skills
that can be applied to other-than-aerospace tasks.
Verification of the findings of other studies of tech-
.nical placement was accomplished through surveys which showed
that the technol%ists best friend is his professional asso-
j. * ¢._ •ciate _hen it co._:]esto secur ln_ a nev_ position
_iuch of the studF-_qas concerned vJith the operation of a
placement service by the Personnel Office of the Center.
Several conclusions result. A listing of employers with
positions available was valued highly by the employees.
This list was generated by a small number of employees not
trained in placement work and produced as many or more emplo_
yee contacts with prospective employers as the more costly
procedure of providing interviev_s in the Center. Initial
contacts were made by telephone, and files of _ore detailed
information were kept in an information center.
Another successful pro_ect v_as the preparation of very
short descriptions of each o_ " the professional employees.
These "mini-resumes _' triggered much more response from pro-
spective employers than the usual list of job classifica-
tions or educational and experience backgrounds. The com-
plete set of resumes was sent to employers, and in many
cases employees in fields other than those the emplo3_er had
announced vacancies in were contacted, primarily on the sug-
gestive natu_e of the resume. The availability of a switch -
board that offered directory service and a centralized mail
distribution service made it easier for employers to contact
job-seekers than indiv.idua], mailings by the employees would
have provided.
Employers were offered the assistance of the personnel
office in contacting prospective employees. Through this
service, the status of the job n_.s.rket could be surveyed by
the nmnber of responses in specialty areas.
':.Jhile the results of this study Ir_ay be of use in find-
ing positions for other tecl_nical personnel displaced by
changing social priorities, a further study is necessary to
ascertain the results of the real].ocation of these scien-
tists an4 engineers from the space program. To this end,
•information regarding forwarding addresses and new posi-
tions will be secured from the majority of the employees
so that they m_y be contacted regarding their success or
failure in their new fields of endeavor at a later date.
A digested version of the results of this study will be
provided to those who participate4 in the data provision.
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RETURN TO: AP/R. T, OINEIL_ CHIEf OUTPLACEMENT PROGRAM APPENDIX A
ERC OUTPLACEMENT SURVEY
(DO NOT SIGN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE)
I, TODAYIS DATE
2, HAVE YOU ACCEPTED A NEW POSITION YEs : No;
3. _.,_IAT SOURCES ARE/WERE USED IN SEEKING A NEW POSITION? CHECK THOSE USED.
A, FAMILY: F. ERC LISTINGS:
B, FRIENDS: G, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES:
C, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES: H. RADIO COHMERC IALS :
D. NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS: I.
O
E. HAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS: J=
_. _t.-,I'ICH THREE OF THE ABOVE SOURCES ARE/WERE MOST EFFECTIVE
A, BEST: B, 20 BEST: C, 3D BEST:
5. WHICH THREE OF THE ABOVE SOURCES ARE/WERE LEAST EFFECTIVE:
A, WORST: -- B. 2D WORST: -- C. _D _tORST: --
6. V_.IICH SOURCES WERE USED. TO FIND YOUR POSITION AT ERC?
7, WHICH SOURCES WERE USED TO FIND PREVIOUS POSITIONS?
8, ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A POSITION IN:
A. NASA? -- F, AEROSPACE INDUSTRY? --
B. DOD? -- G, ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY? --
¢, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT? H, OTHER INDUSTRY?
D. OTHER GOVERNMENT? I, MILITARY SERVICE?
E. EDUCATION? J,
9" WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS REGARDING THE AEROSPACE FIELD?
A. PREFER TO STAY IN IT:
i73
9. WHY?
Be PREFER TO LEAVE IT:
I0, _AT OTHER GOVERN_.:EN7 PROGRAMS ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?
A, D,
C, D,
II, _tAT AREAS OF INDUSTRY ARE YOU INTERESTED IN? •
Ao B,
C.o D •
I_o V_AT AREAS OF EDUCATION ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?
Ae Be
'3. Do YOU HAVE ACCESS TO:
A, _RC LISTS OF INTERESTED EMPLOYERS?
B. ERC INTERVIEW SCHEDULES?
YES NO
c. ERE NEWS SPECIAL EDITIONS?
D. "ADEQUATE EMPLOYHENT INFORMATION?
IS, Do YOU KNOW WHERE THE PERSONNEL OFFICE IS?
_._15, .Do YOU_KNOW__WHERE._THE.. INTE_V_I_Ew_C_NZ.ER___5_ ..... "
|_, HAVE YOU PREPARED YOUR OWN RESUME?
!_. HAVE YOU SUBMITTED AN "|NTEREST AND EXPERIENCE STATEMENT"
m .._ m
(ANNOUNCEMENT 7o-77 )?
m
o8.
|F NOTj WHY NOT?
IS YOUR SF-,I71 (PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STATEMENT) "UPDATED
I_, HAVE YOU SUBMITTED A "NASA OUTPLACEMENT APPLICATION n
(ANNOUNCEMENT 70-83 )?
IF NOT_ WHY NOT?
20, DO YOU PREFER TO:
A, REMAIN IN THIS COI4_.;UT|NG AREA?
D, REMAIN IN _|ASSACHUSETTS?
C, REh:AIN IN _EW ENGLAND?
D, HOVE TO: (IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE) I )
21. HAVE YOU LO_T A PREVIOUS JOB BECAUSE OF A GENERAL LAYOFF?
IF NOp PLEASE DISREGARD QUESTIONS 22 THROUGH 29,
22, How MANY PEOPLE WERE LAID OFF?
23 , WAS AN ENTIRE PLANT oR FACILITY CLOSED?
2_, DID THE EHPLOYER PROVIDE:
A, IN-PLANT INTERVIEWS?
B! TIHE OFF FOR INTERVIEWS?
C, OPPORTUNITY FOR TRANSFER TO ANOTHER LOCATION?
o'. No ASSISTANCE?
£, OTHER ASSISTANCE?
"" PLEASE LIST:
YES NO
2)
m
25° How MUCH NOTICE DID YOU RECEIVE? WEEKS
o
2_, HAD YOU FOUND A NEW POSITION ON YOUR LAST DAY OF WORK?
.................................... T ......................
27, HOW MUCH SEVERANCE PAY DID YOU RECEIVE?
A. NONE
B, 0-2 WEEKS SALARY:
Ce 2-_ WEEKS SALARY:
..... __D _._-J O___WE_EKS _S.A_LA R_C__..
E. WEEKS SALARY:
28, WERE YOU PAID FOR UNUSED VACATION?
29° WERE YOU PAID FOR RETIREHENT CONTRIBUTIONS?
m
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)e. AGE: ....._ _CARS 31. SEX: -- .
32. GRADE: GS- 33. NASA JoB CODE
34. Ho'# LO_,:G IIAVE YOU WORKED IN:
A, NASA?
____.._YEARS F, AEROSPACE INDUSTRY? YEARS
B. DOD?
YEARS G, ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY? .__. YEARS
Co FEDERAL GOVE RN_-'ENT?
._YEARS II, OTHER INDUSTRY? YEARS
D, 01"II E I,_ GOV E R,'FCE NT ? YEARS I, MILITARY SERVICE?
._._..YEARS
: I_, .EDUCAT I ON?
. __._..YEARS J. YEARS
3_° HOW LONG ItAVE YOU LIVED IN:
A. THIS COMI-:UTING AREA? YEARS
B. MASSACHUSETTS? YEARS
" o
C. NEW ENGLAND?
D, UNITED STATES?
YEARS
YEARS
o
36, }lOW MANY DEPENDENTS DO YOU HAVE? SPOUSE: -- CHILDREN:
37. Do YOU O_/N YOUR HO._.IE: YES: NO:
RELATIVES ."
3 8 . DO YOU HAVE A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY DEGREE?
:"+ . PLEA._'E LIST: DEGREE CURRICULUM
YES: NO:
DATE
..... .c_ L ............................................... _ .........................
_9,, WHAT ADDITIONAL SERVICES WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE PROVIDED BY ERC?
_0. A, HAVE YOU INTERVIEWED AT THE ERC OUTPLACEHENT CENTER?
B, HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY OFFERS?
"_1+ A, HAVE YOU PERSONALLY ARRANGED ANY INTERVIEWS?
B+ HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANy OFFERS?
' DO NOT SIGN THIS QUESTIOHNAIRE
RETURN TO: AP/R.T. OWNEmL, CHmE_ OUTPLACEMENT PROGRAM
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO .
"IL
lt .
.. APPENDIX B
INTEREST & EXPERIENCE STATEMENT
A. PERSONAL DATA
1. NAME
2. POSITION
3. SUPERVISOR'S NAME
4. SALARY
5. DEGREE (S)
6. TEL.
Be
7. (A)
So
(B)
Interested only in employment in Federal
Government
Interested only in employment in Private
Industry
(C) Interested in any employment
(A) Will work only in Boston area
(B) Will work only in
(C) Will work anywhere
WORK INTERESTS
Brief description of areas of interest. (you may attach
additional information such as a resume if you consider
it helpful)
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"L
C. POSITIONS FOR WIIICH QUALIFIED: ..........--,...... -_
PITLE NASA SERIES ............ GRADE (S)
.... ..... ". • - "I ......
Ca)................
• .. . , , . . .... . . • .... .(B)
i
• . ..................... "v • I
(c)........................... _ ,,
t
D, WORK HISTORY
Brief description of current duties.
position description if appropriate.)
(You may attach your
" ....... T ....
l
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
AP/Chief, Outplacement Team
ERC Outplacement Program
Date:
ArPENDIX C
Records of the Outplacement Program indicate that you
have: i) Not filed an "Interest and Experience Statement" or
resume; 2) Not signed up for interviews at the Interview
Center
Many prospective employers prefer to review the resumes on
file in the personnel office prior torequesting interviews
with ERC personnel. In addition,_brief condensations of the
resumes on file have been sentto over 200 employers in order
that they may contact employees through the personnel office or
directly. .o
The outplacement team is interes£ed in providing maximum
assistance to ERC employees. You are requested to answer the
following questions so that we may better plan these services.
Please return this memorandum to AP/R. T. O'Neil as soon as
possible.
YES NO
I. 'a) Do you plan to submit an "Interest and
Experience Statement" ? (Announcement #70-77
dated January 6, 1970)
o a) Have you registered for the NASA "Stopper
List" ? (Announcement #70-83, dated
•January i0, 1970)
b) If not, why not?
i'73
MEMORANDUM
ERC Outplacement Program
Page 2
YES NO
3. Have you registered for the Civil Service
Commission's "Displaced Employee Register?"
(ERC News, January 23, 1970)
4. Have you prepared your own personal resume?
5. a) Have you arranged interviews yourself
...... outside of the ERC Interview Center? .......
-b) How many?
6. a) Have you mailed copies of your personal
resume to prospective employers?
"o
b) How many?
L.
7. a) Have you received any offers of employment?
b) How many?
8. Have you accepted a new position?
9. What suggestions do you have for improving the Outplace-
ment Program?
R. T. O'Neil
....... i-acemen Yeam................
APPENDIX D
ERC EXIT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE '
|e TODAyIS DATE:
2, HAVE YOU ACCEPTED A NEW POSITION? YES: NO:
3, DID YOU FIND A POSITION IN;
A, NASA: F, AEROSPACE INDUSTRY:
B. DOD: G, ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY;
C, FEDERAL GOVERNHENT: H, OTHER INDUSTRY:
D, OTHER GOVERNHENT : I, MILITARY _gRVICE;
E, EDUCATION:
-- d, OTHER:
_, HOW LONG HAVE YOU WORKED IN:
A, NASA:
B, DOD;
o
F, AEROSPACE INDUSTRY;
G, ELECTRON IC5 INDUSTRY;
C. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT; H, O]:HER INDUSTRY:
D, OTHER GOVERNMENT: I, MILITARY SERVICE:
E, EDUCATION; d, OTHER:
5" DO YOU THINK YOUR NEW POSITION WILL BE:
A, _TTER THAN AT ERC: B, WORSE THAN AT ERC:
e
e
(OPTIONAL) DOES YOUR NEW POSITION PAY A SALARY:
A, HIGHER; S. THE SAME: C, LESS: THAN AT ERC
O, How MUCH DIFFERENCE /YEAR
_/HAT SOURCES WERE USED IN SEEKING A NEW POSITION? (CHECK)
A, FAMILY: F. ERC LISTINGS;
B, FRIENDS: G, ERC INTERVIEWS:
Co PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES: H, EHPLOYMENT AGENC IES:
O, NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS I, RADIO COMI._ERCIALS
E. HAGAZ I NE ADVERT I SEHENTS
't
- "_ d° OTHER:
%
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8. WHICH SOURCES IN QUESTION 7 t'ERE USED TO FIND YOUR NEW POSITION?
9" WHICH SOURCES IN QUESTION -_ WERE USED TO rIND YOUR PREVIOUS POSITION AT ERC? --
I0, _hlICH TlIRr. E OF" Tile ABOVE SOURCES IN QUESTION 7 ARE/WERE MOST EFFECTIVE?
A, [JEST" -- B, 2D [JEST: -- C, 3D BEST --
I I, _ICH THREE OF THE ABOVE SOURCES IN QUESTION 7 WERE/ARE LEAST EFFECTIVE?
A, _./ORSI: -- B, 2D VIORST: -- C, 3D WORST __
12, WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS REGARDING THE AEROSPAEE FIELD?
A, PREFER TO STAY IN IT: Bo. PREFER TO LEAVE IT:
C, WHY ?
1 3. IN WHAT OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DID YOU LOOK FOR A POSITION?
At Be
Co DI
. , °
_N.V/-HAT AREAS OF INDUSTRY DID YOU LOOK FOR A POSITION?
Ce O!
I_, IN WHAT AREAS OF EDUCATION DID YOU LOOK FOR A POSITION?
A, B,
I_, DID YOU HAVE ACCESS TO-"
A, ERC L'ISTS OF INTERESTED •EMPLOYERS?
• . _ . .•
.............. B, 'ERC -iNTERViEW" SCHEDULES?
17',
c, ERC NEWS SPECIAL EDITIONS?
D. ADEQUATE EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION?
How LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN:
YES: NO:.
m
A. THIS COMMUTING AREA'? YEARS
B. HASSACHUSETTS? • YEARS
C, NEw ENGLAND? YEARS
Oo UNITED STATES? YEARS
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18. Is YOUR NEW POSITION:
,9.
20.
21.
22,
23.
A, IN Tills COMI,4UTIf'G AREA:
D. IN _._A _,Sl,.C HUS E T TS ?
c. IN New ENGLAt:D?
D, _IERE:
How MANY DEPEF,'DENTS DO YOU HAVE? SPOUSE : CH I LDREN : RELAT i VES :
DO YOU OWN YOUR HOhIC: YES: -- NO: -
DO YOU HAVE A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY DEGREE: YES: NO:
DEGREE DATE CURRICULUH DEGREE DATE
A, DID YOU INTERVIEW AT THE ERE 0UTPLACE_ENT _ENTER? YES:
CURR ICULUH
NO:
B. DID YOU RECEIVE ANY OFFERS?
o
A, DID YOU PERSONALLY ARRANGE ANY INTERVIEWS?
• D,. DID YOU RECEIVE ANY OFFERS: o
2_, V_AT ADDITIONAL SERVICES WOULD LIKED TO HAVE ttAD PROVIDED BY ERE?
25. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY WHEN THE ERE PHASEOUT IS
COMPLETE? YES: NO:
26. NAME:
29. ERE GRADE: GS-
27. AGE: 28, SEX:
_0, NASA-ERE JOB CODE:
183
(_O.
61.
(;2.
63.
6}I.
65.
66.
6"(.
COMPANY
AMERICAN INST. OF PHYSICS
335 EAST _ ST,
N.Y., N.Y, IOOiy
EGG&:G
CROSBY DRIVE
E_:DFORD, HA
FAIRCHILD R&:D CENTER
]IOO I MIRANDA AVE,
PALO.ALTO, CALIF,
FAIRCHILD R&D CENTER
2513 CHARLSTON RO
MOUNTAINVIEW, CALIF. 9!¢o4o
HIT LINCOLN LABORATORY
Box "(3
.LEXINGTON, MA O2173
NAVAL ELEC. LAB CTR L
2yi CATALINA BLVD.
SAN DIEGO, CAL. 92152
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY M
ELECTRICAL ENGRG DEPT.
360 HUNTINGTON AVE.
_}OSTON,
TEKTRONIX, INC.
400 TOTTEN POND RD,
WALTHAM. MA O2L5_
CONTACT
SUBMIT RESUME TO THE
PLACEMENT SERVICE
LARRY ASBURY
JOHN ARTHUR
(4o8) 32,-725o
WILLIAMHARE.
(h'5)(96'-'O28).
RICHARD KILsoN
86e-55oo, x73o_
SUBMIT SF 171 TO
PERSONNEL OFFICE (CODE
123) IDENTIFY VACANCY
AND INCLUDE HOME
ADDRESS WITH ZIP CODE.
DR. NOWAK
h37-297,
DON SEELYE
89_-Is667,-8
APPENDI X E
TECHN I CAL
SUPPLEMENT 8 (3/I9/70)
PAGE I OF 2
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
ACADEMIC OPENINGS
(UNITED STATES, CANADA,
AUSTRAL I A )
COMPUTER OPERATORS (SHIFTS)
DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK _
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMER (DDP _1_)
SENIOR ENGINEER
MANAGER OF IIl-V WAFER
PROCESSING MFG DEPT.
TECHNICIANS (MICROWAVE)
ENGINEERING ASST.
SEE SEPARATE LISTINGS FROM
NELC DATED 2/I3/7o, 2/,9/7o,
3/_/70, AND 3/II/70, POSTED
ON BULLETIN BOARDS.
FACULTY POSITION -
ASSOCIATE OR ASST. PROF.
(PH.D REQUIRED)
PRODUCT SERVICE TECH.
FIELD ENGINEER
(;8.
COI, IPANY
VISION SYSTEMS, INC.
112 NORTH RD.
BE OFORD m I.',A
CONI'ACT
dON MEADS
275-8700
TECHNICAL
SUPPLEHENT 8 (3/19/70)
PAGE 2 _F 2
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
PROGRAMMER ANALYST
{SMALL COMPUTERS )
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
• (;9. --NAVAL SHIP MISSILE
SYSTEMS N
PORT HUENEHE, CAL. 93Ohl
UNITED STATES GOVER,_!:,IZNT
SUBMIT SF 171 TO ELECTR. ENGR, (ELECTRO-HAG)
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICE GS-13/III(O(;/N-23/70)
{CODE 121 ) ELECTR. ENGR (DATA PROC,)
GS-12 (#O6/N-24/70)
GEN,ENGR, GS-13(O6/N-25/70 )
o
• o
L - SEE ALSO SUPPLrMENT 6, NO. _8
M- " " _;,SlC LIST_ No. 12 5
N- n n If " NO. 2011P
185
OUTPI_ACEVENT TELEPHO_:C CO_JTACT
I, 0RGANIZATION
A. NAHE OF" ORGAt_IZATION
.- B, DIVISION
D, ADDRESS
E. PRODUCTS
G, NAME Or CONTACT(S)
2. POSITIONS OPEN
A. T1TLE
DATE OF CALL
FOR: INTERVIEWS
LISTING
BOTH
APPENDIX F
- C. BRANCH
B. QUAL REQUIRED
Ir, EMPL. AGENCY
H, TELEPHONE
c. No. Pos. DoSALARY
t .
3, LISTING
A° OPEN INTERVIEWING DATE (S)
S, CLOSED INTERVIEWING DATE ($)
I) L|ST OF EMPLOYEES ATTACHED TO BE SUPPLIED
"2} REVIEW OF RESUMES BEFORE SCHEDULING DATE
C. PUBLICATION ON LISTS ONLY
'qk
18G
]I,= INTERVIEws
A, INTERVIEWERS NAME
B. SPECIALTY
PERSONNEL TECHNICAL
C, tt/H I CH
Pos I T IONS
D. GENERAL
COVERAGE
E, NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS POSSIBLE
G. STARTING TIME 9:3OoR
I'. SPECIAL TIME REQUIREI4ENTS
F, EXTRA INTERVIEWERS
H. STOPPING TIME 4:30 oR
. • _° __, • ,_[, _
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mAttachment 6
Personnel - Report by Robert O'Neil
AN/)_,
REPLY TO
ATTN OF: B
t
ATTACHMENT 6
NATIONAL .AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON.D.C. 20546
JUL g 0 1970
B/Deputy Assistant Administrator
Office of Administration
FROM: R. T. O'Neil, R. H. Rollins II
SUBJECT: Summary Report on Outplacement Activity at
the Electronics Research Center
At the close of business at the Electronics Research Center
on June 30, 1970, seven hundred and forty-one (741) of the
eight hundred and twenty-six (826) permanent ERC employees
had found employment. Table 1 lists the disposition of the
center's employees.
Attrition during the six-month closeout period is shown in
Table 2. The largest decrease in employees actively search-
ing for work occurred in early May when the Department of
Transportation issued informal offers to 425 of the ERC em-
ployees. By actual count, only 396 employees were hired by
the DOT from ERC; the difference was due to employees taking
other employment and suspension of several informal offers.
In addition to the 396 ERC employees, three MSC personnel
were transferred to the new organization.
A chronology of the activities associated with employee
placement is shown in Table 3. Outplacement activities began
during .January with three requests of the employees: (i) to
file interest and experience resumes, (2) to file application
for the NASA stopper list, and (3) to file application for the
CSC displaced employee program. The final results of these
requests are shown on the table, with more than half of the
employees filing personal resumes and lesser numbers applying
for the NASA-wide and CSC placement programs• The interview
program began in mid-January and by late April over i000
interviews had been conducted. A total of 1303 interviews
2were held during the program with 90 different organizations.
Approximately one-half of the ERC employees registered for at
least one interview.
The preparation of short, one paragraph mini-resumes from the
• longer employee submissions was begun in February. By the end
of May, over 700 responses had been received from prospective
employers and referred to employees. A survey of employees in
early June reduced the number of names on the mini-resumes and
a final mailing was made in June to a list of 450 prospective
employers. As of this date over 100 responses have come in.
Because the majority of employees not finding employment at
the closing date were technical professionals, a closer look
at these employees is warrented. Table 4 indicates the degree
fields of the unemployed group compared with the original
complement in those specialties at ERC. The high percentage
of physicists, chemists, and electronic engineers unemployed
reflects both the elimination of much of the advanced research
at the Cambridge center and the difficulty in finding employ-
ment in these fields elsewhere.
Table 5 also indicates the difficulty of finding research
employment. The complement of the new DOT organization has
a lower educational level than did ERC. Also, the highly
educated specialists were taking longer to find employment.
Three lists of employee names are attached as appendices.
Appendix A lists those employees sworn into the new DOT organi-
zation. Appendix B lists the employees retained in the NASA
with some descriptive data. Appendix C lists the employees
retained in other federal organizations. 515 of the 826
employees retained federal jobs and an additional 33 retired
on civil service annuities for a two-thirds majority of the
original staff. Of the remaining one-thfrd of the staff, one
third had not found employment by the closing date.
Further analysis of the placement of ERC personnel is underway
and a detailed report will be prepared in September. A more
complete analysis of the placement of the technical professionals
i$0
3,lover the next year will be conducted by questionnaire. To
this end, the forwarding addresses of all ERC employees.
are on record and questionnaires arebeing prepared for
review.
R. T. O'Neil
_. H. Rollins II
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DATE
m
12/29/69
1/6/7o
1112170
1/14/7o
1/16/7o
1/23/70
2/9/70
312s17o
s1717o
6/1/7o
6/12/70
6/3o/70
TABLE 3 CHRONOLOGY OF Pr._C_-ASSOCXATED ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY
Announcement of closing
0utplacement team formed .
Resumes requested
First job lists published
Stopper list request
Interviews initiated
Displaced Employee request
First mini-resumes mailed to
350 organizations
DOT Announcement.
DOT Informal Offers to
425 employees
Unemployment survey
137 employees without acceptable offers
Interviews ended - 1303 interviews/
79 confirmed offers
Center closed
396 employees transferred to DOT-T_C
85 employees without jobs or retirement
8.23 employees on board
565 employees filed
287 employees filed
239 employees filed
721 employees on board
655 employees on board
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DEPAR%'MENT OF TI_ANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
oFFZCE O_ THE DIRECTOR
w
Brouillet
•Ca_ei,
Cheever
Dam_.gella
Dennison
)3onot._hue _, .
Dunlap
Elms
Farmer
Hegc.,.:ian
Mu.'zphy
0 _Donne i 1
Pit-.t_
Minerwa
m m -"
D..]_,:,.._OR_.,B OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
B OWd e:_
Fuank_
Hodge -- .From MSC ..
Kova'c.ch
_4cCor,-_,is -- From MSC
Perk-inc. -- From MSC
Schuck
DTRECTORATE_OF-ADMINISTRATION
A_i]._ian
/_uodeo
Audette
Biazo
owe.{l
Brown
Burhard
Burns;
Cahalane
Calabro
Ca] ., ]1
Car;o
Cassidy
C_ ',..-_:tl_2,.al'lO
Ap_. A
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ADMINISTRATION - cont.
Chandler
Chin
Compagna
•Connolly
Cotrone_
Coyne
Desmond
,Devenuti
"Devlin
Donahue
Doyle
Efstathiou _
Fernandez
Fickett
Finkelstein
Fitzgerald
Flaherty
Flanders
F!ynn
Frederick
Furst
Gaffney
Gal!agher
Galligan
Ga_rity
Glynn
Gosselin
Gould
Greenwood
Haughey
HugheS
Huron
James
Kaplan
Kelleher
Keliy
Kondos
Kordis
Krawiec
Leonard
Mayhew
Marifiotq
Massey
ADM .[._{._:[sT_{A'r.XN9__-
McCann
McDonough
AlcLaugh lin
McNamar_
Miner
Minichiello
Minichiello
Moonan
Moran ._,
Morrissey
Nichols
Noble
Nugent
0 'Brien
Ohanian
0'Malley
Ost_'osky
Pag!iarulo
Pambookian
Pandil
Pappas
Pappas
Parilla
Paris
Peabody
Peacock
Perez
Petrie
Phillips
Pistone
Puzzo
Rakip
Remedis
Roache "
Roberts
Ryan
Ryan
Sanborn
Sinausky
Stuart
Sullivan
Sullivan
Swain
_olander
Th omp Son
Tierney
cont J
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" AD_INISTRA'._ION - cOnto
Valente
Votolato
_ite
: i%_oif f
Yonika
:20,0
A11en
_arone
B_rth
B1at_ .
Gilibert_
Haberek
Harr£ngto_
Koniares
TECUt_OLOCY - T
_ :,J --
4 Di
LnRhettQ
McGanu
0 ' I,(c a_ a
Pu1£_._£co
llotn_n
Schneider
.Watson
J'
Barone
G£ansrande.
i
Bc_slar
Bycne
Byron
Coutca
Dillaby
Du_ais
Duun¢
Enrly
Fi.her
Ga_Onon
Coliu_
Coose'lin
Hallenborg
Mitchall v
$£clannl
Kelley
Kiub_ough
Leonard
l;a_s
Palar_o
Paloncn
Po_caro
Rear,on
_obccts
Saecoccio
Scapicchio
Sp£cer ,
White
Yaffea
Acud_
G_fgin
coleman
Apcar
Dorc£nzton.
Be&try
Bray
Bro_n
Buc_
Bh_nha_"
Cacossa .
Canal
Carlson
Chin
Clln_
Darlins
Davio
Dchollan
Dumanian.
Eaves
Ebacher
Ehrenbeck
; Fantasia
Farr
Flores
For_
Fra_co"
Frenkel
Furumoto
Coldstein
Hard
Haroulee
EarrtotC
_crge_rothar
_£1born
fli.ll
E£nckley
l:ol_ucrom
Hopkins :
InSrao
Kahn
Ealcfus
,Karp
Klaubert
Kleln
Enable
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Kodis ,
Kulke _.:
Landman '_
Larson
,Larussa
Lavery
Lifsltz
L£imatai_am
Litant
Lons "
Lutz ' ,_
Hacdonald
.Haraut¢..,.
Ma$O_. ':
Made ires
HenBert
He_cher
Hi_nkof£
Horiu
 orr*s •,
Obrien
Putt ' :'
Paul ..
Plank
Poirier
Polcar£
_ Rap06_
Raudseps
Eyan
: Zalomon
' Schappert
,Scotto
' Seekell
.Ske_her.
Spenuy
" S'teluberg
Stickler
Sulllva_
Thonpson
Ud_n
.Veronda
Uaz_er
W&l_er
Wang
_a_t
Wei_nd
_e£n_eb
Wil=arth.
Yatsko
Yoh
Zorio
Sarach£k
Amoral .
Boehner
Cadigan _.
Caporalo
Dechristoforo
DeseTres
Fana-ra
• Fltzge.rald
Gaiser
Hayes.''
SYSTZMS DEV_LOPHENT -
ii| i _ i i ,
Herl_hy
Houten.
: Jones'
,. Hurphy
Pag'llul
Patten
Scanlon
Sussan
Winchus
Wool£a11.
P
}:.annclia
L_avl-tt
Van Heter
Roberts
.202
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEHS DEVELOPMENT - P
Wedan
Aronis
Conway
Hy_tt"
Andersen
Bellantoni -,
_l_nd
B_ndel
Brayton
Browne11
C=nnlff
Cantor
Carroll
Clarke
Co!ella
Coilin_
Concannon ....
Cessna
D_hlgren
Decker
Duncombe
Economou
Engels
Foley '
Flynn
G!ynn
Get,rein
Gould
Ceindorsen
Halleck
Hebert
aershkowitz
Uoelker
Hubbard
nynes
Jackson
Keens
Kleiman
..... Kliem
Koonke
Koziol
Lanman
Lonecchio
MacKenzie
.Hadlgau
M_nn ing
Hauro
"HcCabe
McWilliams
Morouey
Horrison
_ur_hy
Muzyka
Nazy
Neat
OGrady
O'Rathuna
Ow
P_ssera
Pawlak
Tung
O'Conner
Saccone
Thompson-
Phillips
Protop_pa
Reveler
Rhine
Riccl
:_ Richard8
Rockwell
_. RoberCson
Roy
'Rueyna
:.Sarkisian
Sher
Sigona
Spi_zer
Steln
Stevenson
Taml
Toya
WactJcn
Woinstock
Wiloon
Winston
Wiseman
Wear
Wrigh¢_
Vilcans.
Rudie
Belekevlch
Decors
Greene
g_ardon"
S_sso_n
_Smits
Kraner
Smith
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ERC PERSONNEL TRANSFERRED TO NASA
NAME
HF_%D_UARTERS
Bayne, J.
Carley, R. R.
Delaney, C. J.
Fall, A. _"
Landers, E. F.
Lewelly, J. R.
Loria, J. C.
Miner, R. J.
O'Neil, R. T.
Robertson, D. D.
Rubin, B.
Sears, A. F.
Willis, N. J.
Walsh, F.
Saletnik
• _ASA
..CODE
74001
70001
66001
62301
61402
73501
77010
73bo1
63301
62101
71520
77030
74001
60401
i0000
GRADE DEGREE _ AG___E
o
16/4 D01 (i)
15/6 C06 (i)
AD D08
12/6 • D04 (i)
12/4 --
15/4 c05(1)
15/5 c07 (2)
C07 (i)
13/4 co5(1)
13/1 D06
14/9 D04
15/6 A03 (3 )
A03 (I)
13/4 D04 (2)
A03 (I)
14/2 D03 (i)
13/4 D04 (I)
8/3 --
42
42
56
47
47
50
46
4O
40
54
47
42
36
45
51
.EFF
DATE
5/9
6/30
6/30
s/t6
6/30
2/21
6/27
5/23
6/30
5/3o
6/27
2/28
•4/18
6/13
6/30
WALLOPS"
Holland, A. C.
Kim, H. H.
Lacheman, E. R.
Maurer, H. E.
Oberholtzer, J. D.
Nand, Sharda
Trafford_ G. H.
Vaughn, C. R.
Walsh, E. J.
73015
73015
73015
73501
71520
70101
73001
73OLS
70101
14/4 C07 (1 )
11/2 A03 (2)
A03 (1)
ll/l A02 (l)
14/6 C 05 (3 )
•C05 (l)
13/4 A02 (3)
A02 (I)
13/3 A02 (3)
A02 (i)
15/5 cos (1)
12/4 A04 (2)
..... A02 (1)
13/4 DO4 (i)
43
35
32
42
37
38
42
31
45
6/13 '
6/1
5/16
6/13
6/26
5/30
6/27
6/27
6/13
NAME
GODDARD
Bebris, J.
Caruso, A. J.
Dalton, J. M,
Eckerman, J.
Minzer, R. A.
Powers, J. W.
Ramasastry, J.
Russo, F. P.
Tschunko, H.F.A.
NASA
CODE
t73o61
70101
20201
73015
70101
32507
'73065
73065
73015
GRADE
13/6
14/4
13/3
15/6
14/5
11/2
13/4
13/4
14/6
DEGREE
C06 (i)
A02 (I)
A03 (i)
A01 (3)
A01 (i)
A02 (2)
A02 (i)
Dm
•c05 (3)
C05 (i)
A02 (1)
co7 (].)
AG._._E
48
4O
45
44
54
°
43
29
34
57
EFF
"PATE
5/2
4/._9
6/27
6/6
6/27
6/30
6/13
6/27
6/30
FLIGHT
Gilbert,
L_NIS
Gilman,
Schwarz,
R. D.
CO
61101
72025
72025
911
15/4
16/4
A03 (3)
A03 (i')
C05(3)
C05(I)
33
39
56
3/1
6/30
6130
AMES
Anliker, J.
Bretoi, R.
Ee 70640
73025
14/3
....1515
2;.}5
B04 (3)
804 (1)
C07
C08 (l)
53
44
6/27
6/20
NAM___EE
AMES (Continued
Billman, F. W.
Finger, H. J.
Khan, X.
Tobias, L.
Tombs, N. C.
NASA
CODE
_3o15
'73001
71520
73025
71520
GRADE
14/4
13/1
14/6
12/1
15/3
DEGREE
A02 (3)
A02 (i)
C05 (i)
A02 (3)
A02 (i)
C14 (3)
C14 (I)
•A03 (3)
A03 (1)
AG___E
37
23
40
27
44
6/30
6/27
6/27
6/27
6/27
KS_.__qC
Corey 60001 12/5 D07 (2)
D07 (i)
35 2/10
f_2U_
Abbas, Joseph
Andrews, James M., Jr.
Balzarini, Maureen
Barry, Lawrence J.
Bennett, Arthur
Bourgeois, Eugene
Burns, _Eleanor P
Callahan, Anne E
carnevale, janice
Carroll, Frederick
Carson, John
Ciccone, Nancy Lee
Cleverly, John '
Connor, Joseph
Corrado, Ernest
Crosby, Dolores
Crowley, Roberta
Cullen, Thomas
Cummings, Thomas '
Curran, Marjorie:T.
Daneault, Susan
Devaney, Alice
Diamond, Maurice
Donahue, Patricia E.
Donovan, James F., Jr.
Donovan, John L.
Douglas, Elaine
FitZgerald, Thomas
Fl_Vin, Elizabeth L.
Gagne, Girard N.
Gakis, John
Gerhard, Jon
Hanst, Philip L.
Haggett, Hiram R.
Hoffman, Herbert S.
Hull, Joseph A.
Jervinis, Stella
Jones, Donna M.
Jones,Herschel C.
Kelledy, Richard
Kelley, Kevin J.
Kinsella, Lawrence
Klein, Philipp
Larson, Dorothy
Landman, Morris
LarkiR, John
Leo, John
Loria, John C. _
Mailloux, Robert
Margosian, Karen J°
Martin, Edward
Mauck, Charlene M.
McGaha_, Maryalyce
Medoff, Steven
Melia, Ruth
Morreal, John
Murphy, Eileen
Murphy, Kathleen
Pilistine, Danie'_
Pope, Donald
Reed, Alvah
Robinson, Elizabeth
Rubin, Bernard
Sands, Edward
Scherrer, Victor
Snell, Cheryle
Spellman, Carol
Stone, Robert
Truax, Terry
Wallie, James
Walsh, Mary _A.
Wenger, Catherine V.
westcott, John
Wilson, Kathleen
Zane, Thelma
/
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Program - Disposition Plan
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F "-_ , 7.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON,D.C. 20546
JAN 1 6 1970
d
/ •
TO-o Director, Electronics Research Center
FROM: Associate Administrator for Advanced
Research and Technology (Acting)
SUBJECT: ERC Technical Program Disposition Plan
and Time Schedule
in order to comply with the directive for discontinuing
NASA operations at the Electronics Research Center as
expeditiously and smoothly as possible, we have composed
a plan and time schedule for the disposition of ERC's
technical program. Attached is a detailed schedule for
this purpose, and a summary of the major steps to be
taken follows.
First, ERC will review all 0ART Research and Technology
Objectives and Plans (RTOP's) for the purpose of selecting
and recommending to this Office those technology efforts
to be concluded at ERC, transferred to other Centers, or
terminated, subject to the criteria for ERC Program disposition
set forth in the Attachment.
By January 30, 1970, ERC will submit to this Office ia _ist
of such work identified by individual RTOP's and grouped by
subprogram areas. For each RTOP (or portion thereof) to
be continued, the list will identify:
WOr_ (by. title) to be continued.
i
The fun_Ing and manpower levels.associated with it.
All contracts/grants under this work, and funding
levels.
210
/Contracts not part of the RTOP but considered
of ma3or importance to the subprogram area of
.°
this work. i
!
j
Unique equipment supporting the work.
ERC recommendation on the disposition criteria
under which the work falls (see Attachment).
This Office will review ERC's submission and will_nake recom-
mendations to the Administrator on the work to be continued and
the NASA Centeri(including JPL and Headquarters) to which it
will be deployed. By February Ii, 1970, following the
Administrator'sl review) this Office will: a) inform ERC of
those program actions approved by Headquarters which should
be implemented immediately, and b) forward programmatic
guidance to the other CenHers. Centers will have a week
in whichto evaluate their interest, ability, and specific
conditions associated with undertaking either the Headquarters
recommended program additions, or programs other than those
recommended by Headquarters.
_ne Center's proposals will also be reviewed by uhis Office,
and a final recommendation submitted for the Administrator's
approval. It is expected that a final decision will be
made by the end of Fgbruary , at which time ERC will be
notified. Subsequent action by ERC on the disposition of
its technical program is expected to be completed by
April 15, 1970.
Bruce T. Lundin
211
/January 13, 1970
CLOSE  •
_CHNICAL PROGRAM PLANS
N;JJA is reducing its investment in broad based electronics research.
The current and immediate future_empha_is is on focused and applied
_echnology for aerospace missions and systems.
Criteria for ERC Program Disposition
• Selected research an_ key technology efforts, Justified _o and
approved by _he A_min'istrator, may be assi_ed to o_her NASA
f
centers including JPL.
o Selected research and technology efforts, complementary _o
existing programs or missions of the NASA centers, m_v be trans-
ferred subject to the mutual a_reement of the receiving center
director and Headquarters spbnsoring office.
o Rescarch and technology efforts of particular suitability or
in_erest to other government agencies will be identified .and
staffed for the Admlnistrator's approval, i •
@ Existi_ _mts or contracts, not covered above and Judge_ of
selec¢ importance to ,the NASA mission m_be transferred to Headquarters
offices. "
Q Selected grants or contracts in the procurement cycle, Justlfiedby
/
ERC and approved by Headquarters, m_ybe consu_matedbyF_C and
I
deployed under the criteria deflnedabove.
212
Q Program elements not covered by the criteria noted above will
PI_n
0
be terminatcd or concluded.
of Action and Key Dates
Headquarters program associate administrators inform ERC of
criteria and guidelines based on
technical program dlsposition/Research and Technology
Objectives and Plans (RiDPs) or equivalent levels specified
by the program offices.
@ ERC develop the Center's position by organizing the OART
R_OPs ur_ier technical functional areas.* (Similar procedures
will apply to the documentation levels specified by the other
major program offices.) Under each R_DP llst:
• All contracts/grants under the RTOP (where multiple
RgOPs are involved, Judge one as primary, the others
secondary).
a.
Contracts that m_ not fall under the R_OP but
are considered of'ma_orimportance to technical
functional area.
%,
• Unique equipment that supports work undertaken _er
e
these R_0Ps.
•• ERC recommendation to Headquarters program assocla_e
_ _.'he3e funct_" onil
administrators under the dis_osltion criteria specified
aoove •
areas will be initially represented by OA/_ 's
subprogram _atezories as listed in NASA's coding structure.
: 213
2
1-16-70
1-3o-7o
i
l
• Headquarters progrom associate administrators will review the ERC
su_mlssion_ ,_d recommend to the Administrator:
"_" (1) _iWopos_l for redepl,---._.ngselected portions of the
-RC technical progrox, nd equilomen_; tO other NASA
centers including JPL.
..
(2) Specific procurement actions; now frozen in process_
which are recommended for immediate re'activatlon and
comple_ion of the con%ract/gx_at negotiation.
i
e Followi_ the _nlstra_or's review, the Headquarters program
associate administrators will:
(i) Inform ERC of those program actions approved by
Headquarters which should be implemented
immediately.
(2) Forward, pro_mn_tic guidance to other centers
including JPL. (_e following specifications apply
tO the OART-RTOP system, other program offices will
define equivalent formats and information levels .)
• List ERC RTOPs I classified by technical
functional o_e_ %ha% arc considered of
significant programmatic inlportanc_.
@
@
3
a-6-7o
•2-ll-7o
Lint ]:RC I'_ 70 contracts and unique cqulpmcn_
associated with above R_OPs.
Headquarters guidance as %o,whlch B_DPs or
portions are considered appropriate %o each cen_er.
._-ll-70
o NASA centers includlng JIlL respond stating:
• Evaluation of their interest, ability and specific
conditions associated with:
(i) Undertaking Headquarters recommended
program additions •
4
(2) Undertaking programs other than those
recommended by Headquarters. r
• Headquarters _ro_ associate administrators will review the
Center proposals and recommend programs to be transferred.
@ Followi_ the _Im_uis_tor's review and approval I the
g_adqu_r_tersi proffram offices will forward those approved
' ' i
:' @ ERC concrete !action on technical _ro_a_ dl&_osl_ion.
2-18-7o
2-28-70
: _15-To
t
 /FJSu Uwn/ ,
J . .
t
a
• /
/
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Attachment 8
Program - Decision Document
m
REPLY TO
ATTN OF: ]_
,k.q_LC_ 8
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D,C. :)0546
APR 7 1970
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
Electronics Research Center
Attention: Mr. James C. Elms
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Administration
Programmatic and Administrative Decisions on Work at ERC
On April i, 1970, Dr. Low reviewed a li_ting of ERC RTOP's and tasks
that have been proposed by the program offices for continuation in
FY1971 (Enclosure 1). From that listing the program offices have
also identified suggested NASA work that might be conducted at the
new DOT center (Enclosure 2). The f_asibility of DOT undertaking
these latter items (or other proposed areas of work) depends, of
course, upon the skills and capabilities that are to be acquired by
DOT.
As I am sure you can appreciate, it is essential that early decisions
be reached on the specific items of work that are to be transferred
to other I_ASA installations and work that the new DOT center may desire
to conduct with NASA support. Accordingly, it is requested that, _thin
the next three to four days, a proposal be forwarded to this office for
review by the program offices and decision by Dr. Low. Enclosures 1
and 2 should influence this process but should not necessarily be
constraining on any items that may be proposed. General format and
guidelines will be as follows:
a. As in the document you handed me Wednesday evening, dollar amounts
should be broken down by Direct, Indirect, and Contracts.
be In general, it will be assumed that work proposed can be completed
with FY 1971 funding. Any work proposed for continuation beyond
FY 1971 should be so identified with an indication of the projected
dollar amounts by fiscal year.
c. Each item proposed should be accompanied by appropriate RTOP's and
1/22 forms. Any entirely new work should be so identified.
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Each item proposed should indicate the in-house man-years involved,
together with names of the principal investigator and supporting
professionals. Numbers of clerical, technician, and supporting
personnel should also be included.
w
In addition to the foregoing, work that is proposed for _SA
support which is primarily in support of DOT missions should
be so identified.
With regard to any work that may be transferred to other NASA installations, •
and as indicated_by the requirements of Civil Service regulations, we must
make a case-by-case determination as to whether or not a functional
transfer exists. In support of this effort, it is requested that, for
each RTOP and task (as appropriate) listed in Enclosure 1 (and in the
format shown in Enclosure 3),.the following data be provided:
a. The current ERC organizational element (lowest level--division,
branch or section) that performs the work.
b. The function of that organizational element (as described in existing
documentation) of which the work is all or a part.
C •
de
A statement that the work is or is not all of the work currently
being performed in that function.
_le names of employees who spend a majority of their time (51% or
more) performing that work or for whom the performance of that work
is grade controlling.
The foregoing should provide NASA Headquarters with enough information
to make early decisions on assignments of work and to identify possible
areas 9_functional transfer. Frank Sullivan and I, as well as people
from e_4r Personnel Division, will be available to assist in any way
pos  'le,l_
/ /H G/X
Boyd_ Myers_ II
Enclosures
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R_fOp_1122 NUMBER
120 -6O -O2
12o -6o-o3
12o-64-io
12o -67 -20
124-12-o5
125 -o6-o8
125 -06-I0
125-17-13
125-17-13
125 -17-13
125 -].9 -22
125 -21-07
125 -2.°-07
125 -22-12
125-23-o7
125-e3-o7
125 -23 -07
Z25 -23-08
125 -23 -O9
125-2_-09
].25 -24 -09
125 -24 -O9
125 -24-14
Iz5 -25 -o6
_TITLE (AL_REVIATED)
Aircraft Electrical Power---
Spacecraft Electrical Power
Space Shuttle Electrical Power
Space Station/Base Electrical Power
Space Vehicle Design Criteria (G&C)
Automatic Approach and Landing
V/S_DL Avionic Systems Technology
G&C Sensors-Star/Horizon Sensors
G&C Sensors-Laser Gyro
G&C Srnsors-Inertia
Advanced Aerospace Control Theory
Navigation/Traffic Control Experiments
Pilot Warning Indicators (PWI)
Optical Techniques
Advanced Aerospace Computer (Multiprocessor)
Advanced Aerospace Computer (Bulk Storage)
Advanced Aerospace Computer (Optical Memory)
Advanced Aerospace Data Processing
Advanced Aerospace Data Processing Theory
Advanced Instrumentation (V/STOL Sensor)
Advanced Instrumentation (Biosensor)
Advanced Instrumentation (UV and X-Ray)
Aircraft Hazard Avoidance
Materials for Electronic Components
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Enclosure 1
RTOP/II22 NUMBER
125 -25 -07
125-25 -o8
125 -25 -09
12_-6_-o8
125 -64 -09
125 -64 -12
125-64-].8
125 -64-19
125-64.-2o
125 -64-21
125 -64-28
].25-67-19
125 -67 -23
125 -67 -24
125 -67 -28
127-o6-z7
127 -49-20
127-51-14
127-53-24
7o8-13
129-o2-2o
129-02 -20
129 -02-21
(125-m-o6)
(125 -22-05 )
(_5-22-o6)
(z25-22-o_)
TITLE (ABBREVIATION)
Advanced Electronic Components---
Design_ Processing---LSI
Reliability and Quality
Materials for Antenna
Microwave Electron Tubes
Low Visibility Approach
Advanced Software Techniques
Multiplex Data Bus
System and Component---Storage
Screening and Reliability Testing
Display Devices
Microwave Commtu_ications
Space Station Optical Communications
Optical Technology Test
Telescope Technology
Bionics
Bioinstrumentation
Advanced Human Engineering Concepts
Manned Spacecraft Monitoring
Bioinstrumentation Flight Experiments
Quantum Electronics (Gas Laser)
Quantum Electronics (Interactions)
Electron-Wave Interactions
22O
RTOP/II2._. NUMBER
129-03-40
129-03-_1
]29-04-21
320-00-00
160-43-05-i.-25
160-43-05-- -25
160-44-05 -05 -25
160-44-05-07-25
160-44-05 -13-25
16o-44-o5-23-25
160-44-05 -25 -25
16o-_4-o5-26-25
!6o-44 -05 -28 -25
160A_4-05-29-25
160A_-05 -30-25
160-44-o5 -31-25
160-I_ -05 -35 -25
164-18-01-21-25
16_-18-01-34-35
164-18 -01-36 -25
164 -el-10-]2. -25
164-zI-io-18-25
180-1"-01-06-25
TITLE (ABBREVIATION)
Surface Physics and Chemistry---
Thin Film Research
Information Sciences
Space Teclmology Applications
Laser Altimeter
Correlation of Gravimetric
Atmospheric Ozone
Design and Construction
Atmospheric Scattering Techniques
Wide-Band Solid State Power
Passive Microwave
Optical System
Requirements for---Sensors
Detection of Minor Constituents
Reliability of Dormant Systems
Mass Memory Applications
Improvement of Small Academic
Application of .Navlgation
Satellite ATC Terminal
Nav/TC Control System Definition
Interference and Propagation Experiments
Interference Measurements
Guidance System Performance
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RTOP/II22 NUMBER
18o -17 -oi-19 -25
18o-17 -Ol-28 -25
180-Z7-04-10-25
180-17-_- " _
180-17-'.-:',- .i 4-25
180-17-( _.-1-25
185-47-_!:-_£ Z-25
188-39-o_,_., J1-25
.TITLE (ABBREVIATED)
Strapdown Gyro---
Procurement---Gyroscopes
System Software Development
Research on the Effective
Evaluation of Reconfiguration
Analysis of Simplified Guidance
Structure and Variability '
Study of RF Radio Wave Ducting
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RTOP or work unit # Title
ERC Organization:
Division:
Branch:
Sec t ion:
Function of this organization element of which this work is all or a part:
This work_-_ is
is not
all of the work currently being performed in this
function
Names of employees who ale spending a majority or" their time or cradc
controlling duties on this work.
Prepared by
Title
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Program - Decision Document
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TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE
NA/_ OF AOEHCY
NASA ]___AI_UAR_RS
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION
l_S
FOR INFORMATION CALL
PRECEDENCE
At.ON, tlOll 2_'E
INFOI
DATE PREPARED
MAY 18, 1970
T
NAME | PHONE NUMBER
lC:_'_.,_',o H. GOULD 962-7253
"rill5 .,61,.4cE I:OK USE 01: COZtlL%IUNICATION UNIT
MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use double spaci,& 4.d all cdpi_'! /elleri)
SECURITY CLASSIFICATIOtl
UNCLASSIFIED
TYPE OF MESSAGE
=]SINGLE
O BOOK
.[_ MULTIPLE-ADDRESS
TO:
DIRECTOR s ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
INF0_VATION COPIES TO:
DIRECTOR t AMES RESEARCH CENTER
DIRECTOR_ LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
DiRECTOR_ LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
D13tECTOR, _-_IGHT RESEARCH CENTER
DIRECTOR, _;_RSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
DIRECTOR, 59/INED SPACECRAFT CENTER
DIRECTOR_ GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
DEPART_NT OF TRANSPORTATION_ DR. ROBERT H. CANNON s JR.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SYS. DEV. & TECH.
_LE FOLLO_q[NG NASA PEOGRAMS WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN FY 71 AT _HE DOT
T._NSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER (TSC) UNDER NASA FUNDING. _IS FROGRAM
WAS AGREED _0 BY MR. EIMS I MR. B-XC_S$,AND DR. CANNON, AND APPROVED BY
DR. LOW ON MAY 15, 1970.
FY 1971 COGNIZANT HQ
TITLE O ZCE
F_R_ RESOURCES $ 450 K SR
SATELLITE OCEANIC ATC CENTER i00 K SC
MICROWAVE AND OPTICS TECHNOLOGY
L-BAND EXPERIMENT AND TERMINAL
750 K RE
1,035 K RE
ANTI-COLLISION (_) SYSTEMS
_';ANDARD FORM 14
KEVISIEO AUGUST 1967
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-35.306
8oo K
•..2 ,.,,,
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
UNCLASSIFIED
FELE_RAPHIC MESSAGE
NAME OF AGENCY
HEADQUARTERS
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION
KES
FOR INFORMATION CALL
N,V._E
CHARLES H. GOULD
THIS SPACE FOR USE OF COMMUNICATION UNIT
PRECEDENCE
AaioN,ROT/_'qI_]E
INFO:
DATE PREPARED
MAY 18, 1970
I PHONE NUMBER962-7253
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
UNCLASSIFIED
TYPE OF MESSAGE
] SINGLE
]BOOK
[_ MULTIP%E-ADDRESS
MESSAGE TO BE TRANSMITTED (Use do.blt sp,_ci_ 8 d.d all r._pia..l &llers)
TO:
_rCROELECTRONICS AND RELIABILITY
D0_MUNICATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT
_0TAL
900 K , RE
• ,I K RE
$5, 135 K
TO FORMALIZE TffIS AGREEMENT_ ERC IS REQUESTED _0 SUBMIT RTOPS TO NASA
VIA DOT, TO REACH NASA HEADQUARTERS BY JUNE I, OR EARLIER IF POSSIBLE.
IN ADDITION, IT IS OUR DESIRE TO SUPPORT WORK AT TSC (ERC) IN V/STOL
AVIONICS AND IN AEROSOL ANALYSIS (TOO3 EXPERIMENT), IF MUTUAILY
AGREEABLE PROGRAMS CAN BE PIASNED. NASA KEAI_UARTERS AND
PERSONNEL WILL BE MDRKING WI_ ERC '110DEVELOP THESE AND O_{ER IDEAS.
IT IS CI/AD T_{AT A CONTINUING CIDSE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN NASA AND DOT t
USING TSC (-----------------k_C)P_OGRAMS AS A MEDIUM FOR _3{IS ASSOCIATION, WILL BE IN
THE NATIONAL INTEREST. WE WILL WORK _DWARDS _S END.
Original signed by
Francis J. Sullivan
ORAN W. NICKS
NASA HQ COPIES _D:
MAy 1 9 7970
SC
SR
RB
;ANDARD FORM 14
_VtSED AUGUST 1967
SA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-35.306
228 * 6t'0 : Itg? OF--3OO-411| (|'HI
NO. OF PG$.
2
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
UNCLASSIFIED
14-306
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tEPLY TO R
tTTN OF:
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD..iINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545
_RAY 2 d 1370
TO: Distribution
FR(_: R/ActingAssoelate Administrator for
Advanced Research and Technology
SUBJECT: _C Program Transfers
I_] My TWX to ERe, Dated May 19, 1970, R191845ZB. _yers' Letter of April 16, 1970, to Distribution,
Identification of ERC Equipment Associated with ERC
Programs Proposed for Transfer to Other NASA Centers
The referenced T_X established and approved a NASA program which will be
carried out in FY 71 at the DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC) under
N_SA funding. This letter directs action to transfer program responsibility,
records, contracts and equipment for those RTOP's and l122's to be continued
at other _SA Centers in 2_ 71.
ERC is directed to transfer program responsibility, records, contracts and
equipment related to the RTOP's/I122's listed in the attachment, to the
Centers indicated. All ERC actions must be completed by June 30, A970.
Receiving Centers should reflect program acceptance old responsibility,
together with planned action, in their _YTI RTOP/I122 subrmissions; inmost
cases this has already been accomplished. In addition, ERC is directed to
transfer as appropriate any records, contracts, reports or useful information
remaining on RTOP's/II22's which will not be transferred or continued, in
order that maximum future value to NASA programs will result.
Further detailed instructions on equipment transfers and procedures for
equipment transfers will be furnished by Mr. Boyd Myers by IJ_y 28, 1970.
For clarification of information and program intentions, please contact the
cognizant persons listed in the attachment.
Oran W. Nicks
Attachment
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Distribution:
Director, ElectronlcsResearch Center
Director, Ames Research Center
Director, Langley Research Center
Director, Lewis Research Center
Director, Marshall Space Flight Center
Director, Manned Spacecraft Center
Director, Goddard Space Flight Center
Director, Jet Pro_ulsion T_boratory
2
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A%,TAG.mvcmT ,
• No. NCAw- I
NATIONAL AERONA[frICS AND SPACE )L_IINISTRATION
W.JiSHINC,rON, DC 20546
COOPERATIVE AGREEMILNT
"lhe National Aeronautics and Space Administration, a Federal agency,
herein called ,NASA, has certain Government-o_med equipment under its con-
trol that has been either designed or selected for the perfontlanee of re-
search on excitation and ionization in collisions betaveen ions, atoms and
molecules. _%is research continues to be of interest to ,NASA and relevant
to tile furtherance of its mission, llowever, because of changing research
objectives, priorities and applicable scientific and financial resources,
it is not feasible to develop and exploit the full potential of all the
equipment within the laboratories of the agency.
2he Western Kentucky University, herein,called the UNIVERSITY, has
the scientific capability for performing research in the aforesaid area,
and desires to do so in view of the scientixTic advancement and the profes-
sional development of both staff and students that would result, lt_ever,
it needs certain of the aforesaid equipment in order to perform the research
in efficient and effective manner.
Inasmuch as use of the NASA equipment by the bNI_RSITY to perform
research of interest to both will result in direct benefits to both that
_muld not othe._wise be achieved, and will, in addition, facilitate other
_m_ually beneficial scientific ,and technical' interactions, ,_\SA and the
I.,N!VERSITY, acting under the authority of S:ction 203(b) of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 and related regulations, enter into this
C,:oparagive Agreement witnessing that:
lo Equipment. N/KqA shall provide, for use by the t_qlvgrcsI'rY, the research
_-q-fflpment identified in the attached Schedule A "Identification of Equip-
mont."
2. Title. Title to the equipment shall remain with NASA.
3. Principal P_.rpose. _l_e tNIVI:RSITY shall develop and undertake a pro-
grma of research in the area of excitation and ionization in collisions
between ions, atoms aad molecules, whicit research shall be designated
the Principal I_arpose of the equipment ,_rovided by NASA. _e Principal
INrpose may be changed from time to tim(:, if mutually agreed by ,NASA
and the UNIVERSITY and documented by an attachment to this agreement.
N\SA shall be notified promptly when an-" of the equipment is no longer
needed for its Principal Purpose.
e Other Use. The UNIVERSITY may use the _:quipment for other research
and research training, to the extent that such use does not interfere
with the designated Principal Purpose.
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Costs. The UNIVEILSITY shall pay all costs of packing, shipping to
po--61-ff[o use, installing, operating and maintaining the equipment.
Ibis Agreement does not prohibit the UNIVERSI'IY from accepting re-
imbursement for operating and maintenance costs from any sponsor of
research utilizing tlm equipment, llowever, no depreciation or in-
direct costs based on the value of the equipment may be charged to
any agency of the United States Government.
Markin.g_.and Records. ]he equipment shall be marked in accord with
lnstructxons to be provided by ,_,_SA, and shall not be dismantled or
incorporated with other equipment in such manner that it loses its
separate identity unless prior _,Titten authorization is obtained from
NASA. The UNIVERSI'IT shall maintain sudl records as are necessary to
fulfill the reporting requirements of paragraph 11.
Damage or Loss. The UNIVERSITY agrees to exercise due diligence in
t-he care and use of the equipment at all times. In the event of
damage to or loss or destruction of rmy of the equipment while it
is under the control of the UNIVEILSITY, the UNIVERSITY shall promptly
notify NASA, and shall repair or replace the equipment or reimburse
NASA as they may mutually agree, l]_is provision shall not apply to
normal wear and tear.
Coven:ment Liability. NASA shall not be held liable for any short-
(f_Ti_iiF1gT-6t_'q-OY6ment, nor for any loss, dcmage or injury result-
Jng fk'om its use while under the control of d_'eUN-_Vt_RSITY, _:nd the
UNIVERSITY agrees to indenmify the United States for any related
liability to third parties that may be assessed against the United
States.
Technical Reports and Data. "Ihe UNI_I_SITY shall provide promptly
upon general release three reprints of each pub!ication resulting
from research conducted under this Coo]_erative Agreement to the
Scientific and Technical Information Division (Code US), NASA,
Washington, D.C. 20546. Furthermore, the UNIVERSITY grants to the
United States, and others acting on its behalf, the right to publish,
reproduce and use for governmental purFoses, all data and technical
information developed in connection with the performance of researd_
under this Cooperative Agreement.
Inventions. The UNIVERSITY agrees to I_rovide NASA with a disclosure
_-i_any ih-vention conceived or first actually reduced to practice in
the performance of research under this Cooperative Agreement and grants
to the United States an irrevocable, nentransferrable, nonexclusive,
royalty-free, license to practice such _nvention throughout the world
by or on behalf of the United States.
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Administrative Re}_orts. _le UNIVEIGITY shall make an annual report
"to the Office' '0f-[Jmversity Affairs (Code Y), _'NASA, Washington, D.C.
20546, within 60 days of the end of each calendar year, confirming
that the equipment is in file UNIVERSI'IT'S possession and indicating
the extent of utilization for its Principal INrpose, and sur_narizing
the progress of the research for which it has been used.
Modification and Termination. _lis agreement may be modified at any
time by mutual agreement Of the parties hereto, and may be terminated
in whole or with respect to any part of the equipment, by either party,
upon 6 month written notice to the other party of intent tO terminate.
13. Disoosition. Upon Mmle or partial termination of riffs agreement, NASA
s_-_all provide instructions to the UNI\_2XSI'IT regarding disposition of
all equipment affected by the termination. The costs of packing,
crating and shipping performed pursuant to _,_SA instructions shai1 be
borne by NASA.
14. Effective Period. _lis agreement shall become effective upon execution
B_' both parties hereto. It shall remain in effect for a period of five
(5) years tmless sooner terminated, and maybe renewedfor additional
periods by agreement of the parties hereto.
L';h_dule A "id,_tificazieu of lkLuipment"
For the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Date P. B. Smith
Assistant Administrator for University Affairs
For
Date President
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
: Distribution DATE: January 8, 1970
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
suBj_cr: Establishment of the ERC Personnel Task Force
Because of the comprehensive nature of providing adequate
personnel support to the orderly phase-out of ERC, I am
establishing a task force along the lines of the organi-
zation chart and charter statement attached.
I know that I can expect the full support of all personnel
assigned to carry out this activity.
•_ .)_ _i ° .
James B. Cahalane
Attachments
Distribution
ERC Personnel Task Force Members
CC:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr. Bayne
_4/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
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CHARTER FOR ERC PERSONb._EL TASK FORCE
1. GENERAL
The Task Force is responsible for planning and implementing
all personnel actions incident to the orderly phase-out of
the Electronics Research Center.
Assignment to the Tas]_ Force is on a full-time basis, and
takes precedence over any existing assignments. The Task
Force, through the Chairman, reports to the Deputy Director
of Administration.
The Task Force shall develop and submit a master plan with
milestones; and shall submit weekly progress reports, by 2 p.m.
each Friday.
The Chairman (or Deputy Cnairman in his absence) has authority
to reassign personnel and duties within the Task Force; and to
submit for the approval of the Deputy Director of Administration
any significant changes in the makeup or organization of the Task
Force, or assignment of additional ERC personnel thereto.
2, RESIDUAL PERSOkDTEL FUNCTIONS
This-team is responsible for continuing the routine personnel
functions and on-going actions in the areas of staffing,
classification and training. In addition this team, in the
area of staffing, will be particularly concerned wi_ necessary
continuity of the personnel.staff, with automated personnel .....
data systems and automated reports, with processing of actions
and forms and maintenance of records as personnel are terminated,
and with the closeout of 201 files. ......-
3. OUTPLACEMENT TEAM
o
This team is responsible for planning and implementing an ....
out-placement-program. This includes but is not limited to .....
acting as contact with firms and agencies who might employ ERC
personnel, compiling lists of potential employment opportunities,
........ establishing visit and interview schedules for prospective
employers, effect ing liaison between prospective employers and
• "_ ; i :. "i_ _ " L"" :: " i 'i'_ ........ ; ................
ERC personnel, arranging necessary logistics support for
interview teams, maintaining records of employment offers
and acceptances_ and effecting follow-up action as required.
4.. EMPLOYEE COUNSELLING TEAM
This team is responsible for counselling ERC employees in all
matters of general nature or individual concern. This includes
but is not limited to such matters as severance pay, retirement;
health and life insurance coverage, social security and un-
employment benefits, and assistance in determiningthe exact
status of individual employees. _is te_m shall also
establish contact with, and refer difficult questions to,
e_erts in particular matters in the Civil Service Commission
and NASA Headquarters.
5. SPECIAL REPORTS TEAM
This team is responsible for assembling and preparing the
Task Force weekly progress report, weekly input to the ERC
NEWS, and any other special written or Statistical reports
not under the cognizance of one of the other teams. All
other teams are responsible for providing input as necessary.
• t _,
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PLEASE REPLY 1"0 CODE A
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
ELECTRONICS RESEARCHCENTER
CAMBRIDGE,MA 02139
TO : Distribution
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
SUBJECT: Establishment of the ERC Facilities Services Task Force
In order to provide the necessary support required for an
orderly phase-out of Facilities Services, I am establishing
the second in a series of task forces along the lines of
the organization chart and charter statement attached.
Assignment to the Task Force is on a full-time basis, and
takes precedence over any existing assignments. The Task
Force, through the Chairman, reports to the Deputy Director
of Administration. The Task Force shall develop and submit
a master plan with milestones; and shall submit weekly
progress reports, by 2 p.m. each Friday.
The chairman (or Deputy chairman in his absence) has authority
to reassign personnel and duties within the Task Force; and
to submit for the approval of the Deputy Director of Admini-
stration any significant changes in the makeup or organi-
zation of the Task Force, or assignment of additional ERC
personnel thereto.
I know that, as in the case of the Personnel Task Force,
I can expect the full support of all personnel to carry out
this activity.
James B Cahalane
Attachments
Distribution:
ERC Facilities Services Task Force
cc:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/ME. Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
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CHKRTER 'FOR ERC 'FACILITIES SERVICES TKSK :FORCE
1. GENERAL
_e Task Force is responsible for planning and im-
plementing all phase-out actions required in those
areas which are the functional responsibility of
the Facilities Services Division.
2. FACILITIES PLANNING AND EXECUTION
This team will conduct an immediate space analysis
in terms of the present lease and permanent facilities
inventory. Cost profiles will be developed based on
existing lease agreements and construction progress
at Kendall Square.
Recommendations for release of leased space and
amalgamation of p_rsonnel and equipment will be made
based on assumed termination rates and the property
disposition plan.
I
Recommendations will consider the optimum economic
position for the Government while honoring basic
agreements entered into previously.
A real property plan will be developed which, as a
minimum, defines the regulatory aspects of ERC's
realproperty responsibility. Additionally, a real
property inventory will be accomplished and pro-
cedural reporting requirements defined and executed.
This team is responsible for the preparation of a
detailed maintenance and operation plan for ERC
Kendall Square Facilities. This plan shall provide
for all required services to occupied areas of the
Kendall Square Facilities as developed in the move
plan furnished by the Facilities Planning and Ex-
ecution Team. In addition, the team shall provide
a plan for provision of required contractor support
and develop and implement a preventative maintenance
program. This program shall include • the following:
a. Tabulate and file plans and maintenance
and operation manuals.
b. Compile a list of all mechanical and electrical
equipment requiring maintenance.
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c. Code systems for identification.
de Determine the frequency of and execute
preventive maintenance tasks.
This team shall also be responsible for providing
all required residual facilities operations, such
as trouble shooting and repair services during
equipment malfunctions.
4. RESTORATION TEAM
This team is responsible for planningand implementing
a restoration program for all ERC leased space. Based
upon the phase-out move plan developed by the Facilities
Planning and Execution Team, they will develop a
restoration plan, compile a listing and recommend dis-
position of all facility oriented equipment and systems,
provide engineering cost feasibility studies, prepare
as-built drawings, negotiate with landlord, secure
approvals from higher ERC management for restorations,
prepare work statements and implement the removal of
equipment and utilities.
5. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
This team is responsible for the orderly phase-out
of services attendant to communications, mail, trans-
portation_ travel, and records management_ Plans will
be developed in each of the above areas. The plans
will recommend appropriate actions in phase with the
assumed termination rate and the move plan furnished by
the Facilities Planning and Execution Team. The
communication plan will express as much detail as
possible for the benefit of the telephone company
planning and continued support. The records management
plan will identify the regulatory aspects of records
storage and disposition. Additionally, this plan
will reflect appropriate interfaces with records co-
ordination throughout the Center to effect a complete
final records management program in accordance with
established regulation.
, . , •
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INFO_4ATION SERVICE'
This team is respon_,ible for planning and executing
the phase-out of services and functions attendant to
information services. These services include the
Technical Information Center, Automated Information
Services, Freedom of Information Act, conference
support, Documentation Services, Audio-Visual and
Photographic Service _, and ReproductiOn Printing
Services. The Information Services plan will insure
the expeditious reduction of services support com-
mensurate with the closing date of the Center while
maintaining a level of support sufficient to finalize
final documentation of research results as approved.
_r-f%
.,_.:
PLEASE REPLY TO CODE A
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
ELECTRONICSRESEARCHCENTER
CAMBRIDGE.MA 02139
. t ., _f,p,_
TO : Distribution
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
SUBJECT: Establishment of the ERC Property Task Force
This memorandum establishes the ERC Property Task Force,
the third in a series of task forces. The task force will
be responsible for the orderly disposition of Center per-
sonal property, in keeping with the Charter statement and
organization chart attached.
Assignment to the Task Force is on a full-time basis, and
takes precedence over any existing assignments. The Task Force,
through the Chairman, reports to the Deputy Director of Ad-
ministration. The Task Force shall develop and submit a
master plan with milestones; and shall submit weekly progress
reports, by 2 p.m. each Friday.
The Chairman (or Deputy Chairman in his absence) has authority
to reassign personnel and duties within the Task Force; and
to submit for the approval of the Deputy Director of Admini-
stration any significant changes in the makeup or organization
of the Task Force, or assignment of additional ERC personnel
thereto.
This task force will interface and coordinate its activities
with previously established task forces, and those to be
chartered.
James B. Cahalane
Attachments
Distribution:
ERC Property Task Force Members
cc:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr. Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
,
t.. - . i.
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
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CHARTER FOR ERC PROPERTY
TASK FORCE
i. GENERAL
The Property Task Force shall be responsible for
all plans, actions, recommendations and documentation
required to close out ERC personal property accounts,
inventory ERC personal property, and effect disposition,
packing and shipping of that property. The Task Force
shall interface with The Facilities Services Task Force
to assure intergration with the move plan, interface
with the Procurement Task Force and the Accounting Task
Force to assure that all ERC records are reconciled.
In addition, The Task Force shall coordinate with and
enlist the aid of all ERC property custodians where
required to accomplish its responsibilities.
2. PROPERTY INVENTORY TEAM
This team is responsible for developing a complete physical
inventory of all accountable and non-accountable property
whether located on-site or off-site, government furnished
equipment, property on loan to other NASA Centers and other
government agencies, in storage, in shipment, or in repair.
In the case of property which is government furnished
equipment, or contractor acquired, this team shall co-
ordinate with the Procurement Task Force. In each case
this team shall coordinate with the proper property
custodian. As part of the inventory, the condition of
the inventoried property shall be noted, as well as any
other salient characteristics required for the Property
Disposition Team to make required decisions.
3. PROPERTY DISPOSITION TEAM
The Property Disposition Team is responsible for re-
viewing the Center's inventories and developing criteria
for the planning of property disposition. Such criteria
includes time phasing, and costs for disposition of
items associated with programs to be completed, to be
transferred to other Government agencies. The team shall
prepare recommendations regarding return of items to
depot stock or vendors, declaring items surplus, or
suggestions for abandonment in place.
" 253 ::" :" T"
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This team will schedule their activities in keeping
with the move and release of leased space plans prepared
by The Facilities Planning and Execution Team of the
Facilities Services Task Force, so that the release of
property may precede or be in conjunction with moves,
thereby avoiding repeated moves of the same items. How-
ever, this team will prepare for immediate circulation
within NASA, a listing of property items likely to be
acquired by other installations, i.e. general purpose
electronics instruments, extended delivery items, etc.
This team will be the focal point for all inquiries
regarding property disposition, and will document all
transfer or release actions with the recipient. Further,
the teams activities will be coordinated with the Packing
and Shipping, and Property Accounts Teams of this task
force to ensure an orderly disposition process.
As the release of property progresses, this team will
identify items likely to require storage after June 30,
1970. The team will then prepare an estimate of live,
dead, and special environment storage requirements for
upper management.
4. PACKING AND SHIPPING TEAM
This team shall be responsible for the required packing
and shipping of all ERC personal property. The team
shall coordinate with the Property Inventory Team
and the Property Disposition Team. Ideally all property
involved when any of ERC leased facilities are released
shall be prepared for packing and shipping to its
disposition point prior to the move from that facility
or floor. This will require inter-face with the Facilities
Planning and Execution Team of the Facilities Services
Task Force. This team shall also prepare cost trade-off
estimates and a plan for accomplishing its responsibilities
with use_ of contractor support if necessary. Following
the packing and shipping, this team shall provide necessary
documentation to the Property Accounts Team so that ERC
records may reflect ultimate disposition of all personal
property.
5. PROPERTY ACCOUNTS TEAM
! .
This team shall be responsible for reconciling all pro-
perty accounts with physical inventories compiled by
.... 254 . ' ....
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The Property Inventory Team. These accounts include
records maintained by the Property Officer and the
Accounting Branch. The team shall also be responsible
for closing out all ERC property accounts after property
has been disposed of, and completing documentation in
the way of receiving reports required for payment of
open accounts. This last task will involve close
coordination with the Accounting Task Force.
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UNITED STATE'S GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
: Distribution DATE: Janua@y 15, 1970
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
SUBJECT: Establishment of the ERC Property Task Force
In accordance with the provisions contemplated by my
memorandum dated January 12, 1970, subject as above,
the Property Task Force is reconstituted and its
charter amended as reflected in the attachments to
this memorandum.
James B. Cahalane
Attachments
Distribution
ERC Property Task Force Members
cc:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr. Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
DP/Mr. Martin
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
U/Mr. Rollin
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CHARTER FOR ERC PROPERTY
TASK FORCE
GENERAL
The Property Task Force shall be responsible for all
plans, actions, recommendations and documentation
required to close out ERC personal property accounts,
inventory ERC personal property, and effect disposition,
packing and shipping of that property. The Task Force
shall interface with the Facilities Services Task Force
to assure integration with the move plan, interface
with the Procurement• Task Force and the Accounting Task
Force to assure that all ERC records are reconciled.
In addition, the Task Force shall coordinate with and
enlist the aid of all ERC property custodians where
required to accomplish its responsibilities.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL INVENTORY TEAMS
These teams are responsible for developing a complete
physical inventory of all Government accountable and
non-accountable property whether located on-site or
off-site, Government furnished equipment, property on
loan from other NASA Centers and other Government agencies,
or in storage. In the case of property which is Govern-
ment furnished equipment, or contractor acquired, this
team shall coordinate with the Procurement Task Force.
In each case this team shall coordinate with the proper
property custodian. As part of the inventory, the
condition of the inventoried property shall be noted, as
well as any other salient characteristics required for
the Property Disposition Team to make required decisions.
PROPERTY ACCOUNTING AND DISPOSITION TEAM
The Property Accounting and Disposition Team is responsible
for reviewing the Center's inventories and developing
criteria for the planning of property disposition. Such
criteria includes time phasing, and costs for disposition
of items associated with programs to be completed, to be
transferred to other Government agencies. The team shall
prepare recommendations regarding return of items to depot
stock or vendors, declaring items surplus, or suggestions
for abandonment in place. This team shall also be
oresponsible for reconciling ail property accounts with
physical inventories compiled by the Equipment and
Material Inventory Teams. These accounts include records
maintained by the Property Officer and the Accounting
Branch. The team shall also be responsible for closing
out all ERC property accounts after property has been
disposed of, and completing documentation in the way of
receiving reports required for payment Of open accounts.
This last task will involve close coordination with the
Accounting Task Force.
This team will schedule their activities in keeping with
the move and release of leased space plans prepared by
the Facilities Planning and Execution Team of the
Facilities Services Task Force, so that the release of
property may precede or be in conjunction with moves,
thereby avoiding repeated moves of the same items. How-
ever, this team will prepare for immediate circulation
within NASA, a listing of property items likely to be
acquired by other installations, i.e., general-purpose
electronics instruments, extended delivery items, etc.
This team will be the focal point for all inquiries
regarding property disposition, and will document all
transfer or release actions with the recipient. Further,
the team's activities will be coordinated with the
Packaging and Shipping Team of this task force to ensure
an orderly disposition process.
As the release of property progresses, this team will
identify items likely to require storage after June 30,
1970. The team will than prepare an estimate of live,
dead, and special environment storage requirements for
upper management.
PACKAGING AND SHIPPING TEAM
This team shall be responsible for the required packaging
and shipping of all ERC personal property. The team shall
coordinate with the Inventory Teams and the Property
Accounting and Disposition Team and the Transportation Team.
3Ideally all property involved when any of ERC owned or
leased facilities are relinquished shall be prepared
for packaging and shipment prior to the move from that
facility or floor. This will require interface with
the Facilities Planning and Execution Team Of the
Facilities Services TaskForce. This team shall also
prepare cost trade-off estimates and a plan for accom-
plishment of its responsibilities, with use of con-
tractor support if necessary. Following the packaging
and shipping, this team shall provide necessary docu-
mentation to the Property and Accounting Disposition
Team so that ERC records may reflect ultimate disposition
of all personal property.
o The Transportation Team has primary responsibility for
the preparation of Bills of Lading (Government and
commercial), ascertaining traffic rates, and determining
mode of shipment. Where applicable, recovery claims for
shortages and/or damages will be instituted.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
: Di st r ibut ion DATE: January 12, 1970
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
SUBJECT: Establishment of the ERC Financial Task Force
The Financial Task Force, established by this memorandum
is the fourth in the series of task forces responsible
for orderly Center phase-out. This task force will work
closely with, and support all Center personnel, including
all other task forces established. This task force will
operate along the lines of the attached organization chart
and charter statement.
Assignment to the task force is on a full-time basis and
takes precedence over any existing assignments. The task
force, through the Chairman, reports to the Deputy Director
of Administration.
The task force shall develop and submit a master plan with
milestones, and shall submit weekly progress reports, by
2:00 p.m. each Friday.
The Chairman (or Deputy Chairman in his absence) has authority
to reassign personnel and duties within the task force and
to submit for the approval of the Deputy Director of Adminis-
tration any significant changes in the makeup or organization
of the task force, or assignment of additional ERC personnel
thereto.
James B. Cahalane
Attachment s
Distr ibut ion
ERC Financial Task Force Members
co:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr, Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
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CHARTER FOR ERC FINANCIAL TASK FORCE
le GENERAL
The Financial Task Force will be responsible for the planning,
actiVities, and documentation required to ensure the payment
of the Center's obligations, and to reconcile and close all
financial accounts. Working with the Personnel Task Force,
this task force will assist in the calculation of separation
and retirement benifits, and take the necessary actions to
ensure their payment to ERC personnel. In conjunction with
the Facilities Services and Property Task Forces, this task
force will work toward closing all ERC property accounts.
Interfacing with the Procurement Task Force, the transfer of
contractual records, and the payment of outstanding obliga-
tions will be accomplished.
2. RESIDUAL ACCOUNTING FUNCTIONS
This team is responsible for continuing the routine accounting
functions and on-going activities in the areas of payroll,
travel, fund certification and imprest funds pa_nsents. Of
particular concern will be the maintenance of records for person-
nel separated from ERC rolls to ensure payment of benefits
due. This team will provide information to the Special Reports
Team of this task force so that selected, on-going financial
reports and analyses may continue, special phase-out reporting
may be done, and elements of current reporting systems may
be dropped.
3. OPEN ACCOUNTS TEAM
The Open Accounts Team shall be responsible for those actions
required to close or transfer all ERC open accounts, with the
exception of the inventory account, which shall be the
responsibility of the Property Accounts Team of the Property
Task Force and the real property accounts which shall be the
responsibility of the Real Property Accounting Team. This
team shall coordinate with the Procurement Task Force and the
Property Task Force to assure complete documentation of all
accounts.
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4. SEPARATION AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS TEAM
This team shall be responsible for those financial actions
required to ensure proper retirement and separation benefits
to all qualified ERC personnel. The team shall coordinate
with the Personnel Task Force the computations required in
accomplishing its goals. As part of its responsibility, this
team will be certain to obtain up-to-date addresses for all
qualifying personnel. This team shall also be responsible
for coordinating with the Special Reports Team and the
Personnel Task Force in the preparation of any internal or
external reports required.
5. REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNTING TEAM
This team shall be responsible for all actions required to
close or transfer ERC real property accounts. This will
require close coordination with the Real Property Accountability
Officer and the Facilities Services Team.
6. SPECIAL REPORTS TEAM
This team will be responsible for undertaking an immediate
review of all current financial reporting requirements. • They
shall then recommend those elements to be continued, modified,
added, or discontinued, as appropriate in the context of
Center pahse-out, working with the Residual Functions team
of this task force, they will ensure that all financial report-
ing systems required to provide upper management with the informa-
tion need to direct the phase-out are maintained. The Special
Reports Team, in coordination with all the teams of this
task force will prepare the reports and analyses necessary to
the orderly phase-out of ERC. All the other teams of this
task force shall provide input as required.
i• i" L •.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
: Distribution
: A/Deputy Director of Administration
DATE: January 13, 1970
SU_ECT: Establishment of the ERC Procurement Task Force
The Procurement Task Force, the fifth in the series of task
forces responsible for orderly Center phase-out, is established
by this memorandum. Operating along the lines of the attached
charter statement and organization chart, it is expected
that this task force will work very closely with the many
technical monitors at ERC, as well as the Property and
Financial Task Forces.
Assignment to the task force is on a full-time basis and
takes precedence over any existing assignments. The task
force, through the Chairman, reports to the Deputy Director
of Administration.
The task force shall develop and submit a master plan with
milestones, and shall submit weekly progress reports, by
2:00 p.m. each Friday.
The Chairman (or Deputy chairman in his absence) has authority
to reassign personnel and duties within the task force and
to submit for the approval of the Deputy Director of Admini-
stration any significant changes in the makeup or organization
of thetask force, or assignment of additional personnel
thereto.
James B. Cahalane
Attachments
Distribution:
ERC Procurement Task Force Members
CC:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr. Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
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CHARTER FOR ERC PROCUREMENT TASK FORCE
IQ GENERAL
This Task Force shall be responsible for all plan-
ning, actions and reviews required for an orderly
phase-out of ERC procurement actions. This shall
include the close, transfer or termination of all
contracts or agreements, preparation of special
reports, and actions required by any residual pro-
curements. This Task Force shall coordinate with
The Property Task Force, and the Financial Task
Force to assure reconciliation of all records.
Before any implementing action can be taken to close,
transfer or terminate a contract or agreement, it will
be necessary that all such files be brought up to
date. Initially, therefore, all members of the Close
and Transfer Team and the Termination Team will work
with the cognizant Technical Monitor to completely
update all files. These files will then be reviewed
and analyzed by the Review and Special Reports Team,
as detailed below. Following a decision on each
case, the appropriate team will take the steps required
to close, transfer or terminate that Contract, or agree-
ment.
The decision to close, transfer or terminate shall be
made by the Procurement Officer, with the advice of
the Technical Monitor, and based upon the reviews and
analysis of the Review and Special Reports. Team and
advice concerning the status of the program involved.
2. REVIEW AND SPECIAL REPORTS TEAM
This team shall undertake an immediate review of all
contracts or agreements under administration by ERC.
This team will work with the Technical Monitor for each
contract to ascertain and receive advice regarding the
progress of that contract. Based upon their analysis
of the current progress and.cost status of each con-
tract or agreement this team will prepare, for use
by the Procurement Officer, a trade off study, and
recommend contract completion/close, or contract term-
ination.
..... 267 e
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In support of the Close and Transfer, and the Term-
ination teams, this team will perform or arrange for
interim or final audit reports, obtain recommended
rates, and support or participate in any negotiations
engaged in by these other teams. This team shall
analyze current reporting requirements, recommend
endlng,contlnulng, modifying, or adding to normal
requirements, as needed, to manage the orderly phase-
out of procurement activities.
3. CLOSE AND TRANSFER TEAM
Following the update of all files, this team shall be
responsible for those actions requlred to close or
transfer contracts or agreements. In carrying out
their function, this team shall coordinate with the
Open Accounts Team of the Financial Task Force and with
The Property Task Force to assure that all ERC records
reflect ultimate contract or agreement status. This
team will be advised by the Procurement Officer and
Task Force Chairman of those contracts or agreements
which require their action.
4. TERMINATION TEAM
Following the update of all files this team shall be
responsible for those actions required to terminate
contracts or agreements. In carrying out their function,
this team shall coordinate with The Open Accounts Team
of the Financial Task Force and with The Property Task
Force to assure that all ERC records reflect ultimate
contract or agreement status. This team will be advised
by the Procurement Officer and Task Force Chairman of
those contracts or agreements which require their action.
5, SMALLPURCHASES CLOSE
Working closely with the Open Accounts Team of the
Financial Task Force, this team will effect and document
all necessary actions required to ensure payment of
vendors and the close-out of purchase Requisitions files.
6, RESIDUAL FUNCTIONS TEAM
This team will be responsible for the normal, on-going
procurement activities. It will award contracts, effect
small purchases, carry on and document Government small
business and contractor equal employment opportunity
programs.
, • ,j
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
CAMBmDGE. MA 02139
PLEASE REPLY TO CODE A
TO : Distribution
FROM : A/Deputy Director of Administration
SUBJECT : Establishment of the ERC Engineering and Construction
Task Force
The Engineering and Construction Task Force, es-
tablished by this memorandum, is the sixth such group
charged with ensuring orderly ERC phase-out. Keeping
with the attached charter statement and organization
chart, this task force is expected to work closely
with the Corps of Engineers as well as the Property
and Facilities Services Task Forces.
Assignment to the task force is on a full-time basis
and takes precedence over any existing assignments.
The task force, through the Chairman, reports to the
Deputy Director of Administration.
The task force shall develop and submit a master plan
with milestones, and shall submit weekly progress re-
ports, by 2:00 p.m. each Friday.
The Chairman (or Deputy Chairman in his absence) has
authority to reassign personnel and duties within
the task force and to submit for the approval of the
Deputy Director of Administration any significant
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changes in the makeup or organization of the task
force, or assignment of additional personnel there-
to.
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Attachments
Distribution:
ERC Engineering and Construction Task Force
CC:
A/Mr. Phillips
AB/Mr. Bayne
AM/Mr. Fernandez
AR/Mr. Ostrosky
D/Mr. Dennison
R/Dr. Dunlap
T/Dr. Mannella
P/Mr. Wedan
U/Mr. Rollin
DP/Mr. Martin
AP/Mr. Huron
AN/Mr. McDonough
AD/Mr. Ebacher
AW/Mr. Maffeo
AWA/Mr. Robertson
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CHARTER FOR ERC ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
TASK FORCE
i • GENERAL
The Engineering and Construction Task Force will be
:_'esponsible for the planning, management and documentation
required for the completion of ERC engineering and
construction programs. This task force is also re-
sponsible for providing research engineering design
and fabricatio_ :and laboratory services as required
during phase-out.
2. CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS TEAM
This team will be responsible for the planning and
execution of the following activities:
A • Complete review of KI/KC Building design
documents•
B • Inspect leased quarters following removal
of equipment, and prepare restoration drawings
and specifications, as required by the
Restoration Team of the Facilities Services
Task Force•
C • Assist the Procurement Task Force, and/or
GSA in negotiations for the termination
of utility services.
Do In coordination with the Maintenance and
-Operations Team of the Facilities Services
Task Force, prepare documents and instructions
for "mothballing" of facility equipment, if
the buildings are to remain unoccuppled for
any length of time.
E• Issue appropriate instructions covering the
cut-back in the scope of construction.
F. Working with the Property Accounting and
Disposition Team of the Property Task Force,
and the Restoration Team of the Facilities
Services Task Force, arrange for the disposition
of equipment, (pumps, A/C units, control
panels, transformer) salavaged upon vacating
leased space•
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G. Review "As-Built" drawings to assure that the
drawings represent construction as accomplished.
H. This team will also undertake the field check
of "As-Built" drawings.
I. This team will reconcile funding of the project
with Corps of Engineers upon completion of the
work under contract; complete processing o£
Transfer and Acceptance documents; direct
the orderly disposition of Field Records and
the disposition of all records covering the
activities of the Construction Projects Office.
J • In coordination with the Property Task Force,
this team will see to the disposal of surplus
Government-owned construction materials.
K. This team shall prepare bidding documents
for landscaping of the Kendall Square site, and
inspect or manage work under this contract,
as well as other exterior site work, i.e., rough
grading and completion of bituminous paving;
plaza paving; completion of the Guidance
Building, the roof of the High Rise Building
and the correction of deficiencies In all
buildings; and the final clean-up work.
L. With the participation of the Maintenance
and Operations Team of the Facilities Services
Task Force, this team will witnessperformance
and acceptance tests on equipment during the May-
June period, when there will be a cooling
demand, as well as witness balancing of air
conditioning systems.
M• Prepare a glossary of information covering the
planning and construction of the Center. In-
cluded in this document will be physical
data on buildings, descriptions of utilities
systems, capacities and mode of operations;
description of exhaust systems and emergency
operation procedures, and similar information
considered useful to future occupant of
buildings. This effort will be in coordination
with the Maintenance and Operations Team of the
Facilities Services Task Force.
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3. LABORATORY ENGINEERING TEAM
This team is charged with the following responsibilities
during ERC phase-out:
A. Based upon the plan developed by the Facilities
Planning and Execution Team of the Facilities
Services Task Force, and in coordination with
the Packaging and Shipping Team of the Property
Task Force, this team will assist in the dis-
mantling, classifying, and moving special
equipment•
B. Provide for the condition classification of ERC
instruments and machine tools.
C •
Do
E •
Prepare a plan for orderly phase-out of functions
performed by the Technical Services Division,
including a plan for phase-out of all contractor
support.
Provide continuity in assisting those laboratories
who have personnel working on "on-going" projects.
Complete full documentation of all records and
drawings of the Technical Services Division.
F. Assist all teams of the Property and Facilities
Task Forces in those areas where engineering and
technical skills are required.
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